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LEGAL NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear
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agency thereof, nor the Institute or members thereof, nor the Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, nor any of their employes, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or

assumes any legal liability or responsibility for any third party's use or the results of

such use of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed in this report or

represents that its use by such third party would not infringe privately owned rights.
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ABSTRACT

This report presents a descriptive plan of tests for the Systems Effects Task of the

®ull-Dength @mergency C9ooling 9eat (ransfer Systems Effects tests (FLECHT

SEASET). This task is designed to produce experimental data which can be used to

address issues related to natural circulation cooling modes in a pressurized water reactor

(PWR). The natural circulation tests were planned in direct response to the accident at

Three Mile Island. The tests consist of natural circulation and reflux condensation

cooling experiments' n electrical heating rod, to simulate current nuclear core arrays

of PWR and PWR fuel vendors. The FLECHT SEASET systems effects test facility with

a scale factor of 1/307 with respect to a four-loop 3411 MWt PWR was used. The

facility was designed with all elevations identical to those of a PWR. Two full-height

steam generators with active secondary side heat removal are also part of the system

design. All tests were conducted with a cosine axial power profile. The data obtained

from these tests will be used to evaluate the effects of components and systems

parameters during natural circulation cooling modes.
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GLOSSARY

This glossary explains definitions, acronyms, and symbols included in the text which

follows.

Analysis -- The examination of data to determine, if possible, the basic physical

processes that occur and the interrelation of the processes. Where possible, physical

processes will be identified from the data and will be related to first principles.

Average fluid conditions -- average thermodynamic properties (for example, enthalpy,

quality, temperature, pressure) and average thermal-hydraulic parameters (for example,

void fraction, mass flow rate) which are derived from appropriately reduced data for a

specified volume or a specified cross-sectional area

Axial peaking factor -- ratio of the peak-to-average power for a given power profile

Blocked -- a situation in which the flow area in the rod bundle or single tube is purposely

obstructed at selected locations so as to restrict the flow

Bottom of core recovery (BOCR) -- a condition at the end of the refill period in which

the lower plenum is filled with injected ECC water as the water is about to flood the

core

Bundle -- a number of heater rods, including spares, which are assembled into a matrix

with CRG-type rods, using necessary support hardware to meet the Task Plan design

requirements

Carryout -- same as carryover

Carryout rate fraction -- the fraction of the inlet flooding flow rate which flows out

the rod bundle exit by upflowing steam

Carryover -- the process in which the liquid is carried in a two-phase mixture out of a

control volume, that is, the test bundle
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Computational methods -- the procedure of reducing, analyzing, and evaluating data or

mathematical expressions, either by hand calculations or by digital computer codes

Computer code -- a set of specific instructions in computer language to perform the

desired mathematical operations utilizing appropriate models and correlations

Computer data acquisition system (CDAS) -- the system which controls the test and

records data for later reduction and analysis

Computer tape -- magnetic tapes that store FLECHT SEASET data

Core rod geometry (CRG) -- a nominal rod-to-rod pitch of 12.6 mm (0.496 inch) and

outside nominal diameter of 9.50 mm (0.374 inch) representative of various nuclear fuel

vendors' new fuel assembly geometries (commonly referred to as the 17xl7 or 16x16

assemblies)

Correlation -- a set of mathematical expressions, based on physical principles and

experimental data but resting primarily on experimental data, which describes the

thermal-hydraulic behavior of a system

Cosine axial power profile -- the axial power distribution of the heater rods in the CRC

bundle that contains the maximum (peak) linear power at the midplane of the active

heated rod length. This axial power profile will be used on all FLECHT SEASET tests as

a fixed parameter.

Data -- recorded information, regardless of form or characteristic, of a scientific or

technical nature. It may, for example, document research, experimental,

developmental, or engineering work, or be usable to define a design or process or to

procure, produce, support, maintain, or operate material. The data may be graphic or

pictorial delineations in media such as drawings or photographs, text in specifications or

related performance or design type documents, or computer printouts. Examples of

data include research and engineering data, engineering drawings and associated lists,

specifications, standards, process sheets, manuals, technical reports, catalog item

identifications and related information, computer programs, computer codes, computer

data bases, and computer software documentation. The term data
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does not include financial, administrative, cost and pricing, and management

information or other information incidental to contract administration.

Data validation -- a procedure used to ensure that the data generated from a test meet

the specified test conditions, and that the instrumentation was functioning properly

during the test

Design and procurement -- the design of the system, including the specification

(consistent with the appropriate Task Plan) of the material, component, and/or system

of interest; and the necessary purchasing function to receive the material, component,

and/or system on the test site. This does not preclude Contractor from constructing

components and systems on the test site to meet requirements of the Task Plan.

ECC -- emergency core cooling

Entrainment -- the process by which liquid, typically in droplet form, is carried in a

flowing stream of gas or two-phase mixture

Evaluation -- the process of comparing the data with similar data, other data sets,

existing models and correlations, or computer codes to arrive at general trends,

consistency, and other qualitative descriptions of the results

Fallback -- the process whereby the liquid in a two-phase mixture flows countercurrent

to the gas phase

FLECHT -- Full-Length Emergency Core Heat Transfer test program

FLECHT SEASET -- Full-Length Emergency Core Heat Transfer - Systems Effects and

Separate Effects Tests

FLECHT SET -- Full-Length Emergency Core Heat Transfer - Systems Effects Tests
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Heat transfer mechanisms -- the process of conduction, convection, radiation, or phase

changes (for example, vaporization, condensation, boiling) in a control volume or a

syst em

Hypothetical -- conjectured or supposed. It is understood that this program is concerned

with study of physical phenomena associated with reactor accidents that have an

extremely low probability and are therefore termed hypothetical.

Loss-of-coolant accident -- a break in the pressure boundary integrity resulting in loss

of core cooling water

Model -- a set of mathematical expressions generated from physical laws to represent

the thermal-hydraulic behavior of a system. A model rests on physical principles.

PMG -- Program Management Group

Pressurized water reactor (PWR) -- a nuclear reactor type in which the system pressure

exceeds saturation pressure, thus preventing gross vapor formation under normal

operating conditions

Reduce data -- convert data from the measured signals to engineering units. In some

cases the data are manipulated in a simple fashion to calculate quantities such as flows.

Separation -- the process whereby the liquid in a two-phase mixture is separated and

detached from the gas phase

Silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) -- a rectifier control system used to supply dc current

to the bundle heater rods

Spacer grids -- the metal matrix assembly (egg crate design) used to support and space

the heater rods in a bundle array

Test section -- lower plenum, bundle, and upper plenum
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Test site -- the location of the test facilities where tests will be conducted

Transducer -- the devices used in experimental systems that sense the physical

quantities, such as temperature, pressure, pressure difference, or power, and transform

them into electrical outputs, such as volts

Unblocked -- the situation in which the flow area in the rod bundle or a single tube is

not purposely obstructed
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SECTION 1

SUMMARY

As part of the NRC/EPRI/Westinghouse Full-Length Emergency Cooling Heat Transfer

Separate Effects and Systems Effects Test (FLECHT SEASET) heat transfer and

hydraulic program,(I) a series of natural circulation tests were conducted on a test

facility whose dimensions are scaled to those of current PWRs with a scale factor of

1/307. The purpose of these tests is to identify hydraulic and heat transfer phenomena

during natural circulation, to provide a data base for code assessment,.and to evaluate

the results obtained in other scaled natural circulation tests.

Thermal-hydraulic phenomena such as reflux condensation and natural circulation have

received increased interest because of the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident, and can be

effectively studied in the FLECHT SEASET facilities.

This document describes the data requirements, instrumentation plan, facility

description, test matrix, and methods of data reduction and analysis for Task 3.2.7,

Natural Circulation Cooling Task, in the FLECHT SEASET program.

In this program, the existing FLECHT facility(2) was modified to accept a new heater

rod bundle whose dimensions are more typical of the PWR fuel rod array sizes currently

in use by PWR vendors, and an upper plenum more typical of present PWR upper plenum

geometries.

Sufficient instrumentation was installed in the test facility that mass and energy

balances can be computed from the data. In addition, the instrumentation was developed

to allow the calculation of average thermal-hydraulic conditions in the system. This

information can be used to develop or verify thermal-hydraulic natural circulation models.

1. Conway, C. E., et al., "PWR FLECHT Separate Effects and Systems Effects Test
(SEASET) Program Plan," NRC/EPRI/Westinghouse-l, December 1977.

2. Cleary, W. F., et al., "FLECHT-SET Phase B System Design Description,"
WCAP-8410, October 1974.
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SECTION 2

BACKGROUND AND TASK OBJECTIVES

2-1. BACKGROUND

Since the Three Mile Island accident, an increased interest has developed in different

long-term postaccident cooling modes. Cooling modes of primary interest are

single-phase natural circulation, two-phase flow natural circulation, and reflux

condensation circulation. The FLECHT SEASET systems effects test facility offers the

capability to conduct natural circulation tests, since the elevations are maintained at

full height and the primary system is power/volume scaled, with a scale factor of 1/307,

such that the proper heat sources and sinks exist in the facilities.

In addition, one of the unique advantages of this facility is the extensive instrumentation

available in the steam generators, which can provide detailed characterization of their

behavior during various natural circulation cooling modes.

As with any scaled test program, some compromises exist. These scaling compromises

are identified in this document and, where possible, suggested actions to address this

concern are discussed. It is believed, however, that regardless of scaling effects, the

proposed tests will add significantly to an understanding of the thermal-hyoraulics of

reflood, reflux boiling (condensation), and natural circulation, and should be pursued as

part of the FLECHT SEASET program.

2-2. TASK OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the natural circulation tests in the systems test facility are as follows:

-- To provide a single-phase and two-phase natural circulation data base over a range of

rod bundle powers such that natural circulation calculations can be verified

-- To examine core cooling transitions between single-phase, two-phase, and reflux

condensation
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-- To examine system response and stability in a two-phase or reflux condensation

mode, and in particular, characterize the steam generator behavior in these cooling

modes
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SECTION 3

DATA REQUIREMENTS

Data requirements are determined by the task objectives presented in paragraph 2-2 of

this report and by contract commitments as presented in the work scope for the Systems

Effects Task (appendix A). In order to meet the task objectives, test facility

instrumentation must be designed to provide sufficient data for calculating the following:

-- Mass and energy balances around each loop component

Global and local thermal-hydraulic conditions to assess models used to interpret

natural circulation phenomena, and to identify flow and heat transfer regimes

during natural circulation and reflux condensation cooling modes

Table 3-1 summarizes the basic data which had to be obtained, using instrumentation

that would allow the above calculations to be made and hence accomplish task

objectives and task work scope. A more detailed description of bundle and system

instrumentation is presented in section 6.
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TABLE 3-I

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS
BASIC DATA TO BE OBTAINED

Desired Data Means of Measurement Location

Cladding temperature Heater rod thermocouples Inside surface of heater rod cladding at
various axial and radial bundle elevations

Fluid temperatures Fluid thermocouples, heated Injection lines; test section plena; and bundle
thermocouples, and bare thermo- at various elevations: downcomer, crossover
couples pipe, steam generator inlet and outlet plena;

tube primary side and secondary side at
various elevations; broken and unbroken cold
legs; and accumulators

Housing temperatures Wall thermocouples Housing and plenum outside surfaces

Steam generator temperatures Wall thermocouples Steam generator plena, tubesheet, tubes, and
shell surfaces at various elevations

Piping and other component Wall thermocouples Downcomer, crossover pipe, injection lines,
temperatures hot legs, cold legs, at various elevations

Injection flow rates Turbine meter and rotameters Injection lines, both gas and liquid

Reflux flow Rotameter Hot legs just before the hot leg test vessel

Test section flows Bidirectional turbo-probe Crossover pipe
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TABLE 3-1 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS
BASIC DATA TO BE OBTAINED

Desired Data Means of Measurement Location

Static pressures Static pressure transducers Test section upper plenum, steam generator
secondary side, downcomer extension,
steam generator secondary side orifice flow-
meters, accumulators, cold leg, UHI, and
gas injection lines

Rod bundle AP DP cells Every 0.30m (12 in.) along the axial length of rod
bundle, overall AP across the 3.66 m (144 in.) length
of the bundle

Levels DP cells Downcomer; test section upper plenum at
various elevations and overall; steam gen-
erator inlet and outlet plenums, primary
side inlet tubes at various elevations, and
overall secondary side; accumulators; hot
leg risers; and pump loop seal downhill legs

AP across DP cells Crossover pipe, test section upper plenum to
components top of downcomer, overall broken and unbroken

hot legs, steam generator inlet to outlet plenums,
overall broken and unbroken cold legs test
section ground plate; upper core plate; steam
generator secondary side flow orifice plate
flowmeters; and cold leg injection location
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SECTION 4

SCALING

4-I. INTRODUCTION

The FLECHT SEASET systems effects test facility was originally designed for low-

pressure reflood systems effects testing. The nominal design of the facility was for

0.41 MPa (60 psia), which would be representative of a high-pressure PWR

containment during the calculated reflood transient. However, when the Three Mile

Island accident occurred, the priority of testing was rearranged and it was desired to

modify the test facility to investigate natural circulative cooling modes typical of a

small-break loss-of-coolant accident. The small-break transients of interest,

however, are at much higher pressures [4.1 to 8.3 MPa (600 to 1200 psia)] than the

FLECHT SEASET test facility was designed for. Therefore, lower-pressure effects of

the FLECHT SEASET tests must be considered as well as scaling effects of the test

apparatus.

The basic approach in scaling the FLECHT SEASET facility was to make it a scaled

simulation of a 4 x 4, 3425 MWt Westinghouse PWR to the fullest extent possible.

This Westinghouse plant has many characteristics which are similar to the other PWR

vendors' four-loop designs, such as core, upper plenum, downcomer, ECC injection

location, and core power distribution. The other PWR designs do have different loop

configurations and/or steam generator designs than the Westinghouse design. These

differences in loop design are shown in figures 4-1 through 4-3. The Westinghouse

four-loop design (4 x 4) uses four hot legs, four steam generators, four reactor coolant

pumps, and four cold legs returning to the vessel. The Westinghouse design uses

U-tube steam generators. The Combustion Engineering (CE) and Babcock and Wilcox

(B&W) designs use two hot legs feeding two steam generators with four reactor

coolant pumps and four cold legs returning to the vessel (2 x 4 configuration). The CE

design uses U-tube steam generators; B&W uses once-through steam generators. The

following paragraphs discuss the differences between the Westinghouse 3425 MWt

PWR and the Combustion Engineering 3817 MWt and Babcock and Wilcox 3820 MWt

designs.
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Figure 4-1. Westinghouse Reactor Coolant Loop Configuration
and Calculated Worst Break Location (Large Cold
Leg Break)
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The cold leg pipe sizes of the CE and B&W designs are close to those of a

Westinghouse PWR. Diameters and flow areas are given in table 4-1. The area

scaling differences for a CE and B&W design are 19 and 4 percent, respectively.

The differences in the loop seal length between the Westinghouse, CE, and b&W

designs would affect the flow resistance when the loop seal is empty. This change in

flow resistance can be accounted for by analytical techniques. The scaled flow area

differences are 6.7 percent less flow area for the CE design and 6.5 percent more for

the B&W design (table 4-1).

The scaling requirements to preserve flow regimes, physical parameters, and physical

phenomena are not necessarily compatible. Therefore, it is necessary to make

compromises to best meet the objectives of the program. Since these tests are not a

demonstration, they need not include all details of a prototypical PWR response to a

hypothetical accident so long as the results are representative of the basic

phenomena which could occur.

4-2. DIFFERENT SCALING APPROACHES

Most of the FLECHT SEASET reflood systems effects test facility had been designed

and some of it had been constructed before the decision was made to investigate

small-break, loss-of-coolant, and natural circulation cooling modes. Therefore, the

original facility scaling logic for reflood tests had to be examined to see if it was still

valid for small-break accident simulation.

Originally, in the FLECHT Systems Effects Tests Programs,(I) different scaling

rationales were examined to determine the appropriate basis for the reflood systems

effects tests. Linear scaling and volume scaling were examined. Using linear scaling,

a model of the prototype would have the thermal hydraulic pressures occurring on a

reduced time scale relative to the prototype. Linear scaling was investigateo for the

T. Cadek, F. F., et al., "PWR FLECHT Systems Effects Tests Program Plan,"
WCAP-7906, April 1972.
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TABLE 4-1

COMPARISON OF VENDOR DESIGNS

(a) ~Combusti on.() c
Westinghouse Engineering Babcock & Wilcox(c)

Cold leg piping

Diameter [rn (in.)] 0.698 (27.5) 0.76 (30) 0.71 (28)
Area [m2 (ft 2 )] 0.3832 (4.125) 0.46 (4.9) 0.397 (4.27)
Scaled flow area [nM2 (ft 2 )] 0.00124 (0.0134) 0.00148 (0.0159) 0.00129 (0.0139)
Percent difference(e) -- (18.7) 3.7

Loop seal piping

Diameter [M (in.)] 0.79 (31) 0.76 (30) 0.81 (32)
Area [m 2 (ft2 )] 0.487 (5.24) 0.456 (4.91) 0.518 (5.58)
Height [m (ft)] 2.7 (9.0) 1.8 (6.0) 3.26 (10.7)
Scaled flow area [rr) (ft 2 )] 0.00158 (0.0170) 0.00148 (0.0]59) 0.00168 (0.0181)
Percent difference -- -6.5 6.5

Hot leg piping

Diameter [rn (in.)] 0.74 (29) 1.07 (42) 0.97 (38)
Area [m2 (ft2)] 0.426 (4.59) 0.894 (9.62) 0.331 (7.87)
Scaled flow area rn22(ft 2)] 0.00138 (0.0149) 0.00291 (0.0313) 0.00238 (0.0256)
Percent difference(e) -- 110.1 71.8

a.

b.
C.
d.
e.

4 x 4 3425 MWt PWR
2 x 4 3817 MWt System 80 design
2 x 4 3820 MWt 205 design
Based on scaling ratio of 307:1
Percent change from Westinghouse scaled area



Semiscale facility. 1 ) It was decided that this would distort the geometry of the test

facility since the lengths, areas, and volumes would scale as SF, (SF) 2 , and (SF) 3

where SF is the scale factor. In the Semiscale core, the loop would have been so small

that it would have been difficult (if not impossible) to build and instrument, and

several scaling violations would have existed out of design necessity. A similar

conclusion was also reached in the LOFT scaling study.(2)

The results of the Semiscale study, the original FLECHT SEASET program plan, and

the LOFT scaling study all confirmed that the most prototypical system response

would be obtained with a volume-scaled test facility in which the lengths of the piping

and loop were the same as those of the prototype. Following the Semiscale approach,

volume scaling results in

Lm - L* I I = length scale factor (4-1)

p

mq1, = q*= I = volumetric heat generation scale factor (4-2)
qp

where

Lm = model length

L = prototype length
P

q'" = model volumetric heat generation rate

q111 = prototype volumetric heat generation rate
p

Setting L* equal to I means that lengths, velocities, and accelerations should be the

same in the model and prototype (assuming the same fluid physical properties). Since

I. Larsen, T. K., et al., "Scaling Criteria and an Assessment of Semiscale Mod-3
Scaling for Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant Transients," EGG-SEMI-5121, March 1980.

2. Ybarrondo, L. J., et al., "Examination of LOFT Scaling," ASME Winter Meeting,
New York, NY, 1974.
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the pressure and temperature range of the FLECHT SEASET tests is different from the

prototype small-break conditions, the velocities and accelerations will not be precisely

preserved for all phases of natural circulation cooling. This aspect is carefully

described in paragraph 4-3.

Using equation (4-1) for the volume ratio of the system, then

V A AZm MV = ;T P = ;V A* (4-3)

which is the area ratio. Thus, when the flow path lengths in the model are kept the

same as those of the prototype to preserve the real-time aspect of the experiment, the

flow areas are reduced by the scale factor. Therefore, the pressure drop per unit length

will be higher in the model compared to the prototype, and the pressure drop distribu-

tion around the simulated reactor coolant loop will be different in the model compared

to a PWR reactor coolant system. In the FLECHT SEASET scaled model, the pressure

drop distribution could not be preserved; however, the overall loop pressure drop and

the pressure drop between major components was preserved using removable orifice

plates. The cause of the largest pressure drop in the reactor loop is the pump; in the

test, the cause of the largest pressure drop was the wall friction. Table 4-2 compares

the PWR and FLECHT SEASET flow areas, and table 4-3 compares the relative resis-

tances for the simulated reactor coolant loop in the FLECHT SEASET facility and in

the PWR if volume scaling is used.

Equation (4-2) indicates that the volumetric heat generation rate would be the same in

the model as in the prototype. Again following the Semiscale approach,

q q"of'V A L A
m_ m m M M A* (4-4)

q el"' V A L - A
-p p Pp PP

since Lm/Lp = 1, where A* is the scale factor for the flow area and it is equal to the

power ratio.
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TABLE 4-2

COMPARISON OF PWR SCALED FLOW AREAS AND SYSTEMS EFFECTS TEST FLOW AREAS(a)
t 1~~~~~ -

Flow Area [m2 (ft
2 ))

Component PWR PWR Scaled FLECHT SEASET
FLECHT SEASET

Pipe Size
Pipe In

Ccm (in.))
Flow Area Ratio
(FS/PWR Scaled)

Core

Lower plenum

Upper plenum

Downcomer

Hot leg
o Broken

o Unbroken

Pump suction
o Broken

o Unbroken

Cold leg
o Broken

" Unbroken

Steam generator
o Unbroken tubes
O Inlet/outlet plenums

o Broken tubes .
o Inlet/outlet plenums

4.76 (51.2)

11.098 (119.46)

11.098 (119.46)

4.84 (52.1)

0.426 (4.59)
[74 cm (29 in.) ID]
1.279 (13.77)

0.487 (5.24)
[78 cm (31 in.) IDJ
1.460 (15.72)

0.383 (4.12)
[70 cm (27.5 in.) ID]
1.148 (12.36)

3.1674 (34.095)
11.990 (129.06)

1.0558 (11.365)
3.997 (43.02)

0.01548 (0.1665)

0.0361 (0.3891)

0.0361 (0.3891)

0.01577 (0.1697)

0.00139 (0.0149)

0.00416 (0.0448)

0.00159 (0.01706)

0.00476 (0.0512)

0.00125 (0.0134)

0.00374 (0.0402)

0.01031 (0.1110)
0.03906 (0.4204)

0.00344 (0.0370)
0.01301 (0.1401)

0.01548 (0.1665)

0.3880 (0.4176)(b)
0.3238 (0. 3 48 5 )(c)

0.01603 (0.1726)

0.00145 (0.0155)

0.00426 (0.0458)

0.00159 (0.0170)

0.00477 (0.0513)

0.00131 (0.0140)

0.00426 (0.0458)

0.01003 (0 . 10 7 94"d)
0.02162 (0.2327)(e)

0.00335 (0.0360)(f)
0.007411(0.0804)(e

0.0508 cm (0.0200 in.) wall

25 cm (10 in.)
sch 140

15 cm (6 in.)
1.3 cm (5 in.) wall

5 cm (2 in.) sch 160

7.6 cm (3 in.) sch 80

6.3 cm (2.5 in.)
sch XXSTG
7.6 cm (3 in.) sch 40

3.8 cm (1.5 in.) sch 40

7.6 cm (3 in.) sch 80

2.2 cm (0.875 in.)
0.127 cm (0.05 in.) wall
25 cm (10 in.) sch 80

2.2 cm (0.875 in.)
0.127 cm (0.05 in.) wall
15 cm (6 in.) sch XSTG

19.36 (7.625)

22.22 (8.750)

14.29 (5.625)

4.290 (1.689)

7.366 (2.900)

4.498 (1.771)

7.793 (3.068)

4.090 (1.610)

7.366 (2.900)

1.968 (0.775)
24.29 (9.564)

1.968 (0.775)
14.63 (5.761)

1.0

1.07
0.90

1.02

1.04

1.02

1.00

1.003

1.05

1.14

0.97
0.55

0.97
0.57

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.

Based on PWR core flow area to FLECHT SEASET bundle flow area ratio: 51.2/0.1665 = 307; PWR is a 412 - SNUPPS.
Empty
With 10 2.858 cm (1.125 in.) OD columns [64.1 cm

2 (9.94 in.
2)

All 33 tubes unplugged
Volume was scaled.
All 11 tubes unplugged



TABLE 4-3

COMPARISON OF PWR AND SYSTEMS EFFECTS TEST LENGTHS AND FLOW RESISTANCES(a)

Length [m (ft)) Length Resistance Coefficient, K(bc) Elevation(d)[m (ft)]
Ratio

Component PWR FLECHT SEASET (FS/PWR) PWR FLECHT SEASET PWR FLECHT SEASET

Core 3.66 (12.0) 3.66 (12.0) 1.0 3.66 (12.0) 3.66 (12.0)

Lower plenum

Upper plenum 2.13 (6.975) 1.33 (4.375) 0.63 4.029 (13.22) 4.029 (13.22)

Downcomer 4.874 (1 5 .9 9 (e) 4.877 (16.0)(e) 1.0 4.874 (1 5 .9 9 )(e) 4.877 ( 16 . 0 )(e)
7.026 (2 3 .0 5 )(f) 5 .9 4 (1 9 . 5 )(fJ 0.85

Hot leg
o Broken 6.86 (22.5) 6.25 (20.5) 0.91 0.308 3.81 4.855 (1 5 *9 3 )(e) 4.877 (1 6 . 0 )(e)
o Unbroken 6.86 (22.5) 6.95 (22.8) 1.01 0.308 2.48 4.855 (1 5 .9 3 )(e) 4.877 (1 6 .0 )(e)

Pump suction
o Broken 11.3 (37.0) 11.66 (38.25) 1.03 21.68 11.89 2.024 (6 .6 4 )(g) 2.033 (6.67)(g)
o Unbroken 11.3 (37.0) 11.66 (38.25) 1.03 21.68 13.00 2.024 (6 .6 4 )(g) 2.033 (6 .6 7 )(g)

Cold leg
o Broken 7.47 (24.5) 4.67 (15.3) 0.62 0.220 6.02 5.224 (1 7 .1 4 )(h) 5.233 (17.17)(h)
o Unbroken 8.69 (28.5) 8.61 (28.25) 0.99 1.18 7.17 5.224 (17 . 1 4 )(h) 5.233 (1 7 .1 7 )(h)

Steam generator
o Unbroken tubes 20.2 (66.2) max -21.3 (70.0) 1.2 7.291 (23.92)(') 7.291 (23.92)(i)

17.6 (57.7) avgx 7.88 8.39
o Inlet/outlet plenums 1.60 (5.25) max 1.14 (3.75) 0.71 5.694 (18.68)(i) 6.10 (20.0)(i)

o Broken tubes 20.2 (66.2) max -21.3 (70.0) 1.2 7.291 (2 3 .9 2 )(i) 7.291 (23.92)(i)
17.6 (57.7) avg0 7.88 8.36

o Inlet/outlet plenums 1.60 (5.25) max 1.14 (3.75) 1 _0.71 _ _1_1_5.694 (18.68)(j) 1_6.10 (20.0)(_)

C)

a.

b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Based on PWR core flow area to FLECHT SEASET bundle flow area ratio: 51.2/0.1665 = 307; PWR is a 412 - SNUPPS.
Full-length scaling
Based on hot leg area and hot leg density (hot leg dynamic head)
Based on bottom of heated length
Bottom of cold leg/hot leg pipe ID; overflow height
Maximum height.
U-bend centerline
Centerline of cold leg pipe
Bottom of tubesheet
Bottom of inlet plenum



If one examines the heat flux ratio, where As is the heat transfer surface area,

9m %'As m

qp qp As - A*
p

if the heat flux scaling is to be maintained as unity (qm/$q = 1). Then, from equations

(4-4) and (4-5),

(~As
Sm A* (4-6)

qAp Asp

or

As N 1DL
m_ m mm (47)

As N1TDL
p p pp

for either the core or the steam generator. Again from equation (4-1), L m/Lp =L* = 1;

thus

ND
m m = A* (4-8)

ND
p p

The designer is faced with a choice of having a scaled number of heat transfer surfaces

(Nm) and preserving the characteristic dimension of the surface (Dp), or increasing the

number of surfaces and reducing the characteristic dimension of the surface. From a

scaled experiment point of view, the proper choice is to preserve the characteristic

dimension of the heat transfer surface such that D m/Dp = 1 and

Nm

m- = A* (4-9)
p
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Then the heater rods or steam generator tubes are prototypical, but there are fewer of

them in the model.

By preserving the diameter, lengths, velocities, and accelerations, several single-phase

dimensionless numbers are preserved between the prototype and the model, if the fluid

conditions are the same. In the bundle and steam generator, since DmI/Dp = 1, then for

the same fluid conditions the Reynolds numbers of the model and prototype are the

same, as are the Euler numbers and Prandtl numbers, where the Euler number repre-

sents the loop pressure drop or the pressure drop of a major comparent such as the

bundle, steam generator, or downcomer. As mentioned earlier, the Euler number for

the interconnecting piping would not be preserved, since the volume scaling results in

an increased pressure drop per foot for the model. Also, the pump resistance and Euler

number are not preserved between the model and prototype because in the model, the

pump resistance simulator is decreased to compensate for the increased piping resis-

tance such that the overall resistance stays the same. Thus, only the overall loop Euler

number, and the steam generator and bundle Euler numbers are preserved.

Considering single-phase heat transfer in the heat bundle (core) or steam generator,

% h AT
m m

p p p

Since by equation (4-5), qm/q. = 1, the heat transfer in the prototype is related to the

model heat transfer as

(Tw - T~

h = h (Tw Tf)m (4-11)
p m (T - )

Therefore, for the heat transfer coefficient to be the same between the model and the

prototype, the physical properties of the coolant in each case should be the same as

well, as the temperature difference between the heat transfer surface and coolant. It

should be noted that, if the physical properties are weakly dependent on the absolute
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value of the temperature, then the test results can be applied to other temperature or

pressure levels with little error. Therefore, for the same physical properties, with vol-

ume scaling, the Nusselt numbers remain the same. The Grashof number also remains

the same between the prototype and model for volume scaling, since the lengths are

preserved as well as the characteristic length (Dm /D p).

In summary, a volume scaling approach was used for the FLECHT SEASET systems

effects facility for both reflood and natural circulation tests. The scaling logic is more

precise for reflood conditions since the physical properties of the coolant in the model

and prototype are identical. Scaling compromises will occur in the attempt to simulate

the higher pressures for small break situations. This distortion is discussed in detail in

paragraph 4-3.

Therefore, the scaling logic in the FLECHT SEASET facility employs the following

criteria:

The power input per fluid volume in the test bundle compared to that of an average

power fuel assembly in a PWR is preserved so that the steam generation rates will

be about the same.

-- The steam generator is sized to preserve the same power (or heat source) per tube

bundle flow area as that of a normal Westinghouse four-loop steam generator.

-- This preserves the cooling capacity of the generator and the cooling/length such

that the proper elevation heads are available for natural circulation.

The elevations are maintained at full height and the system components are at the

same relative elevations as in a four-loop Westinghouse PWR. Since reflooding and

natural circulation are gravity-driven processes, all elevations are maintained at

full height so that important driving forces in the system will be simulated and the

dominant term in the momentum equation for each component will be preserved.
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The real-time nature of the process was preserved so that thermal-hydraulic events

would occur on a real-time scale basis. This requires that the piping and flow paths

between components be full length so that the transport times between components

are preserved.

The basic scaling factor for the test is 1:307. This ratio stems from the selection of the

161-heater rod bundle array to simulate the PWR core, with the result that the test

bundle flow area and volume are 1/307 of the flow area and volume of the standard

Westinghouse four-loop, 3425 MWt PWR core. The sizing of the other system volumes

has also been made on a 1/307 scale where possible. The energy release capability of

the FLECHT-SET heater rod bundle has also been maintained compared to an average

assembly of PWR fuel rods during the reflood and small-break phases of a LOCA tran-

sient. This is accomplished by providing identical heated lengths, heater rod diameters,

and kw/ft ratings (for reflood power levels) and comparable peaking factors of each rod

compared to PWR fuel rods. The material properties of the FLECHT SEASET heater

rod are sufficient to repeatedly attain the temperature and power levels required for

heat release during the simulated transients. By fixing the component length and pre-

serving the power-to-flow area ratio, the steam velocities at different locations in the

system were preserved. Preservation of the steam velocities helped to preserve the

real-time aspect of the experiment and also helped to preserve the entrainment and

liquid fallback potential in different system components, such as the bundle, upper

plenum, steam generator plena, and the hot legs. Some compromise in local resistances

have been made; however, the total resistance is adjusted by suitable orificing so that

the total loop resistance is the same as that of a PWR.

4-3. PRESSURE EFFECTS AND SCALING FOR FLECHT SEASET TESTS

For a small-break LOCA the pressure range of interest is 4.1 to 8.3 MPa (600 to

1200 psia), which is significantly greater than the pressure capability of the FLECHT

SEASET systems effects loop. In the natural circulation test plan, three types of tests

are planned:

-- Liquid-solid natural circulation with liquid-solid steam generator secondary side
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-- Two-phase primary side natural circulation with boiling secondary steam generator

si de

-- Reflux condensation primary side with boiling secondary side steam generators

For the single-phase tests, it is expected that the effect of pressure on the Nusselt.

number would be small, such that the resulting temperature rises for the model and pro-

totype would be similar. It should be noted that for the volume scaling, Dm/DP = 1,1

Vm/Vp = 1, and it was assumed that for the Grashof number (Tw - Tf)m/(Tw - Tf)p = 1.

The resulting impact of the property differences on the expected temperature rises in

the model and prototype can be estimated as

q1 hrT Num k D AT
mm - m 1 -

p1 p m AT - D Nu k 
(T

qp hpAp Dm Np k Tp

where Nu could be forced turbulent convection or natural convection. Noting that

qý/o $= 1, and assuming a Dittus-Boelter(1) expression for turbulent forced convection,

the temperature rise ratio for the model and prototype becomes

A~m Re0.8/Pr ý0.4 k

----k - (4 -1 3)Ap - M) P r~m/ ) m

Similarly, for natural circulation where

Nu = 0.17 (Cr - Pr)1/4 (2)

1. Dittus, F. W., and Boelter, L. M. K., "Heat Transfer in Automobile Radiators of the
Tubular Type," Univ. Calif., Berkeley Publ. Eng. 2, 13, 443-462 (1930).

2. Eckert, E. R. C., and Drake, R. M., Analysis of Heat and Mass Transfer, McGraw-
Hill, New York, 1972.
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and noting that Gr has a AT dependence, a similar expression for the heat flux ratio can

be derived to give

,1/4 k(A /4 Dq' (Cr' • m k(%) 04
m p 1  (4-14)

D (Cr' Pr)1/4 k (AT )514
m P p p

where

G•= Grm/ATm

The temperature ratio then becomes

AT Cr' * Pr /(

mT - I r *Pr Iý \kaj/ (4-15)

Comparisons of the Nusselt number ratios and the resulting temperature ratio between

the model and prototype for both forced convection and natural convection are shown in

table 4-4. There is a maximum of 25 percent variation between the expected model

temperature rise and the prototype temperature rise at a scaling pressure of 8.3 MPa

(1200 psia). For forced convection, the model temperature rise will be smaller than the

prototype temperature rise, primarily due to the Prandtl number ratio. In natural cir-

culation, the model temperature rise will be larger. In either case the difference in the

model and prototype temperature is approximately 20 percent; this is acceptable for

the FLECHT SEASET tests.

For two-phase natural circulation and reflux condensation, the heat transfer mode of

interest is condensation in the steam generator tubes. Assuming laminar film condensa-

tion on the vertical surfaces, the Nusselt analysis(1) gives

~g(pf - %)p k 3h 1/

h 0.943 f.. f (4-16)
L Pf LTsat wT j

1. Eckert, E. R. G., and Drake, R. M., Analysis of Heat and Mass Transfer9 McGraw-
Hill, New York, 1972.
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TABLE 4-4

INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE ON SINGLE-PHASE HEAT TRANSFER

AND TEMPERATURE RISE

Value at Indicated Pressure

Mode Parameter 4.1 MPa (600 psia) 8.3 MPa (1200 psia)

Forced NJ
convection m 1.12 1.062

p

AT
m 0.796 0.747

AT

Natural Nui
convection m 0.747 0.679

p

AT
m 1.15 1.19

AT

Therefore, the wall heat flux becomes

q" = hc (Tsat T) (4-17)

Applying the scaling criteria where the heat flux ratio is unity gives

[gpf(pf - pg) kf hf 1/
0.943 gJ gPm ( Tf-Pa 3hfa'1

= 1 4 fL(Tsat T Jm Tsat - m

p- ,., ', 3 h 11/4
(4-18)
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Simplifying the expression in equation (4-18) gives

(T[ sat Tw)ml f ( - pgrn)kfm3 hfg9_ý p 1/4 (-9

(Tsat WT)P/ p PP(P Pg)kfp l

Assuming that the prototype is at 4.1 MPa (600 psia), the condensation wall tempera-

ture ratio [first bracketed term in equation (4-19)] is 1.09, and at 8.3 (1200 psia) the

ratio becomes 1.25. This indicates that the condensation effects for the prototype and

model are similar and that the model will yield prototypical condensation heat transfer

data.

There is a serious discrepancy between the density of the vapor at the model conditions

and the corresponding vapor density at reactor conditions which can affect the two-

phase flow behavior of the system. Assuming that the FLECHT SEASET test facility

will simulate two-phase natural circulation and reflux condensation at a system pres-

sure of 0.34 MPa (50 psia), the ratio of the steam densities pm/Pp becomes 0.092 at

4.1 MPa (600 psia) and 0.04246 at 8.3 MPa (1200 psia). Therefore, for the scaled steam

mass flow in the simulated hot leg, the resulting vapor velocity will be significantly

higher in the FLECHT SEASET model compared to the prototype.

The concern is that larger steam velocities in the hot legs due to the lower system pres-

sure for the FLECHT SEASET model could yield nonprototypical flow conditions or

transitions compared to the reactor for two-phase natural circulation and reflux con-

densation cooling modes. These concerns are particularly important if a transient test

is being conducted with a break simulation such that the system inventory is continu-

ously decreasing. The scaled test could continue to promote two-phase natural circula-

tion because of the higher steam velocity, whereas the PWR could be in a reflux con-

densation mode.
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A similar concern exists in the steam generator inlet plenum at the tubesheet. The

higher-than-scaled hot leg steam velocity could lead to a different flooding characteris-

tic for the model steam generator tubesheet compared to the PWR. Both the hot leg

two-phase flow regime transitions and flooding behavior of the steam oenerator tube-

sheet are investigated next.

Examining the steam flow in the FLECHT SEASET hot legs,

qm m ,',

M. =q- m m-m (4-20)
sm hfgm hfgm

where no inlet subcooling was used, and all the power generation was assumed to aener-

ate vapor.

Also in the hot leg,

M P A VHL (4-21)s m m m
m

where the superscript HL denotes hot leg and A HL and VmHL are the hot leg flow area

and velocity.

Thus, solving equations (4-20) and (4-21) for the hot leg steam velocity in the model

yields

A lt

VHL m n-rrl (4-22)
m h P A HL

In the prototype, a similar relationship can be developed:

q "' A L
VHL= qp (4-23)

P hfgPp AHL
fgp p
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Taking the ratio yields

V HL H

T(4-24)
()

Using earlier identities,

Cý' L
q''

A
M 1 1

A - scale factor - 307
p

-P- scale factor = 307

AHL
m

Thus,

VHL = h f p m (4-25)
V H-L h fn

p Nn

This ratio becomes 8.78 at 4.1 MPa (600 psia) for the prototype and 15.59 at 8.3 MPa

(1200 psia) for the prototype, assuming a 0.34 MPa (50 psia) pressure for the model.

To preserve the steam velocity in the hot leg, only two parameters can be changed, the
volumetric heat generation rate (test power), and the hot leg flow area (A HL), since

mtnce
the facility scale factor and pressure were already fixed.
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The power generation in the experiment would have to be reduced by a factor of 8 to 15

below the scaled value to preserve the steam velocity in the hot leg. This would mean

conducting tests at 0.2 percent of simulated reactor power rather than the preferred

2 percent of simulated reactor power. The lower test power would yield lower temper-

ature rises, which would be difficult to measure. Also, unless the steam generator sec-

ondary side flow was correspondingly reduced by the same factor, the primary side heat

would all be removed at the immediate entrance of the steam generator. The measure-

ment and control problems with such a low-power test made decreasing the test power

an undesirable choice. Therefore, it was decided to enlarge the hot legs as much as

possible consistent with the test vessel upper plenum and the existing steam generator

plena. The hot leg inside diameters were increased from 42.9 to 76.2 mm (1.689 to

3.00 in.) for the broken loop and 73.6 to 152 mm (2.9 to 6 in.) for the unbroken loop sim-

ulation. Usng these diameters to recalculate the hot leg area relative to the PWR flow

areas, equation (4-25) can be recalculated for the steam flow in the hot leg for the

model compared to the prototype. Therefore,

HL h
S)Pp 18.36 1 (4-26)

VHL- hfgm PM 0.2454 307

resulting in a steam velocity ratio of 2.14 at 4.1 MPa (600 psia) and 3.798 at 8.3 MPa

(1200 psia). Therefore, when the hot leg diameter is increased, the steam velocity in

the FLECHT SEASET hot legs is closer to the proper scaled value. However, the test

steam velocity is still higher than the proper scaled value.

The flow regime transition which is of interest in the hot leg is the intermittent slug-

plug to stratified flow regime. It is expected that co-current slug and plug flow would

exist in the hot leg during two-phase natural circulation. However, as mass is drained

from the system and reflux condensation occurs, eventually the hot leg will become

stratified with liquid flowing back to the core at the same time that steam is flowing in

the opposite direction toward the steam generators.
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The higher hot leg velocity in the FLECHT SEASET test facility relative to a PWR

could prolong the intermittent slug-plug regime while the PWR hot leg would be in a

stable stratified flow regime. Therefore, to investigate the possible hot leg flow

regime effects and flow regime transitions, the work on horizontal flow regime transi-

tion by Taitel and Dukler(1) was investigated.

Taitel and Dukler give a criterion for the transition between the intermittent (plug and

slug) flow regime and the stratified flow regime in terms of the superficial vapor veloc-

ity in the hot leg. The expression for the critical velocity for the transition vapor

velocity Ug is

jP f - p ) D g *(1 '2 2J/2(4-27)

pg(E)[t- (2 hL- 1)2]

where

A1.25 cos- (2h` - 1) - (2' - 1) - 1) 2

g L (L L -(2'L

and hL is h/D where h is the liquid height in the pipe of diameter D. Equation (4-27)

was programmed and solved for the PWR dimensions and pressures of 4.]. and 8.3 MPa

(600 and 1200 psia) for a range of hL values as well as for the FLECHT SEASET facility

at 0.34 MPa (50 psia) with the larger pipe diameter.

Equation (4-27) will give the superficial vapor velocity at the transition between the

intermittent and stratified flow regimes for a given water height in the hot leg.

Values for U were obtained for different water heights in the hot leg for both the PWR

case and FLECHT SEASET. The hot leg superficial velocity, which is equal to 2 percent

of core decay heat boiloff, was also calculated for the PWR and FLECHT SEASET. The

1. Taitel, Y., and Dukler, A. E., "A Model for Predicting Flow Regime Transitions in
Horizontal and Near-Horizontal Gas-Liquid Flow," 3. Amer. Inst. Ch. Eng. 22., 1,
47-55 (1976).
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intersections of these two curves, for the PWR and for FLECHT SEASET, indicate the

maximum value of h or liquid level in the pipe allowed at the transition point. As dis-

cussed above, the liquid level will be lower in the FLECHT SEASET tests, compared to

the PWR because of the lower pressure (and corresponding higher hot leg steam

velocity).

As figure 4-4 indicates, the hot leg would have to be drained to 58 percent of its height

before the flow regime in the hot leg would be stable stratified flow. The corre-

sponding liquid levels in the hot leg for the PWR are 73 percent at 4.1 MPa (600 psia)

and 75 percent at 8.3 MPa (1200 psia).

This means that the FLECHT SEASET test facility will remain in two-phase natural cir-

culation with lower mass inventories as compared to the higher-pressure PWR. This

difference in transition between one flow regime and another is a result of the pressure

scaling effect and has nothing to do with the volume scaling.

Zuber(1) performed a similar analysis for the Semiscale small-break tests and also

showed that even for the same pressure (and therefore coolant physical properties), the

transition between intermittent and stratified flow does not scale with volume. This

means that no sealed facility will exactly model the flow regime transition in the PWR.

The other area of concern is the possible flooding effects at the steam generator tube-

sheet during the reflux condensation simulations in the FLECHT SEASET facility. The

higher vapor velocity in the hot legs and steam generator tubes could restrict the return

of the condensate to the hot leg such that a pulsing flow similar to that observed by
(2)Banerjee would exist in the FLECHT SEASET tests; pure reflux condensation would

occur in the PWR. Since the flow area in the steam generator tubes was not increased,

as was done with the hot legs, the steam velocity at the tubesheet is greater than the

scaled value by a factor of 8 to 15.

1. Zuber, N., "Scaling of Two-Phase Flow Transition in Horizontal Pipes of Semiscale,"
NRC Memorandum, September 1979.

2. Banerjee, S., et al., "Reflux Condensation and Transition to Natural Circulation in a
Vertical Tube," presented at 1981 Winter ASME meeting, Heat Transfer Aspects of
Reactor Safety.
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The flooding characteristics of the steam generator tubesheet are assumed to obey the

Wallis flooding correlation () given by

•jg + mT/f= C (4-28)

where

* VgI/Pg (4-29)
ig = (pf - pg)

and

3 f
JD(pf - Pg

(4-30)

with values of m = 1.0 and C = 0.725 for sharp-edged tubes. For no liquid downflow,

Jf = 0 and

ci = C2 (4-31)
g crit

Therefore,

2
C D(p - Pg) (4-32)

gcrist B On g

1. Wallis, G. B., One-Dimensional Two-Phase Flow, McGraw-Hill New York, 1969.
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The value of D is the inside diameter of the steam generator tube. The critical flooding

velocity for the FLECHT SEASET test and the PWR are shown in figure 4-5, along with

the superficial steam velocity calculated for a given steam generator tube for different

decay powers in the core. As the figure indicates, at decay powers above 3 percent, the

FLECHT SEASET test facility could flood at the steam generator tubesheet.

At these higher decay powers, it is speculated that the FLECHT SEASET test facility

would not operate in a stable reflux mode. It is believed that some of the steam gener-

ator tubes of the facility would oscillate between a refluxing mode, in which the con-

densate accumulated in the steam generator tubes, and a two-phase natural circulation,

in which the accumulated condensate would be pushed over the U-bend into the steam

generator outlet plenum in much the same manner as in the single-tube experiments of

Banerjee. The PWR, on the other hand, is nowhere near the flooding limit even at

5 percent decay power. Since the operating power of the FLECHT SEASET experiments

was set at 2 percent of decay power, and in addition since not all of the decay power

will generate steam because some subcooling exists, it is felt that the refluxing capabil-

ity of the test facility will be nearly prototypical at low decay powers. However,

higher powers could cause oscillations in the steam generator tubes, as they would flood

then drain back into the steam generator plenum.

4-4. SCALING CONCLUSIONS

The low-pressure facility has been examined for its applicability for simulating higher-

pressure small break natural circulation cooling modes. The lower pressure in the

FLECHT SEASET facility will require lower system mass inventory to attain the same

flow regimes in the hot leg compared to the PWR, even with the larger-than-scale hot

leg diameters. Also, the FLECHT SEASET steam generators will be closer to the flood-

ing limit than those of the PWR; this could produce a delay from two-phase natural cir-

culation to pure reflux condensation, or some of the tubes could be flooded while other

tubes are refluxing. This means that if a transient FLECHT SEASET test were con-

ducted with the scaled break flow of a PWR, the time periods between the different

cooling modes in the experiment would be longer than in a PWR, since more mass would

have to be depleted from FLECHT SEASET. Therefore, in spite of volume scaling, the
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SECTION 5

TEST PARAMETER RANGES AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS

Three types of tests were performed under various degrees of natural circulation: liquid

single-phase primary flow, two-phase primary flow, and reflux condensation in the

primary system. The liquid single-phase natural circulation tests were conducted at

different power levels to examine the resulting natural circulation flows, pressure drops,

and bundle temperature rises. Reference test conditions for these tests are shown in

table 5-1. Liquid single-phase natural circulation tests were also be conducted with a

superimposed cold leg injection transient to see how cold leg injection of colder water,

relative to the primary system temperature, affects the natural convection loop flow. A

preset amount of cold water was injected into the cold leg when the test is at a stable,

free convection mode. The resulting transient behavior of the system will be recorded.

A similar series of secondary side transients on induced primary system natural

circulation were examined by varying the secondary side flow by about + 50 percent

after the system reaches a stable condition. The area of interest is the transient

response of the primary system as it readjusts to a new secondary side cooling flow.

The two-phase natural circulation tests were generally conducted at lower powers, such

that the hot leg linear velocities are closer to those expected in a PWR at higher

pressures. The main parameters of interest for the two-phase tests are the secondary

side conditions, effect of cold leg injection, and the effect of inert noncondensible gases.

The secondary side conditions were varied for the two-phase tests in a fashion similar to

the primary side single-phase tests to investigate how the primary system responds to a

cooling transient induced by the steam generator secondary side. Similar tests were

performed with cold leg injection to see how the primary system responds when colder

water is injected into the downcomer. The factor of interest is the induced primary

system transient that occurs when the natural convection flow stalls because of the

colder water. Since the facility is pressure limited, the temperature difference and thus

the density difference will be much smaller than that expected in a PWR.
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TABLE 5-I

REFERENCE TEST CONDITIONS FOR NATURAL CIRCULATION

AND REFLUX CONDENSATIONTESTS

Parameter Initial Conditions

4.

System pressure

Bundle power (percent of full power)

Coolant AT subcooling at lower plenum

Radial power distribution

Axial power shape

Steam generator secondary side

-- Pressure

-- Fluid temperature

-- Flow

0.69 MPa (100 psia)

0.2 - 0.6 - 1.0 - 2.0

21 0 C (70 0 F)

Uniform

Cosine

Circulating

Ambient

Ambient

Reference(a)

a. Reference flow is that steam generator secondary side flow needed to obtain

steady-state natural circulation at reference conditions.
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The effect of noncondensible gases will also be examined by injecting them into

the primary system. The effect of these gases will be to reduce the steam

generator heat transfer such that the primary system will undergo a transient until

a new equilibrium is reached.

The range of initial test conditions for all these tests are listed in table 5-2.

Correspondence regarding test parameter ranges is reproduced in appendix C.
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TABLE 5-2

RANGE OF INITIAL TEST CONDITIONS FOR FLECHT SEASET
NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

Parameter I ParameterRag

SINGLE PHASE NATURAL CIRCULATION TESTS

Bundle power 0.2% - 2.0% of PWR full

power (22.2 - 222.4 kw)

Radial power distribution Uniform
Coolant flow (predicted) 0.79 - 1.70,kg/sec

[1.75 - 3.75 lb/sec (13-30 gal/min)]

Coolant AT subcooling 78 0C - 170 C (140OF - 30 0 F)
Cold leg injection coolant AT
subcooling 780C - 0oC (140OF - 0OF)
Steam generator secondary side:

-- Cooling water inlet temperature Ambient
-- Pressure Atmospheric - 0.69 MPa (100 psia)
-- Flow 0.5 reference - 1.5 reference(a)

Noncondensible gas:

-- Injection rate Low - high
-- Temperature Ambient
-- Pressure System pressure

TWO-PHASE NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

Bundle power 0.2% - 2.0% of PWR full
Power (22.2 - 222.4 kw)

Radial power distribution Uniform
Coolant AT subcooling 0oC - 170 C (0OF - 30 0 F)
Cold leg injection coolant AT
subcooling 78 0 C - 0oC (140OF - 0OF)
Steam generator secondary side

-- Cooling water inlet temperature 60 C - I IOC (10 0 F - 20 0 F)
subcooled - ambient

-- Pressure Atmospheric - 0.69 MPa (100 psia)
-- Flow 0.5 reference - 1.5 reference(a)

a. Reference flow is that steam generator secondary side flow needed to obtain
steady-state natural circulation at reference conditions.
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SECTION 6

TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION

6-I. FACILITY LAYOUT

The FLECHT facility in which the FLECHT-SET Phase B(1) test series was conducted

was used as the basic configuration for this task. However, the test facility was

modified in order to conduct natural circulation and ref lux condensation tests, as shown

isometrically in figure 6-1 and in a layout form in figure 6-2. The main modifications

are as follows:

-- The broken cold leg is connected directly to the downcomer in order to provide a

continuous flow path for natural circulation.

-- The hot leg loop piping has been increased in diameter to approach momentum flux

scaling and countercurrent steam-water flows during reflux condensation.

-- The downcomer overflow tanks, which simulate a portion of a large break during

LOCA, have been disconnected.

-- The water supply accumulator no. I will be used as a pressurizer to control system

pressure and the primary side mass inventory.

-- A circulating cooling system has been added to the steam generators' secondary

side, which during a small break acts as a heat sink rather than a heat source.

6-2. FACILITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

Paragraphs 6-3 through 6-16 describe facility components such as the test section, test

bundle, upper plenum, hot leg piping, steam generators and steam generator secondary

1. Cleary, W. F., et al., "FLECHT-SET Phase B System Design Description,"
WCAP-8410, October 1974.
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side cooling system, pump loop seal piping and cold leg piping, downcomer, pressurizer,

coolant injection system, and noncondensible gas injection and sampling system.

Table 6-1 lists all the test facility main components including lengths, flow areas, fluid

volume, and metal weight associated with each component.

6-3. Test Section

The low mass housing together with the lower and upper plenums constitutes the test

section, as shown in figure 6-3. The low mass housing, shown in figure 6-4, is a

cylindrical vessel of 193.7 mm (7.625 in.) ID and 4.78 mm (0.188 in.) wall thickness

constructed of 304 stainless steel rated for 0.52 MPa (60 psig) at 816 0 C (1500 0 F). The

wall thickness, which is the minimum thickness allowed by Section 1 of the ASME Boiler

and Pressure Vessel Code, was chosen so that the housing will absorb ,and hence release

a minimum amount of heat as compared with the rod bundle. The inside diameter of the

housing was made as close to the rod bundle outer dimensions as possible, to minimize

excess flow area. The excess flow area is further minimized by solid triangular fillers,

as shown in figure 6-5.

This design is very similar to that of the unblocked housing, with the exception of

elimination of the windows and the slight lengthening to accommodate the different

heater rod design. In addition, a complete set of "dummy" pressure taps was added 180

degrees from the 13 original taps to help relieve the unsymmetrical thermal stresses

introduced by having taps on only one side. There is also a tap near the 0 m (0 in.)

elevation to purge steam from the injection point in the downcomer and thus heat the

crossover leg and the lower plenum before initiation of flooding.

The lower plenum design is essentially the same as that used in previous FLECHT and

FLECHT-SET tests, as shown in figure 6-6.

6-4. Upper Plenum

The upper plenum is constructed of 254 mm (10 in.) sch 140 pipe (SA106 GRB) flanged on

both ends with 15 and 9 cm (6 and 3.5 in.) nozzles attached for hot leg connections. The
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plenum is capped with a bolted flat head from which instrumentation leads are brought

out.

In the design of the FLECHT SEASET upper plenum three phenomena were determined

to be important to preserve two-phase flow behavior:

-- Steam velocities at the upper core plate and in the upper plenum

-- Phase separation efficiency of the upper plenum internals

-- Froth layer buildup and sweepout through the hot legs

Velocities are maintained by preserving the upper core plate and upper plenum flow area

ratios. By preserving the steam velocities, the flooding phenomena in the upper plenum

and at the upper core plate should be preserved. Studies show that the flooding

phenomenon is independent of geometry if the equivalent diameter of the flow channel is

large enough. These studies are presented in appendix D. For the FLECHT SEASET

upper plenum, the minimum low-channel equivalent diameter was determined to be

19.05 mm (0.75 in.).

The phase separation efficiency of the upper plenum depends mainly on the size of the

internals, the gap between internals, and the number of rows of internals. The prototype

upper plenum internals are of basically two shapes cylindrical (support columns) and

square (guide tubes). Based on studies done by Porteus(1) and at LASL(2) it was

determined that the internals of the FLECHT SEASET upper plenum could be

represented by a cylindrical geometry only. These studies showed the entrainment

velocity curve for cylindrical and square internals to be nearly identical. Further

studies(3) showed that the deentrainment characteristics of liquid on a rod were

1. Porteus, A., et al., "Pressurized Water Reactor Upper Head Injection Air-Water
1/30-Scale Entrainment Studies," NRC-0193-4, September 1977.

2. Personal communication, N. Lee with W. Kirchner, March 19, 1981.

3. Dallman, V. C., et al., "Entrainment Phenomena From Droplet Cross Flow in
Vertical Rod Bundles," presented at Sixth Water Reactor Safety Research Meeting,
Gaithersburg, MD, November 1978.
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relatively independent of rod diameter where the diameter was greater than 50.8 mm

(0.78 in.)

The phase separation efficiency of the plenum internals could be calculated by applying

Gardner's formula.(1) Applied to the design of the FLECHT SEASET upper plenum, this

correlation showed that four rows of internals resulted in a separation efficiency of

almost 100 percent. Thus the separation efficiency of the prototype internal is matched

by the FLECHT SEASET upper plenum internals.

The design of FLECHT SEASET upper plenum is shown in figure 6-7. The height of the

upper plenum is less than that of the prototype upper plenum [1.33 m (52.5 in.) versus

2.13 m (83.7 in.)]. Flow pattern calculations indicated that there is a dead zone above

the hot leg nozzles. This dead zone may increase the effects of phase separation by

condensation on the walls and droplet deposition on the internals of the plenum. To

prevent this, it was desirable to shorten the upper plenum. The flow area of the plenum

is preserved but the volume is not. The height to the bottom of the hot leg nozzles is

maintained to preserve the potential for froth buildup on the upper core plate.

Other features of the upper plenum are as follows

-- The hot leg nozzles are positioned at an angle of 96 degrees on the centerline

(figure 6-8).

The upper plenum contains 10 cylindrical internals arranged in the array shown

in figure 6-8. The internals, 12.64 mm (1.125 in.) in diameter, are attached to

the upper plenum top flange and to the upper core plate as shown in figure

6-3. Construction details of these columns are shown in appendix E, figure E-2.

-- Penetrations (windows) near the nozzles allow for optical probe and photography.

-- Connections for differential pressure cells along the plenum height allow

determination of froth height.

I. Moore, M. 3., et al., Two-Phase Steam Flow in Turbines and Separators,
Hemisphere Publishing, Washington, DC, 1976.
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6-5. Upper Core Plate

The upper core plate serves two purposes: it provides support for the upper plenum

internals, and it atomizes droplets entrained from the core before they enter the upper

plenum. The core plate is 7.6 cm (3 in.) thick with a flow area ratio typical of the

prototype plant. The upper core plate dimensions are shown in figure 6-9. As previously

stated (paragraph 6-4), the upper core plate dimensions preserve the steam velocities

and should give a flooding phenomenon similar to that of the prototype plant.

6-6. Test Bundle

A cross section of the bundle is shown in figure 6-5. The bundle represents a section of

a 17 x 17 fuel assembly. All dimensions representative of a 17 x 17 fuel assembly are

preserved in the test bundle. These include the fuel rod pitch and the fuel rod

diameter. The bundle comprises 161 heater rods (IIl uninstrumented and 50

instrumented), 2 instrumented thimbles, 14 steam probe thimbles, and 8 triangular fillers.

Details of the heater rod design are shown in figure 6-10. In this figure, groups 6 and 12

are uninstrumented rods, and groups 7, 8, 9, and 10 are instrumented rods. The

thermophysical properties of the heater rod materials are listed in table 6-2. The heater

rods are of the single-ended design, in which the upper end of the heated element is

grounded to the cladding by a solid conductor, which in turn is connected to a common

ground plate by either a four- or a single-nickel terminal. The single-ended design was

needed to provide better scaling and simulation of the upper plenum and its internals.

However, with this design, the cladding thermocouple leads can only be brought out

through the lower end. The heater has a maximum capacity of 8 kilowatts at 270 volts ac.

The bundle fillers are split and pin-connected at the midspan between grids. Filler

detail drawings are given in appendix E. The fillers are welded to the grids to maintain

the proper grid spacing. The fillers are employed to reduce the excess flow area caused

by the cylindrical housing and the bundle square pitch array. The bundle excess flow

area is 4.7 percent with fillers and 9.3 percent without fillers. The bundle area in a

plane without grids is 0.0 15478 m 2 (23.989 in. 2 ). The bundle grids are of the simple

egg-crate design. The grid straps are made from stamped Inconel straps 0.38 mm (0.015
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in.) thick with hemispherical dimples to center the heaters and maintain the bundle rod

pitch of 12.6 mm (0.496 in.). The grids further reduce the bundle area by about 22

percent. Grid detail and drawings are included in appendix E.

The bundle thimbles are 304 stainless steel tubes with an outside diameter of 12.0 mm

(0.474 in.) and 0.91 mm (0.036 in.) wall thickness. Most of the thimbles are

instrumented with aspirating steam probes, and bare and heated fluid and wall

thermocouples. Thimble design details are included in appendix E.

6-7. Ground Plate (Fuel Nozzle Simulator)

The ground plate for the single-ended heater rods of the systems effects facility will

also simulate the end nozzle of PWR fuel assembly. The ground plate flow area to core

flow area ratio is typical of the PWR fuel rod nozzle flow area to core flow area ratio.

The ground plate (figure 6-1 1) has a flow area of 0.01 1498m 2 (17.821 in. 2).

6-8. Steam Generators

The systems effects facility contains two active steam generators, one each in the

simulated broken and unbroken loops. Descriptions of these steam generators are given

in the following paragraphs.

6-9. Unbroken Loop Steam Generator - The steam generator used for the unbroken loop

is the large steam generator simulator used in the FLECHT-SET Phase B test

program.(l) Figure 6-12 shows details of construction of the generator.

Certain modifications were made to the generator for the separate effects task. (2) All

but one of the spare tubes previously plugged for the FLECHT-SET Phase B test series

were opened. A total of 32 of 33 tubes were needed to preserve, as closely as possible,

1. Cleary, W. F., et al., "FLECHT-SET Phase B System Design Description,"
WCAP-8410, October 1974.

2. Howard, R. C., et al., "PWR FLECHT SEASET Steam Generator Separate Effects
Task: Task Plan Report," NRC/EPRI/Westinghouse-2, March 1978.
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TABLE 6-2

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION

THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF HEATER ROD MATERIALS

Thermal
Density Specific Heat Conductivity

Material [kg/m 3 (lbm/ft 3 )] [J/kg-OC(Btu/lbm-OF)] [w/m-°C(Btu/hr-ft-°F)]

Kanthal 2898.70 456.36 + 0.45674 T
A-1 (180.96) for T <6490C

(0. 109 + 0.000059 T
for T < 1200 0 F)

4161.68 - 3.843 T 16.784 + 0.0134 T
for 649 0 C <T <87 1IC (9.7 + 0.0043 T)

(0.994 - 0.00051 T
for 1200OF <T < 1600 0F)

664.86 + 0.0904 T
for >871 0 C

(0.1588 + 0.000012 T
for T > 1600 0 F)

Boron 2212.15 2017.74 - 1396.26E-0.00245 T 25.571 - 0.00276 T
nitride (138.1) (0.48193-0.333492E-0.0013611 T) (14.778 - 0.0008889 T)

Stainless 8025.25 443.8 + 0.2888 T 14.535 + 0.01308 T
steel 347 (501.0) for T < 315 0 C (8.4 + 0.0042 T)

(0.106 + 3.833 x 10-5 T
for T < 599.25OF)

484.4 + 0.1668 T
forT >315 0 C

(0.1157 + 2.2143 x 10-5 T
for T >599.25 0F)
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possible, the flow area scaling relationship, because of increasing the heater rod bundle

flow area in the FLECHT SEASET systems effects task. The tube chosen to remain

plugged was tube E in figure 6-12. This tube was selected because it would be most

strongly affected by edge effects of the shell on the steam generator secondary side and

edge effects of the inlet plenum on the primary side.

Additional modifications were incorporated for the natural circulation test series. A 15

cm (6 in.) nozzle was added to the unbroken loop steam generator plenum for the

unbroken loop hot leg connection. This was the largest possible nozzle that could be

accommodated on the inlet plenum (figure 6-13). A nozzle was also added to the top of

the secondary side of the steam generator to permit circulation of coolant during

testing. An instrumentation ring with multiple radial penetrations was added between

the tubesheet flange and the lower plenum section for bringing out primary side

instrument leads.

6-10. Broken Loop Steam Generator - The steam generator used for the broken loop is

the small steam generator simulator used in the FLECHT-SET Phase B test program.

Figure 6-14 shows details of construction of the generator.

Certain modifications were made to conform the broken loop steam generator to the

unbroken loop steam generator. All tubes in the broken loop steam generator were

unplugged to increase the flow area to the scaled flow area. An instrumentation ring

was added to bring out primary side instrumentation. Two sight glass nozzles were

added to the outlet plenum of the steam generator. An 8.9 cm (3.5 in.) nozzle was added

to the inlet plenum as shown in figure 6-15 for the broken loop hot leg connection. A

nozzle was also added to the top of the secondary side of the steam generator to permit

circulation of coolant during testing.

6-1 1. Steam Generator Secondary Side Cooling System

For the natural circulation series of tests, a secondary side circulation system was added

to both steam generators, as shown in figure 6-16. This system consists of an expansion

tank with a nitrogen overpressure for system pressure control by inlet and letdown

regulators. Cooling was by demineralized water in a closed loop system.
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The closed loop has two canned motor pumps to circulate water through 5 cm (2 in.)

separate and 8 cm (3 in.) common lines. Flow control is by 1.3 and 5 cm (0.5 and 2 in.)

pilot-operated valves. Flow enters the bottom of the secondary side through existing

nozzles and exits through new nozzles added to the head of the steam generators, and

goes through a heat exchanger before returning to the pumps. The flow is measured with

orifice plate flowmeters.

The secondary side cooling system can also be 6perated as an evaporation cooler

(boiling). The generated steam exiting through the top of the steam generator secondary

side can either be condensed or dumped to atmosphere. When the system is operated

with boiling at a constant water level, the steam is condensed in the secondary side heat

exchanger and gravity-fed back to the steam generator shell side. During "boiloff"

tests, when the secondary side is allowed to go dry, the steam is condensed in the same

manner but the condensate is dumped to drain. The makeup water injected during

recovery and refilling of the secondary side is preheated to 93 0 C (2000F) to minimize

thermal shock of the steam generator tubes and shell.

6-12. Downcomer, Downcomer Extension, and Lower Plenum Crossover Leg

The downcomer and downcomer extension assembly is connected to the lower plenum

crossover leg for the purpose of delivering reflood water to the test section lower

plenum at a flow rate hydraulically scaled to that of a PWR plant. The layout of this

piping system is shown in figure 6-2. The downcomer and downcomer extension assembly

is a vertical run extending approximately 6 m (20 ft) above the bottom of rod bundle

heated length (reference elevation). The downcomer, which consists of the lower 4.88 m

(16.0 ft) of this section, was fabricated of carbon steel tubing having an inside diameter

of approximately 14.29 cm (5.625 in.). These dimensions provide both volumetric and

hydraulic scaling to a PWR. The downcomer is used to develop the hydraulic head

needed to force reflood water into the test section.

The downcomer extension is the 0.91 m (3.0 ft) upper extension of the downcomer.

Details of the downcomer and downcomer extension design are shown in figure 6-17,

group 1. The downcomer extension was fabricated of 16.83 cm (6.625 in.) diameter

tubing with 1.3 cm (0.5 in.) thick walls and six 15 cm (6 in.) pipe flanges. Since the OD of
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the tubing was the same 15 cm (6 in.) nominal pipe, standard fittings could be used. This

extension is shown having four nozzles, but only two were used during natural circulation

series tests. These two nozzles are the 7.6 cm (3 in.) penetration, which is used to

connect the downcomer to the simulated unbroken loop cold leg piping, and the 3.8 cm

(1.5 in.) nozzle, which is connected to the broken loop cold leg. The other two nozzles

were capped with blind flanges during these tests. In addition, a gate valve was installed

at the bottom of the downcomer, as shown in figure 6-2, to isolate the downcomer and

provide a flow path for the circulating pump in case forced circulation in the primary

side is needed.

Attached to the bottom of the downcomer is the lower plenum crossover leg piping, as

shown in figure 6-2. This section was fabricated of carbon steel tubing having an inside

diameter of approximately 14.29 cm (5.625.in.). Also used in this line is a 90-degree long

radius elbow, a specially designed spool piece to house the turbo-probe, and a flexible

rubber hose. The spool piece consists of two weld neck flanges welded to a 7.6 cm (3 in.)

tee section which houses the bidirectional turbo-probe. This turbo-probe was used to

measure both forward and reverse flow into and out of the test section. Details of the

spool piece construction are shown in figure 6-16, group 3. The rubber hose connects the

crossover leg to the lower plenum and allows for downward thermal expansion of the test

section. The horizontal run of the lower plenum crossover leg is 2.3 m (7.5 ft) long,

including the turbo-probe. A 3.8 cm (1.5 inch) nozzle located in the elbow of the

crossover leg was used to inject the coolant water from the accumulator for all

reference reflood tests. This penetration is attached at a 90-degree angle to the

crossover leg to dissipate the dynamic head of the injection flow.

6-13. Loop Piping

The loop piping consists of two flow paths representing the unbroken, or intact, and the

broken loops of a PWR. As stated before, the system was originally designed to conduct

reflood experiments. For this reason, the unbroken loop represents the three intact

loops of a PWR during a hypothetical loss of coolant accident, and the broken loop

represents the loop where the break occurs. However, for the natural circulation tests,

the broken loop is not connected to the containment tank simulating a break, but is

connected to the downcomer extension to complete the circuit and provide an
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uninterrupted flow path from the upper plenum, through the steam generator, the loop

pump seal, and the cold leg, to the downcomer extension. The layout of these loops is

shown in figure 6-2.

All the loop piping components are fabricated with carbon steel pipes rated at 1.03 MPa

(150 psi) and 3160 C (6000F).

In the unbroken loop, 15 cm (6 in.) sch 40 piping connects the upper plenum to the steam

generator inlet plenum. The hot leg has two spools, one of which could accommodate

advanced two-phase flow instrumentation. The other spool could be replaced with a

glass pipe section to visually determine flow regimes during two-phase flow and ref lux

condensation cooling modes. However, this glass pipe section can only be operated at

pressures below 0.48 MPa (75 psia) and 149 0C (300°F).

The pump loop seal piping downhill and uphill legs were fabricated with 7.6 cm (3 in.) sch

40 pipe. The horizontal section is a 5 cm (2 in.) sch 80 pipe spool with a flanged

connection for installing a bidirectional turbine meter spool. The uphill pipe section has

flanges for a orifice plate, which could be used to adjust the unbroken loop flow

resistance.

The unbroken loop cold leg consists of 7.6 cm (3 in.) sch 80 piping. It has two

penetrations for cold leg injection, and short pipe spools for installing flow check valves

if necessary.

The hot leg and cold leg were purposely sloped toward the upper plenum and downcomer

extension to ensure that the liquid film flowing countercurrently during reflux

condensation tests would flow back to these components. The hot leg has a total slope

of II cm (4.5 in.) and the cold leg is sloped 19 cm (7.5 in.) over its entire length.

Dimensions and fabrication details drawings are included in appendix E. Special

consideration was given in aligning the bottom of the pipes and gaskets at the flange

connections in order to minimize the damming effect of various pipe spools by trapping

water, which could prevent accurate measurements of the condensed liquid film height

and flowrates during reflux condensation tests.

The broken loop piping has a configuration similar to that of the unbroken loop. The

broken loop hot leg is made of 9 cm (3.5 in.) sch 40 pipe. Its flow area is about one-third
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that of the unbroken loop to maintain the proper scaling. The loop seal downhill and

uphill piping consists of 6.3 cm (2.5 in.) extra strong (XXSTR) schedule pipe. The

horizontal leg has also a reduced diameter pipe spool with flanged connections for

installing a bidirectional turbine meter. This spool is made of 3.18 cm (1.25 in.) sch 60

pipe. The uphill leg has flanges for installing a thin plate orifice. The cold leg was

fabricated with 3.8 cm (1.5 in.) sch 40 pipe. This section of piping does not have

penetrations for cold leg injection like the unbroken loop cold leg. The broken loop hot

and cold legs were also sloped downward toward the upper plenum. The overall slopes

are the same as those of the unbroken loop. In addition, the hot and cold leg flanged

connections were also aligned as in the unbroken loop.

6-14. Pressurizer

Accumulator no. I is used as a pressurizer during the natural circulation test. It is

connected to the crossover leg elbow at the bottom of the downcomer, as shown in

figure 6-2. The pressurizer is used to pressurize the loop primary side by means of a

feed-and-bleed gas overpressure control system. It also provides preheated water during

filling, and serves as an expansion tank and reservoir for the primary side mass depletion

during two-phase flow and reflux condensation cooling mode tests. Accumulator no. I is

a tank with a 61 cm (24 in.) outside diameter and 5.72 cm (2.25 in.) inside diameter, it is

about 6.1 m (20 ft) long. It has a capacity of about 1.5 m3 (400 gal). The 2.5 cm (0 in.)

sch 40 connecting line (injection) to the crossover leg has a bidirectional turbine meter

to monitor flows in and out of the pressurizer.

6-15. Cold Leg and UHI Coolant Injection System

The system provides preconditioned water during cold leg and UHI injection effects

tests. The injection locations are shown in figures 6-2 and 6-3. The coolant is supplied

by a 1.14 m3 (300 gal) tank via a 2.5 cm (0 in.) sch 40 line and a 0.008 to 0.08 m 3/min (2

to 20 gal/min) turbine meter. Nitrogen overpressure in the accumulator provides the

necessary driving head to attain the required injection rates.

6-16. Boiler

The facility steam supply is a 1.23 mw (125 bhp) steam boiler. The unit has a thermal

output rating of 1,225,500 w (4,184,000 Btu/hr) and an equivalent steam rating of 1956
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kg/hr (4313 lb/hr) at 100 0C (212°F). The boiler is of the package firetube design

equipped with a combination gas/oil burner, modulating fire capabilities, and automatic

controls. Design and construction of the boiler is in accordance with the ASME Code,

Section 1. Design pressure is 1.14 MPa (150 psig). The unit was operated at

approximately 0.79 MPa (100 psig) for all tests. At this operating condition, outlet

steam quality is rated as better than 99.5 percent. The steam supply was used during

shakedown hydraulic tests to determine flow resistances around the primary side piping,

and for purging the primary side of noncondensible gases (air, helium) during filling

operations. The steam supply line layout drawings are included in appendix C.

6-17. GENERAL INSTRUMENTATION DESCRIPTION

The data required on this task consist of temperature, power, flow, level, differential

pressures, and static pressure. The temperature data were measured by type K

(Chromel-Alumel) thermocouples using 660 C (150 0 F) reference junctions. The

thermocouple locations are divided into two groups: test section bundle and loop.

Bundle thermocouples consist of heater rod, thimble wall, steam probe, and fluid

thermocouples. The heater rod thermocouples were monitored by the Computer Data

Acquisition System (CDAS) for surface temperature and overtemperature. The loop

thermocouples measure fluid, vessel wall, piping wall, insulation, steam generator

primary and secondary side, and tube wall temperatures.

Power input to the bundle heater rods was measured by Hall-effect watt transducers.

Power input to the bundle heater rods was measured by dual watts/rms, volts/rms, and

amps/rms transducers with an accuracy of + I percent full scale for volts and amps, and

+ 2 percent for power. These transducer systems include two sets of stepdown potential

and current transformers. The scaling factor of the transformers were accounted for

when the raw data (millivolts) were converted to engineering units.

The system pressure measurements were both static and differential. The pressure

transducers were balanced bridge strain gage devices and capacitance diaphragm

devices. The differential pressure readings measured level in the vessels and, the bundle

and pressure drops across selected horizontal pipes. Standard thermocouple calibration

table entries and the corresponding coefficients were used to compute the temperature
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values. All other channel calibration files were a straight-line interpolation of

calibration data. The slope, intercept, and zero for the least-squares fit of a straight

line to the equipment calibration data were computed for each channel and entered into

its calibration file. The software used this straight-line formula to convert millivolts to

engineering units. Figure 6-18 presents a schematic diagram of the computer hardware

interface.

Flows were measured by turbine meters, rotameters, bidirectional turbine meters, and a

turbo-probe. The turbine meter was the primary flow measurement because of its high

accuracy and range. It was a standard turbine meter with a preamplifier and flowrate

monitor to convert the pulses from the turbine blades to flow rate in gallons per

minute. The rotameters measured condensed liquid film flowrates during the reflux

condensation tests. The rotameter float displacement was converted to an analog signal

so that the flow measured by the rotameter could be recorded by the data acquisition

system. The bidirectional turbo-probe was used to measure the downcomer flow into or

out of the bundle. The turbo-probe was installed in the downcomer crossover pipe to

measure the velocity of the water in that pipe. The turbo-probe flowrate monitor analog

signal was proportional to the speed and direction of flow in the downcomer crossover

pipe. Calibration of the turbo-probe by the manufacturer provided data conversion

from millivolts to gallons per minute for the turbo-probe analog signal. Bidirectional

turbine meters monitored flows in the unbroken and broken loop pump loop seals, and

measured reverse flows if they occurred. A bidirectional turbine meter, also installed in

the line connecting the pressurizer to the crossover leg, was able to measure flow in

both directions during primary side mass depletion or mass increase modes.

6-18. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Primarily, three types of recording systems monitor the instrumentation on the FLECHT

SEASET facility. The data acquisition system consists of a SEL 32/77 computer,

Consolidated Control Corporation (CCC) data logger, and multiple stripchart pen

recorders. Figure 6-19, the facility instrumentation schematic diagrams, can be used in

conjunction with table 6-3 to locate and identify all the facility instrumentation

monitored by the data acquisition system.
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6-19. Computer Data Acquisition System (CDAS)

The CDAS is the primary data collecting system used on the FLECHT facility and

consists of a SEL 32/77 computer and associated equipment. The system can record 576

channels of analog input data representing bundle and system temperatures, bundle

power, flows, and absolute and differential pressures. The computer is capable of

storing data scans for each of the 576 analog input channels.

The computer software has the following features:

-- A calibration file to convert raw data into engineering units

A preliminary data reduction program which transfers the raw data stored on a disk

to a magnetic tape in a format compatible for entry into a Control Data

Corporation 7600 computer

Program F-LOOK, which reduces raw data into engineering units program FVALID,

which prints out key data used in validating FLECHT SEASET runs; program PLOT,

which plots up to four data channels on a single graph. All three programs are

utilized to evaluate test runs.

In addition to its role as data acquisition system, the computer also plays a key role in

the performance of an experimental run. Important control functions include control of

injections, flow, and power as well as termination of bundle power in the event of an

overtemperature and/or overpressure condition. Table 6-4 lists the instrumentation

recorded on the CDAS.

6-20. Data Logger

The CCC data logger is a microprocessor-based data logger which can record on either

21-column paper or digital magnetic tape. The paper readout feature is used to monitor

loop heatup, and the digital magnetic tape recorder stores data during a test. Data are

recorded in engineering units from either standard conversion tables or thermocouples

and RTDs, or from preprogrammed calibration files for pressure and flow. Input signals
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TABLE 6-3

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS OVERALL INSTRUMENTATION LIST

Number of Channels Used

Stripchart

Component/Instrumentation CDAS I{CCC I Recorder

TEST SECTION

Rod Bundle:
Heater rod thermocouples 33 -- 4
Bare thermocouples 9 ..--
Heated thermocouples 8 --..

Thimble thermocouples -- 20 --

Ground plate fluid thermocouples 1 --..

Ground plate wall thermocouples I --

Power:
Primary 3 -- 3
Redundant 3 -- 3

Housing:
Wall thermocouples 3 3 3
Insulation t hermocouples 3 3 --
Differential pressure cells 15 15 1

Lower plenum:
Fluid thermocouple 1 -- 1
Wall thermocouple 1 1 --
Insulation thermocouple 1 -- --

Upper plenum:
Pressure 1 1 1
Differential pressure cells 7 7 1
Wall temperature 2 2 --
Core plate fluid temperature 1 -- 1
Core plate wall temperature I --
Insulation temperature 1 --
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TABLE 6-3 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS OVERALL INSTRUMENTATION LIST

Number of Channels Used

CCC 
StripchardtComponent/Instrumentation CDAS CCRecorder

UNBROKEN LOOP

Hot leg:
Fluid thermocouple 19 --
Wall thermocouple 10 10 --

Insulation thermocouple 4 --

Flow (rotameter) 2 --

Differential pressure I I --

Pump loop seal:
Fluid thermocouple 5 --..

Wall thermocouple 5 5 --

Insulation thermocouple 3 --..

Flow I I
Differential pressure cell I 1 --

Cold Leg:
Fluid thermocouple 18 --..

Wall thermocouple 7 7 --

Insulation thermocouple 4 --..

Flow (rotameter) I --

BROKEN LOOP

Hot Leg:
Fluid thermocouples 17 -- I

Wall thermocouples 10 10
Insulation thermocouples 4 --..

Flow (rotameter) I --

Differential pressure I I --

Pump loop seal:
Fluid thermocouples 5 --

Wall thermocouples 5 5 --

Insulation thermocouples 3 --..

Flow I I I
Differential pressure I 1 --
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TABLE 6-3 (cont)

FLECHT-SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS OVERALL INSTRUMENTATION LIST

Number of Channels Used

Stripchart
Component/Instrumentation CDAS CCC Recorder

Cold Leg:
Fluid thermocouples 15 --..

Wall thermocouples 9 9 --

Insulation thermocouples 5 --..

Flow (rotameter) 1 --

UNBROKEN LOOP STEAM GENERATORS

Inlet side:
Primary fluid thermocouples (steam probes) 23 --

Tube wall thermocouples 25 ....
Secondary side fluid thermocouples 25 --..

Shell wall thermocouples 2 4 --

Insulation thermocouples 1 4 --

Primary differential pressureg(a) 8 8 --

Outlet side:
Primary fluid thermocouples (steam probes) 21 --
Tube wall thermocouples 15 --..

Secondary side fluid thermocouples 9 --..

Shell wall thermocouples 2 4 --

Insulation thermocouples 1 4 --

Primary differential pressures 1 I --

Secondary side cooling system:
Fluid thermocouples 2 -- 2
Static pressures 2 2 1
Differential pressures (overall) I I
Differential pressure (orifice plate) I I

a. Including inlet-outlet primary side tAP
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TABLE 6-3 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS OVERALL INSTRUMENTATION LIST

Number of Channels Used

1 Stripchart
Component/Instrumentation CDAS CCC Recorder

BROKEN LOOP STEAM GENERATOR

Inlet side:
Primary fluid thermocouples (steam probes) 22 --

Tube wall thermocouples 27 ....
Secondary side fluid thermocouples 27 ....
Shell wall thermocouples 2 4 --

Insulation thermocouples 1 4 --

Primary differential pressures(a) 3 3 --

Outlet side:
Primary fluid thermocouples (steam probes) 20 --

Tube wall thermocouples 19 ....
Secondary side fluid thermocouples 14 ....
Shell wall thermocouples 2 4 --

Insulation thermocouples 1 4 --

Primary differential pressures 1 1 --

Secondary side cooling system:
Fluid thermocouples 2 -- 2
Static pressures 2 2 1
Differential pressure (overall) I I I
Differential pressure (orifice plate) I I I

Downcomer:
Pressure 2 2 1
Differential pressures 2 2 2
Fluid temperature 2 -- 1
Wall temperature 2 ....
Insulation Temperature 2 --

Crossover leg:
Flow (bidirectional turbo-probe) I I I
Fluid temperature I ....
Wall temperature I ....
Insulation temperature 1 ....

a. Including inlet-outlet primary side AP
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TABLE 6-3 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS OVERALL INSTRUMENTATION LIST

Number of Channels Used

Stripchart
Component/Instrumentation CDAS CCC Recorder

MISCELLANEOUS

Accumulator no. I (pressurizer)
Pressure I I I
Differential pressure level I I I
Fluid temperature 2 -- --

Wall temperature -- I --

Accumulator no. 2
Pressure and cold leg injection 2 1 1
Differential pressure (level) I I I
Fluid temperature(b) 2 -- I
Wall temperature -- I I
Flow (injection line) I -- I

Noncondensible gas injection:
Pressure I I I
FlUid temperature 2 2 2
Flows 2 2 2

Loop differential pressure cells 9 9 --
Spares I --..

b. Including injection line
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TABLE 6-4

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

JMI•= ACCU4ULATOR MTR= MEkIE

ROTT BOTTOI NOZe NOZZLt

RQKo lR9KEN ,RIF= ukiFICE

CONl), CD)NDEISED OUTL ULrLE1

DWN4CDMER- DOWNCOMER PLNlo LLLNUM

D/P, DIFFERENTIAL PRE-3SURE PR. PROBE

FXT= EXTENSION PRI. PK-IMARY

Fe rLUID PRSI PRL..,URC

FL= FLUID PT= PkL$SURt TRANhiTTlR

FL8'J= FLANGE ROTA. ROrAMLTER

FT. FEET(ELT ATIO(]) SEC- •,LCUNUAKY

Cvr) GPRU4D SP- STEAM PhOBi

TN- I4CHES(ELEVATI JN ST. S1IAM

TN.1- INJECTION ST GENm )TcAMi 3NEIkATOR

INI- INLFT STA- SIAITIN

TN•- INSOLjTLION To TUBt.

IN'IL- INSULATION TUkg- TU'xdlN,"

LID- LIOUID TIC- lih•t IuLdUPLE

LN- LINE U'4BRK- UNdRiLUKEkA

LP- LOOP UP= UPPtR PLENEM

WLe WALL

CHAN4.L 1 4iEATFR ,4OD T/C 8HI-0 KANIsO-1OC(j DEs F

rHAkNFL 2 lEATER ROO TiC dC2-C- RANGElu-lOUO UkG F

rH•N'4EL 3 HEATER .OD TIC 5F2-0• KANGbIU--OOO DEG F

CHANNEL 4 4EATER ROD T/C 7J3-3 kANuiclJ-IUOO Ufb F

"I4APqFL 5 4EATER ,AOD T/C 703-3 RANG sI -19.,4-O UEL4 F

CHAN4EL b 4EATER KOO T/C 7K4-C , ANGE gu-10(j DEG F

C46N'IEL 7 HEATER ROD T/C 7C4-0 kkAN0cIOIO0 OElt F
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)
FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CH4AN'EL 9 HEATER ROD T

CHANI::L 9 iEATER .. 1 D T

C4ANNFL 10 -AEATER ,lO00 T

C(HANW4NEL 11 -4EATFR t OD T

CHANNEL 12 HEATER 40 T

CHANNEL 13 AEATFK 40I 1

CHANNEL 14 -SEATER ROD 1

rHANNFL 15 HEATER ZOD 1

'HAN'IEL 16 HEATER 40D

CHAN4EL 17 HEATER ROD

CHANN4EL 18 HEATER ROD

CHJAN-EL 19 4-ATER 400

CHANNEL ?0 HEATER ROD

C"HANNEL 21 -EATER ROD

rH4 ANN:L 22 -EATER ROD

CHANNIEL 23 HEATER ROD

CHANNEL 24 HEATER .OD

C4HAN EL 25 HEATER ROD

CHAN FEL 26 HEATER ROD

C['A4IEL 27 HEATER ROD

CHAN4EL 28 HEATEk 40D1

rHAN4EL 29 HEATER ROD

f.N~k, LL 33 -4EATER ROD

CHJtA?'4•:L 31 '4-ATER ROD

CHAN4FL 32 HEATER ROD

CHANIEL 33 HEATER .ROD

CHANNFL 34 'SARE

IC

I/c
/C

I'C

nic

rlc

r/C
/icI C

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

T/C

TICTIC

TIC

TIC

P FS-G

p h5-7.6F5-0

a 05-7

7J6-C

1CHb-O

6D6-0

886-0

EG6-6

1.,F6-t

7K7-C

767-0

907-C

E A7-C

eH7-6

5 P7-6

5F8-0

7J9-3

7t9-3

7KI10-0

1CGlC-0

P C-11-U

5F11-u

7J11-6

7E 11-6

715-C

kANkEIESO-0U0 U6:j F

RANGEI3-LO00 Dc, F

RANGE u-lh.'k 0DL:1 F

kAwc -luL0 DEG F

KAN(,.s310O00 D0G F

RA AmGru-iLto DEG F

kANGc3,#-1i11 DE 6 F

k AN6 E10-1OO0 DE i F

RANGt:aU-1u 0 UVt F

kANGEsU-LUO0 DEG F

RANGL. I-IVLL;0 DEG -

kANE j-lUiC DEG F

P(ANULI 0-10O0 DE G F

kANGL:IJ-i00U) DE G F

RAN,-t-3 0-1V. OEb F

KANGt-O-1000 DeG F

KANIV,-L.OLUC uEb I

RAN6. IJ-10;G DEG F

RANkiL.iO-iO0O DLG F

N ANtit30-10(LL ikbL F

RANuESOIO-(o DE;G F

kANkat 0-IOCO DEiG F

kANGL IJ-'16LC uLG F

RANGt,,a-106. , DEt F

RAN2t0-1.O00 UEG F

kANLS,.-luO ULt F

RAN,,rW -5•L, (UE6 1-

kAh.CIO20LC~ Ltkl; FCHA!?4EL 35 HEATED TIC 7F5-C
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

rpA•qEL 36 BARE TIC 716-0 RANiclO-,O0 DEG F

CHAN4EL 37 HEATED TIC 1CI6-O kAN-iIO-JIJ, DEG F

rI4ANHEL 38 RARE T/C 717-C, RANULIU-5LO DEG F

CHA4NNEL 39 HEATED T/C 4F7-0 kANkIU-5EUO DEG F

CHANNEL 40 BARE TIC 1CF7-b RAN.tLZU-0C bEG F

CPWA44EL 41 BARE T/C 718-0 RANkiE30-.00 DiG F

C HAN EL 42 HEATED T/C 4F8-0 RAN6EIJ-ý0O DEG F

CHANAEL 43 BARF T/C 719-3 KANGtIO-j(,0 DEG F

CHA4'4EL 44 HEATED TrC 7F9-3 kANG&IO-.00 DcG F

,CH&414EL 45 RARE T/C ICF 10-0 kANGtO-50(., DE6 f

C'HANNEL 4b HEATED T/C 4F1O-C kAN6clwwu- DiG F

CIJA44PL 47 RARE T/C ICFpI-O WRAN ZJ-5wi, DEG F

CHANNEL '48 HEATED rtC 1(L7-C. kANGtoIu-500 DEG F

CIHA4n•L 4? ARATED T/C ,7Fl1-6 RANitId-I.).O DEG F

C'HAN4,r-L 50 BARE T/C 7111-6 kA#4G•9--5-JL DEG F

rHAN'4EL 51 TOP FLUID T/C S A-O1 UNRiBK LULJP h107 LEG RANGtiJ-50O

C HA "4FL 52 T .OP WALL T/C S7A-01 UNRRK LUUP h1I LiG RAN'aESU-500

CHANNEL 53 TOP INSUL T/C !TA-01 U'48RK LuJP HUt LG RANGt-O-500

C'HAhIFL 54 80T FLU I I b C STA-o0 U4BRK LOUP HOT LtG RANG,.U-50O

C'4AN'JEL . 5 B3IT vALL I/C STA-01 U 18RK LuO.' wtIT L t( RANG.:O-500

CHANN-L 55 TOP WALL TIC STA-U3 U'4BQK LUJP 101 LIt.: kANL; O-530

CHAN4LL 57 30T WALL TIC STA-03 IUNBRK LuJP HJT LcG RANGES V-50n

ftHiN'EL 5,5 TOP FLUIU T/C STA-03 Ut484K LuOP hal LtG RANGt3u-50')

CHAt4FL 5; BIT FLUID T/C STA-03 UNI;K LU.J hJI LtG kANG0tO-500

C4AP'JEL 61 TOP FLUID T/C STA-34 UNBRK LCLO M31 LEG ,ANGLa%0-50)

CI'ANNE L b6 60T FLUID T/C STA-34 UNBRK LOUP HJT LkG RANGE:u-500

CHANNEL 62 TO P FLUID T/C STA-C5 UNBRK L bw hiI LLG RANWPaO-500

r4AN4EL 63 TOP WALL T/C STA-OS UNBRK LOOP mJ1 LEG RANGISO-500

CHANNEL 64 BnT FLUID i/C !TA-05 U48RK LOOP HJT LEka RANGEjO-500
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TABLE 6-4 (cant)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

C(HAm4FL 65 30T bALL TIC STA-O UNBRK LLJP HUT LL6 RANitIU-503

CHAN4FL 66 40T INSUL TIC STA-O5 UNBRK L OUi HOT LkG RANGI•v-500

CHANNEL 67 TOP FLUID T/C STA-06 UNRRK LOOP HOT LEG RANG00i-500

CHANNEL 68 TOP WALL TIC STA-06 UNBRK LUOP HOI LEG RANGLIO-500

rHAN'JEL 69 TOP INSUL TIC STA-06 UNBSK LUJ P HOT LEG RANGtLI-50f

CH&NNEL 73 801 FLUID TIC 57A-06 U4B0K LUJP HIT LtG KANu•iu-500

CHf4ANFL 71 30T WALL TIC SA-06 UNRRK LLuP HJ1 LEG KANGkiO-500

rHANN4EL 72 TOP FLJID TIC STA-07 UNBRK LUJP HOT Lt6 RANGtU-50')

CHANNEL 73 OT FLUID TIC STA-u7 UNBRK LJOP HUT LEG RANG0O-500

CHANNEL 74 TOP FLUID TIC STA-OB UNaRK Luue WUT L-G RAN••LsO-50O

C 4AN'WJEL 75 3OT FLUID TIC !TA-Oe UNRRK LCOP HUT LEU WANGLIU-5fl)

CHANN4EL 76 TOP FLUID TiC 5!TA-09 UN.RK LUOP HJT L tG kAN 2JL,-5JJ

CHAN'IEL 77 BIT F LUI10 TIC 57A-O0 UN8RK LUOJP HjT Lc'a RANk,-IV-500

CHA"4EL 75 TOP FLUID TIC STA-I, UNBiK LLOP H31 LEG ,ANk'- U-5,l'

(HbJq-lL 7? TOP WALL TIC STA-lU UJNqRK LLLt' HUT LLG RANGESJ-500

CHAN'4FL 83 TOP INS-JL TIC ST A-1O UNBRK LUju e HJl LLG kAN•,BU-500

CHANNEL f1 BOT FLUID TIC STA-i( UN6RK LUUe hLl LLG RANGtiU-500

CHANNEL 82 SOT WALL T/C STA-10 UNBAK LUO 0 HOT LLG kAi~UIO-50O

CHANN1:L 83 FLUID 1IC STA-11 UNBRK LOsP PUMP LP SEAL 0-50u

CHANNEL 84 WALL TIC STA-11 UNBRK LUOP rUMP LP S•AL i-51nt

CHANNEL 85 FLUID TIC STA-12 UNBRK LOJP PUriP LP SEAL 0-5UO

CHANNEL 66 WALL TIC 5TA-12 UNBRK LUJ• P'UMP LP SEAL 0-500

CHANNEL 87 INSUL TIC STA-12 UNBRK LCJP PUMP LP SEAL O-•UO

CHANNFL 88 FLUID TIC 57A-13 UNBRK LOOP PUMP LP SAL 0-500

CHANNEL 8g WALL TIC STA-13 UNBRK LLOP PUMP LP SEAL 0-500

CHAN4EL 90 INSUL TIC ST A-13 .UNBRK LOUP PUMP LP SEAL 0-5)0

CHAN'EL 91 FLUID TIC S7A-14 UNBRK LCUP PUhP LP SEAL 0-5J0

CW&N4EL 92 WALL TIC STA-14 UNBRK LGOP PUMP LP $EAL Q-5JSJ

CHANNEL 93 FLUID TIC STA-1t UNBRK LLOP PUMP LP SEAL u-500
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CHA NN EL

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CH•NMqEL

C HANN E L

r"HAq4A E L

CHANNEL

.HA4'4EL

CHA 114 EL

C" H J'l IL

CHA44EL

CHANNEL

CrwN4FL

CHAN44L

CHA-I4EL

rHAN'N1EL

CMANIFL

r.HANNEL

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CHANNLL

CHAN4EL

CHAN44FL

CHANNEL

CHANNFL

CHANNEL

rHAN'NEL

"H AmN F L

CHANNEL

94

95

96

97

q8

99

100

102

103

1C4

LC 5

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

WAL L

INSUL

SPARE

B9T FLUID

TOP F LU ID

TOP WALL

TIP INSUL

30T FLUID

31T WALL

T)P FLUID

B1T FLUID

TOP FLUID

4OT FLUID

CLD LG IN

TOP FLUID

31T FLUID

TOP FLUID

TOP WALL

TOP INSUL

BOT FLUIL

SIT WALL

TOP FLUID

TOP WALL

TOP INSJL

TOP FLUID

BOT FLUID

ZLD LG IN

rop WALL

B01 FLUiD

TIC STA-I5

TIC STA-15

T/:

TIC

TIC

TIC

T/C

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

TIC

SIA-16

STA-17

SI A-17

STA-17

S TA-l7

STA-17

ST A-18

STA-IP

ST A-19

sT7 A-i 9

S TA-2 C

STA-21

STA-21

STA-22

STA-22

STA-22

!TA-22

ST A-22

ST A-23

STA-2 3

ST A-2 3

STA-24

STA-?4

STA-2t

STA-26

STA-2t

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNBýK

-UNdRK

UNBRK

UNBQK

U NBRPK

UNBRK

UN1JR K

UNBRK

U r48 R K

U4BRK

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNq it K

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNBRK

LOllP

L OuP

L DUt'

L uUt'

LOOP

LuOP

L OdP

L OOt'

LLI3PL L, LP

LLUP

LOOP

LOOP

L OUP

LGUP

L OU P

LOOP

L LOP

L OLUP

LOUPLUUP

LOUP

LOOP

PURP

Pum~p
ILUMP

CJLJ

CJLa

COLU

LJLO

L.OLD

COLD

COLJ

CuLi

COLD

LULO

COLO

COLU

CJLO

LuLO

6OLD

LOLl)

COLD

ILJLO

COLD

COLD

COL .

LOL J

LP SE AL

LP SEAL

u-500

0-500

LEG

Lt i

LEb

Ltb

Lt(,

LEG

LEG

LEt

LEG

LtG

LEG

LtG

L t

LEG

LEG

LEG

LEG

LEG

LLG

LEG

RANGEI 0-500

RANGL: u-503

RANiI- 0-500

RANU• t 0-500

RANGII UJ-5D0

RANbLIO-500

RANG" a O-500

RANGEI ku-50O

RANGL . -503

KANGc sa-590

RANGI',j-503

RANut-O-500

RAN6II u- 5 0")

kAN•I~J~-500

MANGti 0-500

RANfel .j-5010

RANGt•U-50a

RANGr (j-500

RANGE I o-500

RANu- iu-SOO

RANtIt 0-500

RANuEI U-500

RANGtsU-500

RANG"t0-500

RANGe tO-500

kANGtI u-500
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

C H h '4 EL

C H4A N4 F L

CHAN'EL

CHAN'4 EL

CH4NNEL

CHAN4FL

rwAN'•FL

CHANNEL

CH AV F L

CHAN4EL

CHANNIEL

CHANNEL

CHANNIFL

CHANEL

CHHA N EL

rH ANN4 F L

rHANNEL

CHANNEL

CHA4NEL

C HAVNEL

CHANNEL

CHANN EL

CHANN :L

CHANNEL

C4ANC cL

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

140

149

150

IOT WALL TIC

SOT INSUL TIC

E(IT NJZ UP PR

TOP F LIJ 10 TIC

TnP WALL TIC

TOP INSUL TIC

BOT FLUID TIC

39T WALL TIC

TOP FLUID TIC

8OT FLUID TIC

r3P FLUJ ID TIC

63T FLUID TIC

TIP FLUID TIC

TOP WALL TI/C

B60JT FLUID TIC

BIT WALL TIC

S01 INSUL TIC

TOP FLUID TIC

TOP WALL TIC

TOP INS.JL TIC

IOT FLUID TIC

SOT WALL TIC

TOP FLUID TIC

6IT FLUID TIC

TIP FLUID TIC

8JT FLUID TIC

TIP WALL TIC

SOT WALL TIC

STA-2(

STA-26

STA-28

STA-26

STA-2e

STA-2b

STA-26

STA-29

STA-29

STA-30

STA-30

STA-31

!T A-31

STA-31

STA-31

ST A-31

STA-32

STA-32

STA-32

STA-32

ýTA-32

STA-33

STA-33

STA-34

STA-34

ST A-34

ST A-34

UNBRK LOOP COLU LtG

UNBRK L(iJP COLJ L1G

BRK

SRK

BRK

BRK

BRK

8RK

•RK

8RK

3RK

BRK

BRK

BRK

BRK

BRK

BRK

BRK

IRK

iRK

RRK

S RK

'IRK

BRK

3RK

3RK

LOOP

LuUP

LUuP

LuuP

LUUP

L6UP

LuuP

LLUOP

LUOP

L LOP

L LOP

LuOP

L uP

LOuP

LbOP

lGUF

L OUP

L duP

LOP

LuUP

LuuP

L iaJP

LuuP

LbuP

LUOP

L LL P

dOI

rIOT

rjIJ

,101

duT

dul

rjOTHUI

fHal

'IUI

IO01

rIOT

rIO1

rIOT

rIO T

r4JT

ri1T

rHOT

H10 T

HOT

r•UI

Ail

rUIO

Ltu

Lc6LI:LEG

LEG

LcG

LcG

LEG

LEG

LcG

LEG

LcG

LEG

LcGLcG

Lc-G

LE-G

LiG

LEG

LEG

LcG

Lc (.

RAh I. t o5 nnSl

RANGI:U-500

RANGISO-500

RANGtI 3-500

RANG~tu-5OO

RANGtIU-51f

RA NG L I V-500

KANG;IIO-500

RANti.IO-500

RANbLA 0-500

RANULAU-500

RANGc$O-500

RANG&I -500

RANGLEO-500

RAN(ft'O-500

RANGLI#:-500

kANG•su-501)

RANGE:0-500

RANb3Lj-500

RANGEI U-5O0

RANt$i0-500

RANGL8a -c4Af

RANGttu-500

RANbtsu-500

RANGtsO-500

kAN~t so-5on
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CHANNEL 151 TOP FLUID TIC 57A-35 aRK LUOP H1U Lcb i AAhtblu-50O

CHi4ANEL 152 TOP WALL TIC STA-35 SRK LOuP riul LEG kANGEIU-00

CHANNEL 153 TOP IN"JL TIC STA-35 iIRK LOOP Hu I LEG RANGr&Q-50O

CHAN4EL 154 aOT FLUID TIC STA-35 BRK LOuP rhll Ltb RANGt"O-500

CHAN4EL 155 60T WALL TIC STA-35 3RK LUUP H)T L-G RANGEI•J-5OO

CHANNEL 156 FLUID TIC STA-36 BRK LOOP PuMP LP SEAL u-bO

CHANNEL 157 WALL TIC STA-36 BRK LOOP PUMP LP SLAL 0-500

CHAN4FL 15b FLUID TIC STA-37 ORK LUOP PUIMP LP S EAL 0-5JO

CH#NNEL 159 WALL TIC STA-37 iRK LOOP PUMP LP SLAL 0-5uU

CHANNEL 160 IN3'JL TIC STA-37 6RK LOOP PUMP LP SEAL 0-500

CHANNEL 161 FLUID TIC STA-3E RRK LUoP PUMP LP StAL 0-5O0

CHANNEL 16? WALL TIC STA-38 ORK LOUP PUP LP SEAL U-5U0

CHAN4F L 163 INS:JL TIC STA-3E 8RK LUUP PUMP LP SEAL O-50u

CHANNEL 16' FLUID TIC STA-39 BRK LOUP PUMP LP SEAL o,-5.oO

CHANNEL 165 WALL I/C STA-39 iRK LOOP PUMP LP SEAL v-s•u

CHANNEL 166 FLUID TIC STA-4C BRK LOUP PUMnP LP SkAL 0-500

CHA"JNFL 167 WALL TiC STA-4C BRK LUOP PUMP LP SLAL .,-:.uJ

CHANNfL 168 INS.JL TIC STA-4 IL 4RK LOuP PUnP L.P ,EAL 0-500

CHAN4r- L 169 TrOP FLUID TIC STA-41 RRK LULaV CJLL) LEG RAN•bsO-500

CHANNEL 171 30T FLUID T/C STA-41 qRK LUuP ý uLO Li:G RANG 0-5-3'1)

CHANNEIL 171 TOP FLUID TIC STA-42 BSRK LUOP COLO) LEG RANG,-IU-504

CHANNFL 172 TOP WALL TIC STA-42 3:K LuOP CJLU Ltb KANG-tZ-500

CHAi'J'EL 173 TOP IISUL TIC STA-42 BRK LOu.I Z uLJ LEb RANG t,:j- 505

CHANN.L 174 qOT FLUID I1C -E TA-43 3RK L uP COLL) LEG RAN%. L:0-500

CHA&NNEL 175 BOT WALL TIC S1A-43 3RK Luuv %;JLD LEG kANGtisu-500

CHANNEL 176 TOP FLUID TIC STA-43 aRK L UtP 6uLD LLG RANGL3O-500

CHAMNEL 177 TOP WALL TIC STA-43 RRK LLIUI, CDOLO LtG RANGcsO-500

CHANNEL 178 TOP INSUL TIC SIA-43 BRK LUUP COLU Lk-G RANi•:0-500

CHAUN4L 179 TOP FLUID TIC STA-44 ORK LuOP ZOLD LEG RANGt:IU-500
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CHANNEL

CHANN EL

CHAN4EL

CHANNEL

C4AN4FL

CHAN4IEL

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CHIANNEL

(HAN'JE L

ClH&NNFL

C4AN4EL

"HA MbNFL

CHANNEL

CHVNNE L

C1 A N F" L

C14AN'4 E L

CHA N1, F L

(CNAN4 rL

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CHAWNEL

CHANNEL

CHAN4NFL

CI4AN4FL

CHANNEL

CHAN4FL

CHANEL

CHANNEL

CHANEL

180

181

18z

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

19)

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

2(0o

?01

202

203

204

2C 5

206

2(,7

208

209

BOT FLUID TIC STA-44

TOP FLUID TIC STA-45

S'3T FLUID TIC STA-41

TOP FLUID TIC STA-46

TOP WALL TIC STA-46

SOT FLUID TIC STA-46

BOT WALL TIC SIA-46

BOT INSUL TIC ST A-4b

TOP FLUID TIC STA-47

rTP WALL TIC !TA-47

TOP IN3•JL TIC STA-47

40T FLUID TIC STA-47

49T WALL TIC STA-47

TOP FLUID TIC STA-48

TIP WALL TIC STA-46

SOT FLUID TIC STA-4e

4OT WALL I/C. STA-4e

B3IT INSJL TIC STA-48

CJLD LEG INJ LN FL TIC

ACCUM I FL TIC

EXIT NOZ UP PR

INLET 7LrLM ST PR

INLET WALL TIC

OUTLT PLNMA ST FR

OUTLT WALL TIC

INL TUBE WALL TIC 0

INL TLBE WALL TIC 0

INL TUdE WALL TIC 0

INL SEC SIDE F-I/C 0

INL SEC SIDE F-I/C 0

SRK

BRK

8RK

ORK

%RK

SiRK

3RK

aRK

BRK

BRK

aRK<

BRK

BRK

BRK

BRK

LoOP

LuOP

L OG P

LUOP

LOOP

L OUUP

LUOP

LOOP

LOOP

LOuP

uLiuP

LuuP

LuGP

L(JuP

COLD

ýOLD

CULO

CULD

CULU

CULu

ý OL )

COLi

C•ULL)

COLD

% OLD

LULLU

CULD

6OLU

0ILJ

.ULD

L LL)

LEG

LeG

LEG

L r.. G.

LEi

LEG

LE G

LE"G

L~nG

LL G

LEG

LEG

LEG

LG

LLG

LEG

RANGc sO-SOn

RANGtsO-500

ItANGE& J-500

RANbk0-500

RANGS 0-500

RANGEIU-50n

RANGo iu-50O

RANiLI O-500

KANuwEl-50(

kANGEIu-5On

RAN ts O-500

RANGE'.J-5nO

RANGEs u-500

RANGoIu-5tO

RANGt'0-500

RANvIe: J-00

RANGLIU-500

KANGEk j-500

MANGl v- 5 0 01

RANGEt O-5Url

kANotIv-500

kANGeIs-500

RANGESO-S5D

RANuE- 0-500

kANGEl ,-5')'I

U4dRK LOuut LJLD LLo

UNBRK LLuP huT L-G

JNSRK LruP ýT

UNBRK LUDO ST

UNBRK LLOP ý.T

UNBRK LOOP 0 T

FT UNbRK LULiP

FT UNBkK L.UUP

FT UNBRK LUOP

FT UNbkK LO1UP

FT UNBK LOOt'

GcN

AEN

GE.N

I T

rT

ST

s T

s r

GEN

bkEN

GEN

GLN

GEN

lul

113

i8b

d-3

D-b

H1-9

A-4

C-5

0-500

0-50On

0-501)

0-500

0-500
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CHAN4EL 213 INL SEC SIDE F-T/C 0 FT UNbkK LOUP S• GEN 2.L E-d 0-501

CHN44EL 211 INL SEC SIDE F-TIC 0 .FT UNdkK LOOP ST GEN 31 H-7 0-500

rHANNEL 212 INL TU3E ,ALL TIC .5 FT UNBkK LOuP ST GEN 102 8-3 0-500

rCANNEL 213 INL TU3E WALL TIC .5 FT UNbRK LOUP iT GtN 1141 ' -o 0-501

CHA•4NEL 214 INL TL35 WALL TIC .5 FT UNBKK LUOP ST GLN 119 F-b 0-500

CHANNEL 215 tNL TUBE MALL TIC .5 FT UN8kK LOUP .I G-N 127 H-4 0-500

CHAN4FL 216 1NL SEC SIDE F-T/C ., FT UNbRK LJuP Sr GEN 2 A-4 0-511

CHAN3NEL 217 INL SEC SICE F-TiC .5 FT UNkikK LOUOP .T GEN Y C-: 0-500

rHANN4FL 218 IIL SEC SIUE F-T/C .5 FT UN8kK LUdP 4T GtN 32 H-7 0-503

C"A 'J4 EL 219 INL TU3E WALL T/C 1 FT UNbkK LOUP T GLN i, -3 6- 0-50)

CHANNE'L 220 IN[ TL3E WALL T/C 1 FT UNaIkK, LLJUP )T G-N 115 V-o 0-500

CHA'14FFL 221 INL TUBE WALL TIC 1 FT UNBIK L.LiP ) T GtN i.28 H-4 0-50'1

C H"I'4AFL 222 INL StC S IDE F-T/C 1 FT UNbNK LuLP aI GEN 3 A-'t 0-50')

C HAN4EL 223 INL SEC SIU F-TIC. 1 FT UNbkK LuLP ST GEN 19 C-.L2 0-5)0

CHA44JEL 224 INL SEC SIDE F-T/C 1 FT UNBLK 1. JCP ST GEN 23 E-d 0-50.1

CHANNEL 225 INL SEC SIDE F-T/C 1 FT UNBkK LuUP .ST bEN 33 H-7 0-500

CHANNEL 226 INL PRI ST PR 1 FT UNBRK LOUP ST GEN 327 8-6 0-5i0

CHAN4EL 227 1HL PRI ST PR 1 FT UNBkK a.OOP ) T GtN 31tj C-I 0-5,')

CHAN4EL 228 INL PRI ST PR 1 FT UNdKK LOOUP S1 bLN 323 0-'. 0-500

CHANNEL 229 14L PRI ST PR 1 FT UNbEK LOLP 4T GEN 329 k-3 0-500

CHAN4EL 233 INL S-EC SIDE F-T/C 1,5 FT UNBkK LOOP 4T GEN 4 A-4, 0-503

CHAN4EL 231 1NL SEC SIDE F-T/C 1.5 FT UNdRkK LUOP )T GEN i1 C-5 0-500

CHAN4EL 232 14L SEC FL TIC 1.5 FT UNbRK LOU'P 4T GtN 24 c-a 0-500

CHANNEL 233 14L SEC SiDE F-T/C 1*5 FT UNVKK LULJP 4T GEN 34 H-7 0-500

CHANAEL 234 INL TUBE WALL TIC 2 FT UNdkK LUOP'ST GEN iLu4 8-3 0-500

CHA4NEL 235 [NL TUBE WALL 1/C 2 FT UNBkK LOUP ST GEN 116 D-b 0-50o

C.A4NEL 236 14L TUdE WALL TIC 2 FT UNbRK LOUP )T GEN 121 F-b 0-50M

CHANNFL 237 INL TUBE OALL T/C 2 FT UNBkK LUU S T GEN 12Y H-9 0-500

CHANNFL 238 INL SEC SAUE F-TIC 2 FT UNbIkK L UJLi ST GEN 5 A-4 0-500

r HAN4EL 239 P1 L SE: SIDE F-TIC 2 FT UNBkN LOUP ST GEN . C-; L-f0
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CH6NNEL 240 INL SEC SIDE F-TIC 2 FT UNbkK LOOP ST GIN 25 t-8 0-500

r"'AN4EL 241 [NL PIl ST PR 2 FT UNbXK LOUP S1 GEN 32b 8-b 0-500

rsHAW'EL 242 INL PRI ST PR 2 FT UN8k, LUUP ST GtN $25 L-4 0-500

CHAhNNL 243 1 L PRI ST PR 2 F r tJNi3K LOOP 4 T G6N 32b L-3 0-500

rwaIN4FL 244 [NL TUBE ,LL TIC 4 FT IJNbkK LULjP AI GtN 105 8-. 0-500

C14AN'JEL 245 IN TUdE WALL TiC 4 FT dN bP. LuUP SI (atN 117 0-t 0-500

CHA44EL 246 [NIL TUBE WALL I/C 4 FT UNdkK LOUP AT GLN 122 F-b 0-500

C.HAN4FL 247 [NL TLBE" wALL T/C 4 FT IlNBiNK LULP ST GEN 130 H-9 0-501

CHA4'1EL 248 INL SEC SIDE F-T/C 4 FT UNu.oK LuOP ST GjN 13 C-) 0-501

CHANNEL 249 I4L PR! ST P R 4 FT UNokK LOUP ST tbEN. 334 b-b 0-531

CHAN4EL 250 [1L PRI ST PR 4 FT UNBKK LULP ST GtN 3i6 C-4 0-513M

CHANNEL 251 [NL PRI ST PR 4 FT UNBkK LOOP sT GcN 335 D-4 0-500

CHANNFL 252 INL PRI ST PR 6 Fr t1NokK LOUOP . T GEN 333 C-2 0-03

rHAN4EL 253 INL PEI ST PR 6 FT UN8IK LOUUP S1 6 LN 347 D-? 0-5')

CHA44EL 254 INL TUBE OALL TIC 10 FT UNbKK LOUP )T GEN lub d-i 0-500

CHANNEL 255 [NIL TUE WALL T/C 10 FT UNdRK LULP al GEN 131 H-4 0-5))

CHANNFL 256 INL SEC SIDE F-TIC 10 FT UNBRK LUUP AT GEN 7 A-4 0-500

CHANNEL 257 141 SEC SIDF F-T/C 10 FT UNB RK LOkP ST 6tN 14 C-5 0-50)

CHA4TEL 258 [NL SEC SIDE F-T/C 10 FT UNBotK LOOP ST GEN 27 L-d 0-5030

CHANNEL 251 IqL SEC SIDE F-T/C 10 FT UN bItK LOU, ST GEN 37 N-7 3-505

CIH644EL 260 [NL PkI ST PR 10 Fr UNBFPK L•UP aT 7GLN 343 8-1 0-500

CHANNEL 261 INL PRI ST PP 10 FT UNBKK LOUP ST GEN 332 C-2 0-500)

CH&44EL 262 [NL PRI ST PP 10 FT UN8RK LUuP ST GLN 346 0-2 0-500

CHAN IEL 263 [NL PRI ST PR 15 FT UNBKK LOU P AT 6EN 342 8-1 0-500

CHhw4EL 2b4 14L PRi ST PP 15 FT UNbRtK LOOP bT GEN 34b8 C-2 u-50 J

CHANIEL 265 I1L PRI ST PP 15 FT UNbkK Lu (it' ST GEN 344 U-e 0-5 Ml

CHANbEL 266 INL SEC SIUE F-TIC 20 FT UNBdK LOUP Si GLN 1 C-5 0-5,3

CHAN4EL 267 [NL TL,3E oALL T/C 27 FT UNbiK LOUP ST GEN 133 H-- 3-53)
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CHA44EL 2b 8 [NL SEC SIDE r.-T/C 27 FT UNbIK L iLt' .T GIN 1o C-Lo 0-501

CHANINL 269 TNL PR•i T PR 27 FT UNbkK LOUP 41 uLN F 8-2 0-50n

CHA44EL 270 [NL PRI ST PR 27 FT UNokK LOUP ,oT GtN E C-3 0-500

CH4NNEL 271 INL PRI ST P R 27 Fr UNdKK LOUP -T lIN I -s 0-5, 0-f

CHAN4JSL 272 INL PRI ST PR 27 FT JNdRK LOOP ST GLN H G-1 1-50)

rHANNEL 273 INL TUBE WALL T/C 35 FT UNbK( LOUP a T GLN 1u9 8-3 0-500

CHAN4EL 274 [NL TU3E WALL TIC 35 FT UNBKK i.jUoP sr GEN 134 H-4 0-50fl

CHANtIFL 275 INL TIHE WALL TIC 35 FT UNBlK LCJLP ST GEN 17 C-p 0-3U3

CHANNEL 276 [NL TUBE WALL TIC 35 FT UNBRK LUuP 4T GEN 4u H-7 0-500

CHAN4FL 277 0UTL PRI ST PR 27 FT UNBRK L UUP ST GLN D I-- 0-500

CHAN4FL 278 OUTL PRI ST PR 27 FT UNBRK LuPe St GEN L G-3 0-50)

CHA•'JEL 279 OUTL PR I ST PR 27 FT UNbi, LUIP aT GEN d• i-3 0-500

CHA•NEL 280 3UTL PRI ST PR 27 FT UNKK L,.-uP a I GLN G J-2 0-50,)

CH01A4EL 281 OUIL TUBE wALL TIC 20 FT JNBI.kK LO0P Si GLN 144 -t-b 0-50D

CHA44FL 282 OUTIL PRI ST PR 15 FT UNdKK LdUP ST GEN 341 f-d 0-50)'

CHA4IqrL 283 OUTL PRI ST PR 15 FT UNbIkK L0 L~t ST GEN 34ý9 H-2 O-5,31

CH6N4FL 2E4 71JTL TIMFE WALL TIC 10 FT jNtRK LGLP sr GIN L4• M-o 0-5011

CHANNEL 205 OUTL TOJE WALL TIC 10 FT UNuRK LLGIV at GEN 153 Q-4 0-500

CHAN4EL 286 OUTL SEC SI0F-TIC 10 FT UNBIK LULP iT GEN 47 L-2 0-50.1

CHAN4FL 2e7 OUTL PRI ST PR 10 FT UNbRK L ULP aiT 6EN 35C F-6 0-530

CHAH4EL 2e8 OITL PRI ST PR 10 FT UNBRK LUuP )T GEN 358 H-Z 0-503

CH4A4EL 2b OUTL PRI ST PR 1V FT UNORK LUGP ST GiN 3)3 G-Z 0-5011

CH ANN FL 290 OUTL TU3E wALL TIC 4 FT UNBRK LUuP T GEN 142 M-b 0-5•j)

CHANEFL 291 flUTL TUBE WALL T/C 4 FT UNdKK LULP jT GkN 15i U-s 0-503

CH&N4EL 292 OUTL SEC SIDEF-TIC 4 'T UNHi & JUP aT 6EN 6%, K-7 0-5nf)

CHAN"[EL 293 OJTL Tu8E WALL TIC 2 FT UNBkK.LUuP iT GLN 137 K-.L O-50u

CHANNFL 294 1UTL TUiE WALL TIC 2 FT UNd8,K Luue Sl GEN 141 M-o 0-500

CH4A4 EL 295 0UTL TUdE WALL TIC 2 FT UNbKK LOLP ST GLt 141 O-b 0-50)0

NHANNFL 296 OUTL lUl[ WALL 1TC 2 FT UNbKK LOLP ST GEN 151 Q-,t 0-5,3

CHANNEL 297 OUTL SEC SIDEF-TIC 2 FT UNBkK LOOP bT GLN 5, N-5 5-500
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CHA44EL 2Q8 OUTL PRI ST PR 2 FT UN8iK LOOP if GLN 30. F-8 0-if)n

CHAN4EL 299 OUTL PRI ST PR 2 FT UNdAK LOUJP aT bLN iu7 b-4 0-5i)

CHANNEL 300 OUTL PRI ST PR 2 FT UNdKi LOLP St 6LN 317 J-1 0-500

CHANNEL 301 OUTL PRI ST PP 2 FT UN8KK LJOP ST GEN 3u4 J-6 0-50o

CHANN EL 302 OUTL TU3E wALL TIC 1 FT UNBRK LOCP ST GLN 136 K-1 0-50)

CHANNEL 303 )'JTL TU3E WALL TIC 1 FT UNBkK LOUP ST GIN 141. M-b 0-500

CHANNEL 304 QUTL TUIE wALL T/C 1 FT LJNBAK LOOP it (EN 146 U-0 0-501

CHANJ'FL 305 '1UTL TUBE wALL T/C 1 FT UNBdK LOOP ST GLN i5 • Q-4 0-500

CHAN4EL 306 3UTL SEC SIDEF-T/C 1 FT UNOKK LOOP r GiLN 43 L-2 O-500

CHANNFL 307 OUTL PRI ST PR 1 FT UNdkK LU1JP ST bEN 3U2 F-d 0-500

CHANNFL 3C8 OUTL PRI ST PR 1 FT UN KK LOUP ai GiN 319 G-'t 0-500

CHhmNEL 309 OUTL PRI ST Pk 1 FT UNbkK LOOP 0 I GEN 3(A. H-4 0-5O)•

CHAN4NFL 310 )UTL PRI ST PR 1 FT UNbK LJUP ST GEN 3U3 J-6 0-9•)0

CHA'III-L 311 3JuTL TU3E WALL T/C .5 FT UN e6K LUL$P •I GEN 149 Q-4 3-50)

CHANNEL 312 OUTL SEC SIDEF-T/C .5 FT UNBKK LuUP al GEN 42 L-2 0-500

CHANNE L 313 3UTL SE: SIOEF-T/,C .5 FT UNbR. LUJP AT Ert Sb -6 k )-5 1-1

CH&ANEL 314 OdTL TUIE WALL T/C 0 FT UNbe.r LOUP IT .LN 14b Q-4 0-50)

cHANNEL 315 JUTL SEC S5D1 F-T/C C FT UNgdkk LUUP a GIN 41 L-2 0-500

CHANWEL 31b OUTL SE: SID- F-i/C . ;T UNbNA LOUP ST GLN 4Y N-7 0-500

CHANNEL 317 OUTL SEC SIDE F-TIC 0 FT UNBKK LJLP AT GLN 55 R-D 0-500

CHANNEL 318 OUTL PRi ST PR 0 FT UNbkK LOUP .T GEN 330 I-d 0-500

CHANNFL 319 JUTLEPR ST PR 0 FT UNBRK LUUP ST GLN 31b G-4 (0-50)

CHANNEL 325 OUIL PRI ST PR 0 FT IJNBkK LJUP St GEm 305 J-b 0-500

CHANNFL 321 ACCUM 2 F-T/C 0-5o0

CHANNEL 322 INL TUBE WALL T/C .25 FT BRK LUJP sr GLN 73 A-5 M-500

CHANNFL 323 [NL TUME WALL T/C .25 FT BRK LiJP SI G-N 69 C-4 0-500

CHANNEL 324 INL TUBE WALL T/C ,25 FT BRK LUJP S7 GEN 4b E-4 0-500

CHANNEL 325 IRL SEC SEDE F-T/C o25 FT ORK LOOP ST GIN 19F 6-0 0-5fV'

CHANNFL 326 INL SEC blDE F-TIC .25 FT BRK LUUP ST GIN 7G D-5 0-503

CHAN4EL 327 INL SEC SIDE F-T/C .25 FT BFK LuJP S GEN IA F-b 0-500
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CHA44EL 328 1NL TUWE WALL T/C 1 FT BRiK LOUP ST GEN D4 A-j 0-50n

CHMNNEL 329 INL TUWE WALL 1/C 1 FT BPK LOOP j, GtN 4b C-4 3-501

CHANNEL 33C INL TUBE wALL T/C 1 FT BRK LuJP SI GEN 45 t-4 0-5011

CHA44EL 331 INL SLC SIDE F-TIC 1 FT V, LJJl ) I GtN 20T 8-b O-501

f.HANNFL 332 INL SEC SIDL F-TIC I Fr R r LJJP FT GcN 5E 0-2 0-500

CHANNEL 333 INL SEC SIOE F-TIC 1 FT BRK LuJP S7 GtN IlK F-b 0-50)

CHAN4EL 334 1 4L PRI ST PP 1 FT BPK LUJP )T GEN 105 C-B 0-511

rH D NFL 335 INL PR! $T PR 1 FT 3'R r LUJ? ST G iN 113 B-ý 0-5J3)

CHANNEL 33b "IL PRI ST PR 1 FT BRK LOUP ST GtN Ile A-? 0-500

CI4ANIEL 337 I L TU9 WALL T/C 2 FT BRK LOJP ST vEN 5 A-5 n-50nr)

CN(4V1FL 338 INL TL3: WALL 1/C 2 FT BRK LUdP 0T tEN 7u C-4 0-500

rHANNEL 339 14L TUBE WALL T/C 2 FT BRK LUJP S1 GLN 4V t-4 0-5)'

CHAN4EL 340 INL SEC SIDE F-T/C 2 Fr BRK LOJP )I ,EN 1S B-b 0-900

CHAE'4EL 341 INL SEC SIDE F-T/C 2 FT BRK LUJP s1 UEN 2sA1 A )-2 0-5)]

CHAN4EL 342 INL SEC SIDE F-T/C 2 FT BRK LUJP ST iEN 10J F - 0-5n)

CHAN4EL 343 INL PRI ST PR 2 FT BRK LOU P $1 G iN 101 C-0 0-501

('HA4NEL 344 1NL PRI ST PR 2 FT BRK LOOP )T GEN 106 6-3 0-50r)

CHA4ANEL 345 INL PR! ST PR 2 FT ORi LOJP NT GEN 10U A-7 0-50)

CHAHNEL 346 INL TUdE WALL T/C 4 FT ORK LOUP :T GLN D9 A-5 0-500

CHAN4EL 347 INL TUdE WALL T/C 4 FT BR K LOJP ST bEN 71 L-4 0-50D

rHANNEL 348 1NL TUBE WALL T/C 4 FT RRK LOOP ST GtN 24 i-4 0-50O

rHA44EL 349 I4L SEC SIDE F-T/C 4 FT BRK LOOP 4T GEN 6F B-o 0-500

CHAN4EL 353 INL SEC SIDE F-TIC. 4 FT IRK LJJ P ST GkN 25A2 D-5 0-500

CHAN4EL 351 INL SEC SIUE F-T/C 4 FT BRK LUOP Sl GEN 28 F-O 0-5t[

CH444FL 352 INL PFI ST PR 4 FT 1RK LLLP 4 1 GEN 1u2 C-d 0-500

CHANF L 353 NI• PR! SI PR 4 FT BRK LOJP ST GEN 1i8 8-3 0-500

Cf4AN'IEL 354 [NL PRI ST PP 4 FT BRK LUUP ST GtN 119 A-7 0-500

CHAN'4EL 355 INL TUS-E WALL TIC 6 FT qRK LUOP aT GLN LU A-5 0-50n

C HANW4FL 356 INL TUaE WALL 1/C 6 FT BRK LOOP ST buN 6 L-it O-50"t

CHAN4EL 357 INL TUE-_ WALL T/C 6 FT 3RK LUJP St GEN I c-4 0-500
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

rL4AN4JEL 359 INL SEC SIDE F-TIC 6 FT BRK LJJP ST GLN 43H B-o 0-501

CHA4NEL 3.9 INL SEC SIDE F-TIC 6 FT 3RK &uJP A1 GtN 441 D-5 0-500

CHAN14EL 3(-C PN1 SEC SIDE F-TIC b FT BR. LOOP i1 GEN 47L F-o 0-500

CHAYIEL 361 INL PRI ST PR 6 FT 'Re. LLEJP iT Gt'N i5b C-o 0-501

CHAdN4L 362 INL PRI ST PR 6 FT 9RK LOut' 3T ,EN 1.O0 d-, 0-501

CHA"J'EL, 363 INL PR! ST PR 6 FT BRK LJ.JP )T GIN ilo A-7 0-500

CHh'NtEL 364 4IL TU3E WALL TIC I ' Fr BRK LOOP Si G N 2 -d A-5 0-500

CHAIMEL 365 14L TUdE WALL TIC 10 FT •RR LOOP 41 bLN 29 L-.v 0-500

CHANNEL 3b6 1IL TUir WALL TIC 10 FT BRK LOJP :T GEN 23 L-4 0-50•

CH A'44 EL 367 I4L SEC SIDE F-TIC 13 FT 3RV, LUJY jiT GhN 32b iýd-o f-503

CHAN4rL 368 P4L SEC SIDE F-TIC 10 FT BRK LUJP -1 GiN 33H )-5 0-501

CHAN4EL 369 INL SEC SIOE F-T/C 10 FT BRK LOOP 57 GiN 26A F-6 0-501)

CHAN•EL 370 INL PR! ST PR 10 FT BRK LOOP 5ST GEN 1:5 C-'% 0-500

CHA44EL 371 INL PRI ST PR 10 FT BRK LOdJP ST GiN 1bb A-5 0-500

CHANNEL 372 [NL PRI ST PR 10 FT 3RK LOOP 10 GEN 164 B-4 0-500

C'4ANNEL 373 [NL TUBE WALL TIC 20 FT BRK LOOP 4T GEN 67 A-5 0-500

CHA4WEL 374 4IL TUBE WALL TIC 20 FT 43RK LOOP sT GtN 72 C-4 0-500

CHaN•EL 375 INL TLBE WALL TIC 20 FT ORK LOUP ST GiN 36 c-4 0-500

CHA44EL 376 14L SEC SIDE F-TIC 20 T qih LOJP vT GEN 18K 1-b fl-5fl,

rHA4PVEL 377 INL SIC SIDE F-T/C 20 Fr TRK LOOP 4T G LN 290 0-:o 0-503

CHANNEL 378 INL SEC SIDE F-T/C 20 FT ORK LOLLP )T I bh 14N F-b (o-530

CHANNEL 379 INL PRI ST PR 15 FT BRK LOOP ST tN 15k C-4 0-503

CHAN4FL 30 NIL PRI ST PR 15 Ft SR 1 LOOP #T GEN 16b A-5 0-50')

CHAN4EL 381 INL PRI ST PR 15 FT SRK LOOP ST GLN 149 8-9 0-503

CHA144EL 382 INL TU8E WALL TIC 27 FT RRK LOUo St GiN 3d A-ý 3-501l

CHANNFL 383 INL TU6d-- WALL TIC 27 FT RRK LOOP )T G6N 39 C-4 0-500

CHANNEL 384 I[L TU3_ WALL TIC 27 FT BRK LuOP SI GLN 27 L-4 0-5J3

CMAyNcL 3e5 [IL SEC SIDE F-T/C 27 FT BR. LOJP )T GtN 28C 6-b 0-501
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CHAN4' E L

CHA4'4 EL

CHAN4EL

rHANNNE L

rHANqEL

rHANNFL

(HA4NEL

rH ANNE L

CHA'N4 F L

rHANkNEL

CHAN4EL

CHANNEL

CHA44 EL

CHANN EL

CHAN4 EL

CHANNEL

C" H A N1"1E L

CHANN4EL

CHANNEL

CHAI'14F L
CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CHAN' EL

CHAN4EL

CHANNEL

CHANNELCHAN14EL

CHAN4•EL

386

387

388

389

390

391

392

393

394

395

396

397

398

399

400

401

402

403

404

4 . 5

406

407

408

4 C -3

410

411

412

413

414

415

14 L
INL

[NL

INL

INL

I NL

I NL

INL

I NL

INL

INL

LUTL

JUTL

9 U TIL

OUT I

OUT I

OUTI

)UTTL

OUTL

OUTL

JUTL

)UTL

3UTL

]UTL

3UTL

OUTL

JUTL

OUT L

OUT L

SEC

PR!

PAI

PRI

TUB E

TUBE

TUB_

SEC

SEC

SIC

PR I

PR I

PRI

TUd

TUB

SiC

SEC

PR I

PRI

PR I

TUB

TVL

TUB

SEý

SEC

PR I

PR I

PR I

TU.3

SIDE F-TIC 27

SIDE F-TIC 27

SI PR 27

ST P R 27

ST PP 27

wALL TIC 35

WALL TIC 35

WALL TIC 35

SIDE F-TIC 35

SIDE F-T/C 35

SIDE F-TI/C 35

ST PR 27

Nr PR 27

ST PR 27

E WALL TIC .2C

E WALL TIC 20

SIDE F-TI/C 2C

SIDE F-TIC 20

•T PR 15

S T PR 15

ST PR 15

E WALL TIC 10

E WALL TIC 10

E WALL TIC 10

SIDE F-TIC iL

SIDE F-1IC 1C

ST PR iC

.ST P R 10

ST Pk 10

E wALL TIC 6

FT

Fr

FT

FT

FT

FT

Fr

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

BRK

BR .,
SRK

RRK

F3RK

BR K

BRK

RRK

BR K

BRK

BR9

BRK

R8K

BRK

BRK

BRK

BRK

BRK

BRK

BRK,

ORK

BR K

BR K

BRK

BRK
ORK

BR K

BRK

BRK

BRK

BR,

LUJF

LUJP

LJJP

LUUP

LLiUJ P

LOOP
LOLJP

LUUP

LUdP

LUUP

LU.P

LUJP

LOOP

LUOP

LOOP

LOOP

LUJP

LOJP

LuuP

LUuP

LuJP

LUJP

LJJP

LOJP

LOOP

LUOP

LOLP

LUOP

LOOP

$I

ST

ST

ST

ST

ST

S T

S T

s)

•.)I

-ST

S T"51

ST

.)I

J1

ST

S T

s I

•T

ST

S T

GEN

GEN

GrN

(,EN

GI:N

6 EN

6,EN

GEN

GEN

G EN

GI:N

GEN

GEN

GIEN

G'EN

6 EN

GEN

GEN

GLN

6 kM

GLEN

GEN

GEN

GEN
Li EN

GEN

G'EN

276

35J

lusi

K

J

70

75

33

3C

30 F

4 U

L

N

65

16P

17Q

154
'Sc'

A51

30

31

34 1

31F

±6 •
Llb3

1163

17 Q

7

U-ý 0-500

F-o 0-500

C-4 0-501

A-.7 0-501

6-4 0-500

A-5 0-s5,'

C-4 0-500

t-4 0-500

8-b 0-50n

0-5 0-500

F-b 0-500

F- 0-50U1

E-9 0-50)

0-11 0-500

J-4 0-5o0

L-5 0-500

G-? 0-503

K-5 0-501

U-1• 0-500

i-- 0-500

F-5 0-500

G-i 0-500

J-4 0-501

L-. 0-50)

G-Z 0-501

K-j 0-5nn

E-4 0-500

F-5 0-500

D-L. 0-50n

J-4, 0-50')
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I TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CH AN'NEL 416 3UTL TUBE WALL TIC 6 FT 8RK LdJJ) ST btiN a L-5 0-500

C(HA44EL 407 OUTL SEC SIDE F-i/C 6 FT BRK LUJP ST GEN 3o0 G-2 0-50(l

CHAN•"EL 418 JUTL StC SIDE F-I/C 6 FT BRA LUUP S GEN 40E K-z- 0-500

CHfiN4EL 419 rUTL PRI ST PR 6 FT JRK LUJP ST kvEN 159 F-7 0-500

CHAN14EL 420 JUiL PR! ST PR 6 FT BRK LUJP SII(EN 154 E-3 0-501

CH&AJEL 421 rJU7L TUiE WALL TIC 4 FT aRK LujP s7 (,EN 2 G-. 0-500

CHAN'EL 422 0IL TU,3E WALL TIC 4 FT BRK LOOP Si ukh 50 J-4 0-503

CHAN4 -JL 423 JUTL TU3E WALL T/C 4 FT BRK LUJP I T EN 5 L-j 0-501

CHAN41EL 424 OUTL S.C SIDE F-I/C 4 FT BRK LUOP •I GEN 378 G-2 0-5J1

CHANNEL 425 OuTL SEC SIDE F-i/C 4 FT ORK LOUP 4T GEM 3uC K-5 0-500

CwANJFL 426 OUTL PRI ST PR 4 FT 8RA LJJP ST GtN l.lo F-7 0-501

CHAI'INEL 427 UTIL PRI ST PR 4 FF 13RK LO]P ibT G6-N ill4 E-3 0-5J)3

rHANNEL 428 OUTL TdaBE WALL TIC 2 FT iRK LULJP ST bkN 61 ta-1 0-50o

CNH644FL 42q OUTL T'J3E WALL TIC '2 FT ARK LujP ST GEr hm ) J-,# (1-5.)')

CHAN'4EL 430 OTL TU3E WALL TIC 2 FT BRK LfiJP ST 6LN 74 L-) 0-500

CHANNEL 431 OUTL SEC SIDE F-I/C 2 FT BRK LcdL C 1i P t.N 3oA G-2 0-500

("uAN44L 432 3UTL St- SIDE F-TIC 2 FT 4RK LUJP )T 6EN i.jM K-" 0-50

'HAN4EL 433 OUTL P11 ST PR 2 FT BRK LUdP s T GLN 107 D-1 0-531

CIJ4I4EL 434 .JJTL TJBE HALL TIC 1 FT 8RK LOJP b1 GEN bb t4-1 0-500

CHANNFL 435 aUTL TU-3E WALL TIC 1 FT ARK LGJP al iDEN 44 J-, 0-501

CHANNEL 436 rJUTL TUB E WALL TIC 1 FT BRK LOOP sT uEN 43 L-5 0-500

HAwNNEL 437 OUTL SEC SIDE F-7IC 1 FT BRK LOOP aT lLN 21i G-2 0-501

CHANNEL 438 OUTL SEC SIDE F-T/C 1 Fr BOAK LUOP S r GEN IZL K-5 0-5no

CHAN4EL 439 JUTL PRI ST PR I FT BRA LOUeP al GtN 109 F-7 0-500

CHANNFL 440 OU JTL PkI ST PR 1 FT BRK LOOP S1 GEN 1u3 E-3 0-50)

C14 A44 EL 441 rJUTL PRI ST P F 1 FT RRK LOOP )l ItEN 110 0-1 0-500

CHAN4EL 442 3UTL TUJBE WALL TIC ,25 FT BRK LUJP S2T tiEN 63 ,-1 0-501

CHAN4EL 443 3UTL TU6E WALL TIC .25 FT BRK L0oP , GEL 47 J-4 0-501

C4A4NEL 444 OJTL TUBE *ALL TIC .25 FT BRK LOOP S1 (DtN 57 L-2 0-500

CHAN4EL 445 )UTL S.C SIDE F-TI/C .2b FT aRVK LOOP 01 (,EN 22V G-2 0-503
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CHAWN FL

CwANNEL

CHANNFL

CHANNEL

HANNE L

CH6N4EL
rHANINEL

C A' N .. L

CHANNE L

r 4 A '4'4 E L

C"HA NN F L

CHANNEL

446

447

448

449

450

451

452

453

454

455

456

457

rHANNEL 45A

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

C H A N4 i L

CHAN4EL

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

C H A N4 E L
CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

459

4t3

461

462

463

464

465

466

467

46e

469

470

471

472

473

474

475

rIUTL SEC

OUTL PRI

3UTL PRI

[NL PLNM

INL PLNh

JUTL PLNM

I0T1 PL NM

O'JTL PLNM

JUTL FLAN

JUTL RLAN

INL FLANG

INL FLANG

4OUS IG

4OUSING

HOUSING

'4USIrG

HOLUSIN

40USING

.GRD PLAT

GRO PLAT

CORE PLA

CORE PLA

UP PLN4

UP PL41

SIDE F-T/C

ST PR

ST PR

ST PR

OALL TIC

ST PR

OALL T/C

INS TiC

GE WL T/C

INS T/C

E WL T/C

FLUID 1/C

WALL 1/C

INSUL TIC

FLUID T/C

WALL 1/C

INSUL 1/C

WALL TIC

kALL TIC

WALL 1/C

INSUL IIC

INSUL TIC

INSUL T/C

E FL T/C

E WALL 7/C

TE FL 7/C

IE WL V/C

wALL 1/C

INSUL 1/C

a 25

2

0

FT

FT

FT

BQK

BR.n

ORK

ORK

8K

BRPK

ORK

BRK

§RK,

SR K

LOUP

LouP

LuJP

LOU P

LUJP

LUJJP

LUUP

LUJV

LUJ P

4

6

;025

4

6

ST

al

S T

si

ST

$1

S I

sf

G iN

GEN

GLN

6 EN

GEN

GEN

bEN

G:N

btN

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

CkO.SOVER LtL

CKU4SOcR LEG

LKUSSUW~sI Lct,

LOWEk VLeNuM

LOwiR PLcNUW

LOoNk eLcNUM

LaS DcG

135 DtG

1• Oti.

135 UC6

vL tL

41, L 0 G

23W K-5 0-500

Ili 0-1l n-500

114 L-3 0-500

RANGEaU-500

kANGLUO-500

RANG310-500

RANutst-500

KANtilv-500

KANGti2u500

RANGttv-5Dn

kANGESU-500

RANG&3O-500

kANGE 0-500

RANaE30-50()

RANG:Iu-500

RANGt:u-50fl

RANGklu-5oO

RANGE:0-500

RANGEL:-5nf

RANGt3I-5J')"

RANGtiu-500

RAt4GEv-0f1l

kANGE30-500

RANGtsO-500

RANGEl-SOln

RANbt:V-500

RANGEIU-5Of)

KANG tv-54)1)

kANGct%;-500

KANGUtU-530

1P20750

1 b2 o7:0
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND
REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

cHAj4,rL 476

rHANkIEL 477

CHAN4EL 478

•, '",I E L 479.

CHA'44EL 480

CHANh-L 481

CHAN"4EL 482

rH.A4,EL 483

CHAN4EL 484

r"4 AN' IL 485

CHAN4EL 486

CHAVI14EL 487

CHANNEL 488

CHAN4EL 4F9

C14A'*JEL 4.9C

"HANO4EL 491

CHA4'4EL 492

CH&A"44 L 493

CH*MJqEL 494

C14AN4 I L 495

CHAN4EL 4,99

CHA1j1 EL 500

CR4h' s4FL 501

'hC J VL 502

C'HANw4-L 513

rHANNFL 504

UP PLNM WALL

UP PL.V INSUL

FLUID

WALL

INSUL

FLUID

WALL

INSUL

INL FLAN WALL

INL FLAN INS

OUIL FLAN WL

OUTL FLAN INS

INJECr LINE FL

I1C

I1C

1/C

I/C

7/C

IIC

71C

TIC

TIC

11IC

TIC

TIC

192?

1920

1

8

15.83

15.83

15,A3

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNBRK

UNERK

INERT

135 D~b

FT 0uNC'•uA'Q

FT OUm.-CLAN4

FT OlUWN- uJMtR

FT DN•Ct.McR

FT DCoNh.Ljftp(

FT DDoACuMA.s(

LOnP bT #,cN

LOOP ,of GEN

LOOP 51 GiN

LOOP ST GL..

GAS

ACCUPM1

4OUSING

riOUS IN;

HOUSIG

HOUSING

IOUSING

LO0JS ING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HnuSINq$

HOUS ING

HOUS ING

qOUSING

HOUS ING

HOUS IN;

HUUSI4G

F-TIC

DIP

DiP

DIP

DIP

DIP

DIP

DIP

DIP

DIP

0/P

DIP

DIP

DIP

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-b

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

10-11

11-12

C-12

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

Ft

FT

FT

FT

FT

RANGLJO-50o)

RANGE:0-500

KANcI ou-500

XANGEsO-500

RANGl %-50,)

RANGtI 0-500

kANGiSO-500

kANGclv-511

RANutiv-500

RANGLSO-500

KANG0tO-O00

RANGLIO-500

RANGEiO-500

RANGES %#50

- s.,o PSID

W- U.5 PSTD

4- u.5 PSID

us :' PSTD

J-O5 PSIO

O.-0 PSID

o.5 PSID

0.5 PSID

0.5 PSID

.- u.5 PSID

•- . PSID

o- 0.5 PSIn

5- 5,U PrlD

5 ., Pell)
- .O PSID

i- t, PSID

OIP 144-15E.75 IN

DIP 15t. 75-164.75 Ih
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CHAN'4C.~L

CHANNEL

4HAN4EL

C H A034EL

CHAN 4FL

CHANNEL

CHA4NEL

CHANNEL

CHAN4FL

CHANN EL

CHAN4EL

CHAN•EL

C H A Wi4 EL

CHAN'4EL

CHA4NEL

C HA6N EL

CHAN , E L

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

C•A NNE L

CHAN4FL

CH A ý.4N EL

CHANNEL

CMANNEL

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CHANNFL

CHANNEL

505

506

507

5CB

509

510

511

512

!13

514

515

516

517

518

519

520

521

522

523

524

-25

526

527

528

529

530

531

532

533

534

535

UP PLNI

UP P L N I

UP PL1 1

UP PLNM

UP PLNM

DW 1C rii - R

DWNCO04ER

4OT L G G

HOT LEG

HOT LEG

HOT Ld ,;

INL PLNM

JUTL PLNM

INL-OJTL

PRI TjBE

PRI TU3E

PRI TUBE

PRI TU3E

PP I TUB

PR I TU3E

SEC SIDE

INL PLNM

OUTL PLNM

INL-OJTL

PR I UaE

PRI TU4E

SEC SIDE

DIP

D/P

DIP

DIP

D/P

DIP

DIP

DiP

D/P

D/P

D/P

PLNM

B-

B-

.C-

C-

E-

E-

PLNM

A-

164.75-170l 75

170075-176.75

17f*75- b2,75

182.75-192 I4

15Eo75-209 IN

L-198 IH

198-TOP IN

IINL PLNM

HCT LEG RISE

IhL PLNM

HLT LEG RISE

2IN.-TOP

2 IN.-TOP

Ih 4-

IN 4-

IN 4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

btJBMK UP ST GEN

UNdRK UP ST GLN

OkK UP ST GEN

BRK UP ST GEN

LoNdAK LOUP Si 6tN

005

0,5

0,5

.5 (4u.000

PSID

PSID

PSIO

PSID

PSID

PSID

PSIO

2*5

2*5

2o5

2o5

7

7

b

6

6

0-2

2-4

0-2

2-4

0-2

2-4

0-TOP

2h I-TOP

21N .- TOP

0-2

2-4

0-TOP

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

FT

UNd,(v

uNa K(

UNBRK

U•BKK

UNBKKU NO ot K

UNditK

U h aBK

LOOP

L L2JP

LUJP

LUJP

LUUP

L (it) e

LUJI'

LOUP

sl

$I

Sl

SI

G tN

GEN

k,, LN

b:N

GEN

6tN

GEN

1EN

ki'N

4- 5.U

4- 5.0

4- 1,0

4- 1.'1

4- 1.0

4- 1.0

*- 1.0

+- 1.0

*- IoO

4- 25.0

4- 5.0

- 5.oe

O- 1.0

4- IoO~

2- 250

4- ltoo

4- 1.0

4- 1.0

1- 1.0

dRK LuOt" ý1 C-.N

BRK LUUP ST GEN

BRK LOOP 4T (;EN

dkK LOJtP Si GLN

bRK LuuP 4,T G6N

b•Kr, L UdP ý, I i'N

LNbKK LUJP Si GsuN

8RK LLOP S1 GEN

LRUSSUVo LEG

COLD LEG UUTL-DWNCOMER

UPSTk,1 DdNCOMER CELD LEG 14J

COLD LEG OUTL CChCOMER

HOUSING-DWNCUMER C FT
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CHIAN4EL 536 ACCUM I PT RANGsIO-,0 PSIA

CHNq4EL 537 ACCUM 2 PT RAhbt IU-!vJ PSIA

CHANIEL 538 ACCUM 2 DIP loo. PSID

CHA4,4IEL 539 UP-DWN:OMER EXT DIP 5- •.0 PSID

CHIAN'4L 540 ACCUM 1 IZINO-lOP DIP .- jv, PS1

CHIN4•EL 541 SEC ORIF DIP UNRIKK LUUF ST Gkh *- 5ou PSID

4A4hN'4FL 542 SEC ORIF 0/P ORK LudP .4[ GN *- 3,u PSID

CHAN4EL 543 PUMP SEAL 0O0N LEG DIP UNBkK L00 *- 5.u PSID

CH4AmEL 544 PUMP SEAL DOWN LEG DIP BRK LLOP 5- •.0 PSID

CH4AN4FL 545 UP PLN4 DIP 192-213 *- 1.L PSID

CI'ANJ4EL 546 UP PRESSURE PT u-15 PSIA

CHAN'IFL 547 D]WNC3MkR FXT PT DWNCOMER 0-isO PSIA

CHA4'JEL 54ý COLD L.G INJ PT UNýKK LJJP ij-6O PSIA

CHAH44FL 549 'vC PT UNBkK L•LUP br G., t -I:wU PSIA

CI4AN'4FL 5 S0 SFC PT 8RK LG•j )T iLN o-Uiu PSIA

C.A414 FL 551 GAS INJ LINE PT U-.ov PSIA

rHMN4FL 551 GAS INJ UNBRK HCT LEG FLOW Mr.ItR c-:U#U SCC4

CHAV4EL 553 GAS INJ BAK HCI LEG FLI4 MtitR 0-1OoO SCCq

CHANJ4FL 5,4 INL SEC SIDE FLCW F-IIC UNBRr, LJUF ST GEN O-bUO D0G F

CHAP4EL 555 3UTL SE:C SIDE FLDW F-IIC UNBKt LJUF ', bEtN O-SiU DFG F

rHAN4EL 556 INL SEC SIDE FLOW F-TIC BRK LUJP ST v-N O-.00 DEG F

CH&A4EL 557 OUTL SEC SIDE FLOW F-TIC BRK LOUP NT GEN sý-boi DEG F

CHA44EL 553 PRI A. BUNDLE POWER RANGEaO-i.vO KW

CHANNEL 559 REDUNDANT BUNDLE POWER WANhEaO-1G0 KW

CHAh4I4FL 560 PRI 6, BUKDLE POWER RANE iu-ljU KW

CHANNEL 561 RFDUNO&NI BUNCLE POWFR RANGEt-it.v KW

CHAN'IEL 562 PRI C. BUNDLE POWER RANGtIu-IuO KW

CHAN4EL 563 REDUNDANT BUVDLE POWER RANGE10-iOU KW

CHhNJEL. 564 INJ LI4E BIDIRECIIONAL .33-2.5 GPM

CHAN4EL 565 INJ LIN4E TURB MIR COLD LEG 2-20 GPM
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TABLE 6-4 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

CDAS INSTRUMENTATION LIST

CHANNEL

CHAN'FL

CHAN'4E L

CHANNEL

CHANNEL

CH6NMEL

CP A •'4 J L

C H A !Nt NL

CHANNEL

CHANN EL

566

567

566

569

573

571

572

573

574

575

576

UNBRK iT GEN SEC SIDE rfRIF FLOW mlR PI

BPK ST G-N SEC SIDE ORIF FLUW MIk PT

SPARE
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from the loop sensors are conditioned so that the input to the analog/digital converter is

a zero to I-volt signal. These input conditioning cards are specialized for different

types of sensors.

Three analog/digital converters were used simultaneously to get a system scan rate of

45 channels per second.

The CCC data logger was used for monitoring loop heatup and aiding in equipment

troubleshooting. It records key facility, vessel, and fluid temperatures and displays

them directly in engineering units. This makes the job of monitoring loop heatup more

efficient. The CCC data logger also records millivolt data from test section and loop

differential pressure cells it thus allows the operator to keep a check on the operation

and repeatability of differential pressure cells.

6-21. Multiple-Pen Stripchart Recorders

Nine Texas Instruments and two L&N stripchart recorders are used to record bundle

power, selected bundle thermocouples, fluid thermocouples, rotameter and turbine meter

flows, turbo-probe flows, and accumulator, housing upper plenum, downcomer, pump loop

seal and steam generator level. These recorders give the loop operators and test

directors immediate information concerning test progress and warning in the event of

system anomalies. The stripcharts give an analog recording of critical data channels as

a backup to the computer. Stripcharts are also needed during the heatup phase of the

facility, when the computer is not available. Table 6-5 lists the channels associated with

the strip chart recorders.

6-22. FACILITY OPERATION

A detailed procedure of how each test was conducted is given in section 7, Test

Description. The procedures discussed in the following paragraphs served as guidelines

which were subject to change or modification, depending on the test facility response

and shakedown test results.
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TABLE 6-5

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION

TESTS STRIPCHART RECORDER INSTRUMENTATION CHANNEL LIST

Component Measurement Channel No.

PRIMARY INSTRUMENTATION

Pressurizer
(accumulator no. 1)

Rod bundle

Rod bundle

Upper plenum

Hot legs

Unbroken loop
steam generator

-- Primary side

-- Secondary side

Pressure
Level
Fluid temperature
Flow (injection line bidirectional
turbine meter)

Inlet temperature (loop piping fluid T/C)
Outlet temperature (ground plate fluid T/C)
Inlet flow (crossover leg turbo-probe)
Level (overall AP)
Heater rod temperature 736-0 (zone A)
Heater rod temperature 7E6-0 (zone A)
Heater rod temperature 6D6-0 (zone B)
Heater rod temperature 8B6-0 (zone C)

Primary zone A
Primary zone B
Primary zone C
Redundant zone A
Redundant zone B
Redundant zone C

Pressure
Level (overall &P)

Unbroken loop inlet temperature (steam probe T/C)
Broken loop inlet temperature (steam probe T/C)

Inlet fluid temperature
Outlet fluid temperature
Overall AP
Flow (pump loop seal turbine meter)

Inlet fluid temperature
O.i(tlet fluid temperature
Pressure
Level (overall &P)
Flow (orifice AP)

536
540
489

564

461
470
576
502

12
13
14
15

558
560
562
559
560
562

546
509

200
125

201
203
518
574

554
555
549
525
541
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TABLE 6-5 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION

TESTS STRIPCHART RECORDER INSTRUMENTATION CHANNEL LIST

Component Measurement Channel No.

Broken loop
steam generator

-- Primary side Inlet fluid temperature 449
Outlet fluid temperature 451
Overall AP 528
Flow (pump loop seal turbine meter) 575

-- Secondary side Inlet fluid temperature 556
Outlet fluid temperature 557
Pressure 550
Level (overall AP) 531
Flow (orifice AP). 542

Downcomer Downcomer extension pressure 549
Downcomer extension level 511
Downcomer level 510
Fluid temperature 478

SECONDARY INSTRUMENTATION(a)

Accumulator no. 2 Pressure 537
(cold leg/UHI Level 538
injection) Fluid temperature 321

Flow (injection flow) 565

Noncondensible Pressure 551
gas injection Fluid temperature 488
system Unbroken loop injection flow 552

Broken loop injection flow 553

Noncondensible gas Water flow
sampling system Water temperature

Gas analyzer output (X-Y recorder)

Upper plenum Upper plenum extension level 545
Core plate fluid T/C 472
Core plate wall T/C 473

Unbroken loop Condensed liquid film 569
hot leg flow (rotameters) 570

a. To be connected when needed
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TABLE 6-5 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION

TESTS STRIPCHART RECORDER INSTRUMENTATION CHANNEL LIST

Component Measurement Channel No.

,Unbroken loop Condensed liquid film 572
cold leg flow (rotameter)

Broken loop Condensed liquid film 571
hot leg flow (rotameter)

Broken loop Condensed liquid film 573
cold leg flow (rotameter)
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6-23. Instrumentation Plan

The proper choice of instrumentation is essential if meaningful results are to be obtained

from an experimental or testing program. Therefore, considerable effort was expended

to optimize allocation of instrumentation channels based on projected data

requirements. As previously discussed (paragraph 6-17), three types of data acquisition

equipment are available in the natural circulation test facility:

-- Computer Data Acquisition System (CDAS)

-- Consolidated Control Corporation (CCC) data logger

-- Stripchart recorders

Only channels connected to the CDAS are described herein. A detailed instrumentation

channel listing appears in table 6-4. Other channels connected to the CCC and

stripchart recorders are utilized for loop performance. Data recorded by means of the

CCC and stripchart recorders are not used directly for data analysis and evaluation.

The overall instrumentation description for the natural circulation test facility is given

in table 6-5.

The CDAS has a total of 576 channels available for data storage. This represents an

increase of 310 channels over the FLECHT-SET Phase B facility. In that test program,

the steam generators did not have enough instrumentation to determine their behavior

during testing. For the natural circulation tests, both steam generators were extensively

instrumented with primary side fluid, tube wall, and secondary side fluid thermocouples

differential pressure cells for monitoring levels; and sampling probes for noncondensible

gas measurements.

6-24. Rod Bundle Instrumentation

The rod bundle does not play an important role in the natural circulation test as

compared to the reflood experiments. It is considered only as a low-power heat source,

and no heat transfer data will be obtained during testing. Although the rod bundle was
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extensively instrumented for reflood experiments, only few heated rod, thimble wall, and

fluid thermocouples were monitored for operational and safety reasons by the CDAS,

CCC, and stripchart recorders, as indicated in table 6-5.

Figure 6-20 is a cross-sectional view of the bundle showing the location of instrumented

heater rods, aspirating probes, bare and heated fluid thermocouples, and thimbles

instrumented with wall thermocouples. Figure 6-21 shows the instrumentation locations

as a function of elevation, and in relation to the spacer grids and heater rod power steps

simulating the modified cosine axial power profile built into the heater element. The

CDAS monitored 32 heater cladding thermocouples, 10 bare fluid thermocouples, and 7

heated fluid thermocouples. Radial location and elevations are shown in appendix F,

figures F-2 through F-16. The CCC data logger monitored 20 thimble wall

thermocouples, and four heater cladding thermocouples were monitored by a TI

stripchart recorder. The aspirating steam probes were not used in this test, but could

have been used as fluid thermocouples if necessary.

6-25. Thimble Instrumentation

Two thimbles were instrumented with wall thermocouples, as shown in figure 6-22. The

location of the T/Cs at various elevations on the two instrumented thimbles was based

on the following guidelines

-- Provide for instrumentation at the same elevation as the steam probes and heater

cladding thermocouples

-- Provide for axial instrumentation in a given flow subchannel

To best satisfy these guidelines, 10 instrumented thimble thermocouple elevations were

identified and are listed in table 6-6. Each instrumented thimble contained 10

thermocouples, one at each of the elevations identified in table 6-6. The relationship of

the instrumented thimble thermocouple locations with respect to other bundle

instrumentation, axial power profile, and grid positioning is given in figure 6-23. The

data on this figure indicate that thimble thermocouples were at the same elevation as

steam probes; thus the first guideline is satisfied.
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TABLE 6-6

FLECHT-SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION

ELEVATION OF THERMOCOUPLES

ON INSTRUMENTED THIMBLES

Elevation Thimble

[m (in.)] Total 4-I 7-L

0.30 (12) 2 1 1

0.61 (24) 2 1 1

0.99 (39) 2 1 1

1.22 (48) 2 1 1

1.52 (60) 2 1 1

1.83 (72) 2 1 1

2.13 (84) 2 1 1

2.44 (96) 2 1 1

2.82 (111) 2 1 I

3.05 (120) 2 1 1

TABLE 6-7

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND

REFLUX CONDENSATION TESTS

ORIENTATION OF INSTRUMENTED THIMBLE THERMOCOUPLESAZIMUTHAL

Thimble Grid Thermocouple

Location Azimuth

4-I 3150

7-L 1350
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Figure 6-20 shows that the two instrumented thimbles were located at grid coordinates

4-1 and 7-L. The thimble thermocouples were located at the azimuthal locations

identified in table 6-7. As all 10 thermocouples on a given thimble were located at a

given azimuth, the second guideline identified above is satisfied.

6-26. Steam Probe Instrumentation

Steam probes are used to measure vapor superheat during reflood experiments.

However, during natural circulation tests, the rod bundle was covered with liquid and no

vapor superheat was expected. Consequently, the steam probes were used to measure

water temperatures only. If the bundle had uncovered, some steam superheat could have

been measured. There are three types of steam probe instrumentation in the bundle:

-- Aspirating steam probes

-- Bare thermocouples

-- Electrically heated thermocouples

Steam probe locations in the bundle are shown in figure 6-20. The aspirating steam

probe design (figure 6-23) consisted of a thermocouple inside a 6.4 mm (0.125 in.)

diameter tube, which in turn was centrally located inside the bundle thimble. The

thimble wall had two holes set 180 degrees apart at elevations where steam

temperature was measured. This type of steam probe only works when a highly

droplet-dispersed flow is present. The steam/droplet mixture is forced by the bundle

internal pressure through the thimble wall holes and follows a tortuous path before

entering the center tube where the water droplets are separated. The steam passes

around the thermocouple and is exhausted to atmosphere. The exhausted steam is

collected in a container with ice, where it is condensed and its mass is determined by

weighing the container before and after the steam is collected. During the natural

circulation tests, neither steam nor water was aspirated through the probes. The

thermocouple was in stagnant water inside the thimble.

The bare and electrically heated steam probes had the same design, as shown in figures

6-24 and 6-25, except for the number of thermocouples in each thimble. Their locations
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in the bundle, the number of thermocouples per thimble, and the elevations are shown in

table 2 of figure 6-20. In this design, the sheathed (304 stainless steel) thermocouples

are centered in scalloped sections of the thimble wall at various elevations.

The thimble scalloped wall section serves as a shield or baffle to prevent water droplets

from wetting the thermocouple prematurely. The difference between a bare and. a

heated thermocouple is that in the latter a small electrical current is passed through the

thermocouple to heat it to temperatures above saturation in order to evaporate any

droplets which might wet it. Again, this scheme would have been employed in reflood

experiments, but for the natural circulation tests the thermocouples were not

electrically heated. Both types of steam probes were used to measure water

temperature in the bundle. There were 10 bare thermocouples and 7 heated

thermocouples connected to the data acquisition system (table 6-4).

6-27. Power Measurements

Six instrumentation channels are devoted to measurement of power into the bundle

heater rods. Three are used as a primary measurement from which power is controlled

by the computer software. Three independent power measurements were used for data

reduction purposes. Power input to the bundle heater rods was measured by dual

watts/rms, volts/rms, and amps/rms transducers. These two transducer systems produce

a dc output proportional to the power input. The voltage and current inputs to the watts

transducer are scaled down by transformers so that the range of the watts transducer

matches the bundle power. The scaling factor of the transformers was accounted for

when the raw data (millivolts) are converted to engineering units.

6-28. Housing Instrumentation

The housing is equipped with wall and insulation thermocouples to compute housing heat

reserve as part of the overall mass and energy balance. These thermocouples were

monitored by the computer as listed in table 6-4. Axial and radial locations of these

thermocouples are shown in figure 6-19. The housing instrument ring has a fluid

thermocouple located above the ground plate. It will measure the rod bundle bulk outlet

temperature. This thermocouple was monitored by the CDAS and by a TI stripchart
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recorder located in the facility control panel. The instrument ring has also a wall

thermocouple and a pressure tap for differential pressure measurements across the

ground plate and upper core plate. Locations of these instruments are shown in figure

6-19 and the CDAS channel numbers are listed in table 6-4.

The housing is also equipped with pressure taps every 0.30 m (12 in.) on each side (180

degrees apart) starting at the 0 m (0 in.) elevation, the beginning of the rod bundle

heated length. Differential pressure cells are connected to the pressure taps to provide

12 axial readings which are used to compute mass storage and frictional losses in the rod

bundle. In addition, there is an overall differential pressure cell connected between the

0 and 3.66 m (0 and 144 in.) elevations, and another cell connected across the rod bundle

ground plate between the 3.66 m (144 in.) and the 4.02 m (158.4 in.) elevations.

6-29. Lower Plenum Instrumentation

The lower plenum is instrumented with a fluid thermocouple located close to the rod

bundle inlet to measure bundle inlet temperatures. This was a key measurement in the

natural circulation tests, because it was employed to control the steam generator

secondary side flows to maintain the constant inlet rod bundle temperature. This

thermocouple was connected to the CDAS, and to a TI stripchart recorder located in the

test facility control panel. The lower plenum is also instrumented with wall and

insulation thermocouples to determine heat losses. All these measurements, fluid, wall,

and insulation temperatures, will be used in calculating the system mass and energy

balance. The locations of these instruments are shown in figure 6-19 and their

corresponding CDAS instrument channel numbers are listed in table 6-4.

6-30. Upper Plenum Instrumentation

The upper plenum is instrumented with six differential pressure cells to measure axial

pressure drops and level at the following elevations: 3.96 to 4.18 m (13 to 13.73 ft)

across the simulator upper core plate; 4.18, 4.34, 4.49, 4.64, and 4.88 m (13.73, 14.23,

14.73, 15.23, and 16.0 ft• and an overall level from 4.18 to 5.31 m (13.73 to 17.42 ft.).

These measurements will be used to calculate mass storage in the upper plenum, and to

monitor the upper plenum level during the reflux condensation cooling mode. A pressure
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transmitter monitored the upper plenum static pressure. This transmitter is connected

to the pressure tap at the 5.31 m (17.42 ft) elevation.

Upper plenum inlet fluid temperature is monitored by a thermocouple located at the

bottom tip of an upper plenum column. Its hot junction is directly above the upper core

plate. Wall temperatures are monitored at these elevations: the first at 4.18 m (13.73

ft) corresponding to the upper core plate, the second at 4.64 m (15.23 ft) and at an

azimuthal location of 90 degrees, and the third at 4.88 m (16.0 ft) and at an azimuthal

location of 135 degrees. Insulation temperatures are measured at the same elevations,

corresponding to wall temperatures located at 4.64 and 4.88 m (15.23 and 16.0 ft). The

upper plenum outlet fluid temperatures are determined by thermocouples located in the

centerline of the unbroken and broken loop outlet nozzles shown in figure 6-19 as steam

probes (channels 125 and 200).

In addition, the upper plenum vessel has two 7.6 cm (3 in.) diameter windows whose

centerlines are located at the 4.88 m (16.0 ft) elevation and at azimuthal locations of 69

and 213 degrees, as shown in figure 6-7. Penetrations for light sources are at the 4.98 m

(16.33 ft) elevation. These windows allow visual examination, optical probe monitoring

(if available), and motion pictures of flow regimes in the upper plenum, mainly during

two-phase and reflux condensation cooling modes.

6-31. Hot Leg Instrumentation

The hot legs are instrumented with fluid, wall, and insulation thermocouples. Their

locations, shown in figure 6-19 are designated as stations (St. No. xx), which indicate

approximately their location along the length of the hot leg piping. Most of these

stations have top and bottom fluid, wall, and insulation thermocouples. However, not all

of these thermocouples are connected to the CDAS because of the limited number of

channels available. Table 6-3 shows the total number of thermocouples used, and table

6-4 lists their corresponding CDAS channels. The top fluid thermocouples are 304

stainless steel sheathed, type K (Chromel-Alumel) with ungrounded junctions, having an

overall diameter of 1.58 mm (0.0625 in.). They are inserted about one-third of the pipe

diameter through fittings at the top of the hot leg pipes. The bottom fluid

thermocouples are also of the same type, but are only 0.51 mm (0.020 in.) in overall
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diameter. These thermocouples were inserted through fittings at the bottom of the pipe

and supported with special support fixtures (figure 6-26). They were inserted about 0.51

mm (0.020 inches) above the bottom of the pipe to ensure that the thermocouple

junction was far enough away from the pipe wall to accurately measure the temperature

of the condensed liquid film flowing countercurrently toward the upper plenum during

the reflux condensation cooling mode tests.

It was expected that this condensed liquid film might be slightly subcooled flowing out of

the steam generators, and might be slowly heated by the steam flowing in the opposite

direction. The insulation thermocouples were installed just below the insulation cover

by means of a special support fixture (figure 6-27), which maintained the thermocouple

at a fixed distance from the pipe wall. Insulation temperatures, in conjunction with

pipe wall and fluid temperatures, will be employed to calculate heat losses, and mass

and energy balances. The wall thermocouples were also connected to the CCC data

logger to monitor pipe temperatures during heatup.

The hot legs are also instrumented with differential pressure cells connected from a

pressure tap at the bottom of the pipe to the bottom of the steam generator inlet plenum

(figure 6-19), to determine mass storage or accumulation in the hot leg riser. This hot

leg section has a long-radius bend and an inclined pipe section connected to the steam

generator inlet plenum nozzle, as shown in figure 6-2, elevation view. The hot legs are

also instrumented with rotameters to measure the flow of the condensed liquid film

flowing countercurrently from the steam generators to the upper plenum during the

reflux condensation cooling mode. Figure 6-19 shows the location and flow schematic

diagram for these rotameters. The liquid film is drained through a nozzle at bottom of

the pipes, flows through the rotameters, and is returned to the bottom of the plenum

just above the upper core plate.

A weir is inserted between the flanges downstream of the drain, which prevents the

condensed liquid film from flowing back to the upper plenum. The rotameters have a

range of from 0.63 x 10"5 to 6.3 x 10 m 3/sec (0.1 to 1.0 gal/min). The unbroken loop

hot leg system has two rotameters connected in parallel in order to measure flows above

6.3 x 10" 5 m 3/sec (1.0 gal/min). The rotameters have an electronic transmitter whose

signal is monitored by CDAS channels 569 through 573, as indicated in table 6-4.
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6-32. Steam Generator Instrumentation

Both steam generators' primary and secondary side walls are extensively instrumented to

characterize their behavior during the natural circulation tests. As described in

paragraph 6-11, a recirculating secondary side system with additional instrumentation

was added to each steam generator.

The inlet and outlet plenums are instrumented with fluid, wall, and insulation

thermocouples, and differential pressure cells to measure mass accumulations (figure

6-19). The tubesheet is also instrumented with wall and insulation thermocouples (figure

6-19). At this location in both steam generators, there is a lot of steel mass (plenum

flanges, instrument ring, tubesheet, and shell bottom flanges), where stored heat and

heat losses could be significant in the mass and energy balance calculations.

The steam generator bundle instrumentation locations for the unbroken loop steam

generator are shown in figures 6-28 and 6-29. The bundle instrumentation locations for

the broken loop steam generator are shown in figures 6-30 and 6-31. The tube bundle

instrumentation is specifically designed to measure a radial variation in heat transfer

rate due to expected nonuniform two-phase flow in the inlet plenum. The distribution of

secondary fluid and tube wall thermocouples is skewed toward the bottom of the bundle

in the unbroken loop steam generator, because most of the heat transfer occurs at the

lower elevations.

(1)
Data from the steam generator separate effects test showed that, for tests with

qualities of 50 percent and test time near or greater than 10 minutes, elevations above

1.22 m (4 ft) were important in calculating steam generator heat transfer. For this

reason, more instrumentation was placed in the 1.22 to 3.05 m (4 to 10 ft) elevations in

the broken loop steam generator.

The broken loop steam generator was specially instrumented with thermocouples having

ungrounded and grounded junctions. The thermocouples with ungrounded junctions are

used to monitor fluid temperatures in the primary and the secondary sides. The thermo-

I. Howard, R. C., et al., "PWR FLECHT SEASET Steam Generator Separate
Effects Task: Task Plan Report," NRC/EPRI/Westinghouse-2, March 1978.
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couples with grounded junctions are installed on the steam generator secondary side

tube walls. All these thermocouples can be connected differentially to measure

temperature differences between the secondary side flow and the tube wall, from the

tube wall to the primary side fluid, and/or from the secondary side fluid to the primary

side fluid. Table 6-8 identifies 64 broken loop steam generator thermocouple channels

that can be connected differentially to provide 32 differential temperature

measurements at various elevations and radial positions for both inlet (uphill) and outlet

(downhill) sides. The unbroken loop steam generator was instrumented with grounded

thermocouples to provide fast response for the FLECHT SEASET steam generator

separate effects test. Consequently, these thermocouples cannot be connected

differentially. However, additional steam probes installed in the primary side of this

steam generator make it possible to measure temperature differences between the

secondary and primary fluid at the 8.23 m (27 ft) elevation.

The tubes on the inlet side of the tube bundle were instrumented with differential

pressure probes to monitor differential pressure from the zero to 1.2 m (4.0 ft)

elevations. The purpose of the differential pressure probes was to detect any mass

accumulation in the inlet side of the tube bundle. A summary of the bundle

instrumentation is presented in table 6-3 for the unbroken and broken loop steam

generators. The instrumentation connected to the CDAS is listed in table 6-4.

Shell wall and insulation thermocouples will be monitored by the CCC data logger.

The recirculating cooling system of both steam generators is instrumented with an inlet

orifice plate flowmeter and associated differential pressure cell, a pressure transmitter,

and a thermocouple. Measurements from these instruments are used to calculate

secondary side flows. Additional thermocouples are located in the outlet lines at the top

of the steam generators to monitor outlet temperatures and determine the temperature

rise of the secondary side cooling fluid. A differential pressure cell is utilized to

determine and, in some tests, control the secondary side liquid level. A pressure

transmitter is employed to determine the static pressure at the top of the steam

generators shell side.
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TABLE 6-8

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX

CONDENSATION TESTS STEAM GENERATOR AT MEASUREMENTS

Inlet Side Outlet Side

Secondary Tube Wall Secondary Secondary Secondary
Fluid Channel- Channel - Fluid Channel - Fluid Channel - Tube Wall Fluid Channel-
Tube Wall Primary Fluid Primary Fluid Tube Wall Channel-Primary Primary Fluid

Elevation Channel Channel jchannel Channel Fluid Channel Channel
[m (ft)] (T/C-T/C) (T/C-T/C) (T/C-T/C) (T/C-T/C) (T/C-T/C) (TiC-TiC)

BROKEN LOOP

nn.08(0.2 5) 325 - 322 . . 446 - 444 ....
(195 - 73) (23W - 57)

0.30(0) 331 - 329 328 - 336 332 - 334 438 -435 436 - 439
(20T - 46) (54- 112) (SE- 10S) (126- 44) (43- 109)

0.61(2) 340- 33B 337 -345 341 - 343 432- 429 432- 447
(15.0- 70) (53- 108) (24AI - 101) (13M - 52) (36A - I11)

1.22(4) 349- 347 346- 354 350 - 352 425- 422 423 -426
(6F - 71) (59- 119) (25A2 - 102) (38C - 50) (5 - 225)

1.83(6) 358- 356 355 - 363 359 -361 418 - 415 416- 419
(43H - 6) (10- 161) (441 - 158) (40E - 7) (8 - 159)

3.05(10) 367- 364 365 - 372 369 -370 411 -409 408 -412
(32C - 25) (29- 164) (26A - 156) (31F - 31) (26 - 165)

6.10(20) 376- 373 403- 401
(18R - 67) (170 -66)

8.23(27) 385 - 382 383 - 390
(2AC - 38) (39 - J)

10.67(35) 394- 391
(3C - 76)

UNBROKEN LOOP

8.23(27) 268 - 269
1 1 1 (16 - F)

Broken loop steam generator - 32 AT measurements
Unbroken loop steam qenvrator - I AT measurement
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6-33. Pump Loop Seal Instrumentation

The unbroken and broken loops pump loop seal pipe sections are instrumented with fluid

and wall thermocouples at five different locations (stations I I through 15 and 36 through

40, figure 6-19):

-- Stations II and 36-

-- Stations 12 and 37-

-- Stations 13 and 38-

-- Stations 14 and 39-

-- Stations 15 and 40-

The top of the downhill leg, close to the steam generator

outlet plenum nozzles

Midway down the downhill leg

Upstream of the turbine meters in the horizontal leg

At the 90-degree elbows between the horizontal and the uphill

legs

Downstream of the orifice flanges about two-thirds of the

way up the uphill legs

Insulation thermocouples are provided at stations 12, 13, 15, 37, 38, and 40 for

calculation of heat losses. A differential pressure cell monitors levels in the downhill

side, and this level measurement is used to estimate the mass storage in the pump loop

seal piping. Bidirectional turbine meters measure flows through each loop in both

directions. Table 6-4 lists all instruments monitored by the CDAS.

6-34. Cold Leg Instrumentation

The cold legs are instrumented with fluid, wall, and insulation thermocouples similar to

those on the hot legs (paragraph 6-31). Cold leg instrumentation locations are shown in

figure 6-19, table 6-3 summarizes the number of instruments utilized, and table 6-4 lists

the instrument channels monitored by the CDAS. The bottom and top fluid

thermocouples are installed in the same manner as in the hot legs. The condensed liquid

film flowing from the steam generator outlets to the downcomer extension is also

rerouted and measured by a rotameter system installed in similar positions as in the hot
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legs. The rotameters have a flow range of 0.63 x 10.5 to 6.3 x 10=5 m 3/sec (0.1 to 1.0

gal/min). The condensed liquid film is returned to approximately the midplane elevation

of the downcomer.

Additional instrumentation is provided at the unbroken loop cold leg injection section, as

shown in figure 6-19. It consists of a differential pressure cell and a pressure transducer

to determine pressure- and flow-induced pressure oscillationsi fluid thermocouples

upstream and downstream of the injection point (stations 19 and 20), and a fluid

thermocouple and a pressure transducer in the injection line close to the injection point

to monitor cold leg injection cold water temperature and injection pressure.

6-35. Downcomer Instrumentation

The instrumentation in this component consists of fluid thermocouples located at the

bottom of the downcomer and at the 5.03 m (16.5 ft) elevation, wall and insulation

thermocouples at the 2.44 and 5.03 m (8 and 16.5 ft) elevations, two differential

pressure cells to measure levels from the zero to 5.03 m (16.5 ft) elevations and from

the 5.03 m (16.5 ft) elevation to the top of the downcomer extension, and a pressure

transducer which monitors the static pressure at the top of the downcomer extension.

This instrumentation is shown in figure 6-19 and CDAS channels are listed in table 6-4.

6-36. Crossover Leg Instrumentation

The crossover leg is instrumented with a bidirectional turboprobe with a range from 1.45

x 10- to 1.45 x 10-2 m 3/sec (2.3 to 230 gal/min) to monitor flows in and out of the test

section. This flow measurement can be compared to the sum of the flows in the

unbroken and broken legs measured by the turbine meters in the pump loop seals. Fluid,

wall, and insulation thermocouples are provided and located upstream of the turboprobe,

as shown in figure 6-19.

6-37. Accumulator Instrumentation

Accumulators no. I and 2 are instrumented with a bottom fluid thermocouple, a

differential pressure transducer to measure levels, and a pressure transmitter for
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determining static gas overpressure. Either accumulator can be routed through the

proper valving to the bottom of downcomer injection line or to the cold leg and upper

head injection (UHI) lines. The injection lines are equipped with a bidirectional turbine

meter with a range of 2.0 x 10-5 to 1.57 x 104 m 3/sec (0.33 to 2.5 gal/min), and a
unidirectional turbine meter with a range of 1.26 x 10-4 to 1.26 x 10-3 m 3 /sec (2 to 20

gal/min). All these instruments are shown in figure 6-19 and the corresponding CDAS

channels are listed in table 6-4.

6-38. Noncondensible Gas Injection System Instrumentation

The noncondensible gas injection system is instrumented with a fluid thermocouple to

measure the gas temperature, a pressure transducer to monitor gas injection line

pressure, and two gas flowmeters. The flowmeters have a range of 0 to 5000 SCCM

(standard cubic centimeters per minute) for the unbroken loop and 0 to 1000 SCCM for

the broken loop injection lines (figure 6-19). Instrumentation connected to the CDAS is

listed in table 6-4.

6-39. Balance of Loop Instrumentation

In addition, the loop is instrumented with various differential pressure cells to measure

pressure drops across the following components:

-- Downcomer to inlet plenum, measuring the pressure drop across the crossover leg

-- Upper plenum to the unbroken loop steam generator inlet plenum bottom,

monitoring pressure losses across the unbroken loop hot leg

-- Upper plenum to the broken loop steam generator inlet plenum bottom, monitoring

pressure losses across the broken loop hot leg

-- Upper plenum to downcomer extension, measuring entire loop pressure losses,

including hot legs, steam generators, pump loop seals, and cold legs
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Unbroken loop steam generator outlet plenum to the top of the downcomer

extension, monitoring pressure losses across the unbroken loop pump loop seal and

cold leg

-- Broken loop steam generator outlet plenum to the top of the downcomer extension,

measuring the pressure drop across the broken loop pump loop seal and cold leg

All these instruments are shown in figure 6-19 and are listed in the CDAS channel

instrumentation table 6-4.

6-40. Noncondensible Gas Sampling System Instrumentation

During natural circulation tests with noncondensibles, steam-water-helium mixtures are

sampled and analyzed with a system showrn schematically in figure 6-32. The aspirating

steam probes installed inside both steam generators primary side tubes are used as

sampling probes at various radial and axial locations. Figures 6-33 and 6-34 show the

radial locations and elevations of the sampling probes for the unbroken loop and broken

loop steam generators, respectively.

The sampling probes are externally connected to a manifold, as shown in figure 6-32.

Samples are taken through each individual sampling probe. The sample, a mixture of

water, steam, and noncondensible helium gas, is passed through a condenser where the

steam is condensed and the water-helium mixture is cooled to room temperature. A

pressure regulator downstream of the condenser reduces the system pressure to

atmospheric pressure. The water and helium mixture is passed through a stripping

column where these two components are separated. The helium is carried out (stripped)

by a low flow of argon gas injected at the bottom of the stripping column. The water

from the stripping column is passed through a flowmeter and dumped to drain. The

argon-helium mixture is passed through a drying column, where moisture is adsorbed by

a drying agent. The dried gas mixture is then passed through the GOW-MAC gas

analyzer conductivity cell. A parallel stream of the carrier gas (argon) is also passed

through the GOW-MAC gas analyzer reference conductivity cell. The difference in

conductivity between the sample and reference streams is proportional to the helium

concentration. This helium concentration and the water measured by the flowmeter is
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Figure 6-32. FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation Noncondensible Gas
Sampling System
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related to the helium gas concentration at the sampling location by means of calibration

curves of a typical sampling probe (aspirating steam probe). The GOW-MAC analyzer

output is recorded in a X-Y recorder. The flowmeter signal is monitored by the CCC

data logger.

6-41. DATA VALIDATION CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES

Data validation begins with instrumentation performance reliability checks. All the

data collection instrumentation is periodically calibrated to assure the accuracy of the

dat a.

The data validation process is further reinforced when all instrumentation is checked for

proper operation prior to the actual running of a test. Before each test, a reading from

every channel is recorded and compared to the expected value for that channel. An

abnormal reading will indicate a problem in that channel, and corrective actions can be

taken before the actual test is run. If the discrepancy cannot readily be resolved, an

assessment of the ability to make a valid test run without the defective channel is

made. Then, either the test is run noting the defective channel, or testing ceases until

the situation is corrected. This channel verification procedure increases the probability

that all instrumentation will work properly once a test is under way.

If some instrumentation fails just prior to or during a test but the remaining

instrumentation is sufficient to calculate overall mass balances, some heat transfer

coefficients, fluid temperatures, and all orifice meter flowrates, then the run may still

be considered valid. If the instrumentation is not sufficient for these calculations, the

run is considered invalid and will be repeated. If excessive instrumentation failure

occurs during the testing, and it becomes apparent that the original program objectives

cannot be met, serious consideration is given to discontinuing testing for repair or

replacement of the affected channels. In any event, an attempt is made to repair any

failure before another test is performed.

The main criterion for run validation in the natural circulation tests was the capability

to perform a mass and energy balance within 10 percent around each major component in

the system (rod bundle, upper plenum, steam generator, and so forth). For
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this purpose, the minimum instrumentation to be operating during each test is listed in

table 6-9.

This list of minimum instrumentation is based on a judgment of the minimum data

required to fulfill the task objectives. Actual test data may indicate that a lesser subset

of the instrumentation is needed to fulfill the task objectives.

For each test conducted, a Run Specification and Validation Sheet was completed

(appendix G). This table specifies initial test conditions and validation requirements for

each FLECHT SEASET natural circulation and reflux condensation test. This table also

provides space for comments on run conditions, causes for terminating and invalidating a

run, instrumentation failures, and preliminary selected thermocouple data.

After the instrumentation had checked out satisfactorily and the test was run, the data

for each channel were scrutinized to see if the system behaved as expected. Abnormal

behavior of a data channel was investigated to determine if it was due to equipment

malfunction or a physical phenomenon. These procedures, along with periodic equipment

calibrations, were designed to assure that the data being recorded were accurate and

reliable.

Another aspect of data validation was considered once the instrumentation reliability

had been determined. The actual test conditions were compared with the parameters

specified by the test matrix to determine if the test run satisfied the test matrix. The

facility conditions before initiation of a test were compared to the expected values for

such parameters as bundle power, system pressure, fluid temperatures, flows, and levels

if applicable. The instrumentation transient responses were compared with their

expected system behavior to determine if there were any data channel problems, system

control problems, or deficiencies in the facility hardware. Conversion of the data to

engineering units on the SEL computer allowed preliminary test validation to be done

upon completion of running the test and before data analysis. This preliminary

validation provided for timely feedback on facility operation and data collecting

equipment performance.
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TABLE 6-9

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX

CONDENSATION TESTS MINIMUM INSTRUMENTATION

REQUIREMENTS FOR A VALID TEST

Channel IDescription

TEST SECTION, UPPER PLENUM, AND LOWER PLENUM

461 Fluid T/C, lower plenum
38 Bare T/C, 71 [2. 13 m (7 ft) heated length]

472 Core plate fluid T/C
463 Insulation T/C, lower plenum
468 Housing insulation T/C, 1.83 m (6 ft), 1350
462 Wall T/C, lower plenum
465 Housing wall T/C, 1.83 m (6 ft)
502 Housing D/P, 0 - 3.66 m (0 - 12 ft)
503 Housing D/P, 3.66 - 4.03 m (144.0 - 158.75 in.)
504 Housing D/P, 4.03 - 4.18 m (158.75 - 164.75 in.)
509 Upper plenum D/P, 4.03-5.31 m (158.75 - 209.0 in.)
545 Upper plenum D/P, 4.88 - 5.33 m (192.0 - 210 in.)
546 Upper plenum pressure transmitter
539 Upper plenum - downcomer extension D/P
558 Primary A bundle power
560 Primary B bundle power
562 Primary C bundle power

UNBROKEN LOOP HOT LEG

54 Bottom fluid T/C, station 01, unbroken loop hot leg
81 Bottom fluid T/C, station 10, unbroken loop hot leg
69 Top insulation T/C, station 06, unbroken loop hot leg
68 Top wall T/C, station 06, unbroken loop hot leg

512 Hot leg D/P, inlet plenum, unbroken loop steam generator
513 Hot leg D/P hot leg rise, unbroken loop steam generator
569 Hot leg condensing film rotameter, unbroken loop A

BROKEN LOOP HOT LEG

126 Top fluid T/C, station 28, broken loop hot leg
154 Bottom fluid T/C, station 35, broken loop hot leg
142 Top insulation T/C, station 32, broken loop hot leg
141 Top wall T/C, station 32, broken loop hot leg
514 Hot leg D/P, inlet plenum, broken loop steam generator
515 Hot leg D/P, hot leg rise, broken loop steam generator
571 Hot leg condensing film liquid film rotameter, broken loop hot leg
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TABLE 6-9 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX

CONDENSATION TESTS MINIMUM INSTRUMENTATION

REQUIREMENTS FOR A VALID TEST

Channel Description

UNBROKEN LOOP STEAM GENERATOR

201 Inlet plenum steam probe, unbroken loop steam generator
203 Outlet plenum steam probe, unbroken loop steam generator
485 Inlet flange insulation T/C, unbroken loop steam generator
202 Inlet wall T/C, unbroken loop steam generator
204 Outlet wall T/C, unbroken loop steam generator
554 Inlet secondary side flow T/C, unbroken loop steam generator
555 Outlet secondary side flow T/C, unbroken loop steam generator
525 Secondary side D/P, 0 m (0 ft) - top, unbroken loop steam generator
516 Inlet plenum, D/P, 5 cm (2 in.) - top, unbroken loop steam generator
517 Outlet plenum D/P, 5 cm (2 in.) - top, unbroken loop steam generator
549 Secondary pressure transmitter, unbroken loop steam generator
541 Secondary orifice D/P, unbroken loop steam generator
566 Secondary orifice pressure transmitter, unbroken loop steam generator
518 Inlet-outlet plenum D/P, unbroken loop steam generator

BROKEN LOOP STEAM GENERATOR

449 Inlet plenum steam probe, broken loop steam generator
451 Outlet plenum steam probe, broken loop steam generator
457 Inlet flange insulation T/C, broken loop steam generator
450 Inlet plenum wall T/C, broken loop steam generator
452 Outlet plenum wall T/C, broken loop steam generator
556 Inlet secondary side flow T/C, broken loop steam generator
557 Outlet secondary side flow T/C, broken loop steam generator
537 Accumulator no. 2, pressure transmitter, broken loop steam generator
526 Inlet plenum D/P, 5 cm (2 in.) - top, broken loop steam generator
527 Outlet plenum D/P, 5 cm (2 in.) - top, broken loop steam generator
550 Secondary pressure transmitter, broken loop steam generator
542 Secondary orifice D/P, broken loop steam generator
567 Secondary orifice D/P, broken loop steam generator
528 Inlet-outlet plenum D/P, broken loop steam generator
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TABLE 6-9 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX

CONDENSATION TESTS MINIMUM INSTRUMENTATION

REQUIREMENTS FOR A VALID TEST

Channel [Description

UNBROKEN LOOP PUMP LOOP SEAL

85 Fluid T/C, station 12, unbroken loop pump loop seal
93 Fluid T/C, station 15, unbroken loop pump loop seal
90 Insulation T/C, station 13, unbroken loop pump loop seal
89 Wall T/C, station 13, unbroken loop pump loop seal

574 Pump loop seal bidirectional, unbroken loop pump loop seal
543 Pump seal down leg D/P, unbroken loop pump loop seal

BROKEN LOOP PUMP LOOP SEAL

158 Fluid T/C, station 37, broken loop pump loop seal
166 Fluid T/C, station 40, broken loop pump loop seal
163 Insulation T/C, station 38, broken loop pump loop seal
162 Wall T/C, station 38, broken loop pump loop seal
575 Pump loop seal bidirectional, broken loop pump loop seal
544 Pump seal down leg D/P, broken loop pump loop seal

UNBROKEN LOOP COLD LEG

122 Bottom fluid T/C, station 27, unbroken loop cold leg
112 Top wall T/C, station 22
Ill Top fluid T/C, station 22
572 Cold leg condensing film rotameter, unbroken loop cold leg
532 Cold leg outlet-downcomer D/P, unbroken loop cold leg

BROKEN LOOP COLD LEG

195 Bottom fluid T/C, station 48, broken loop cold leg
178 Top insulation T/C, station 43, broken loop cold leg
177 Top wall T/C, station 43, broken loop cold leg
513 Cold leg condensing film rotameter, broken loop cold leg
534 Cold leg outlet-downcomer D/P, broken loop cold leg

DOWNCOMER

481 Fluid T/C, 4.82 m (15.83 ft), downcomer
478 Fluid T/C, 0.30 m (I ft), downcomer
480 Insulation T/C, 2.44 m (8 ft), downcomer
479 Wall T/C, 2.44 m (8 ft), downcomer
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TABLE 6-9 (cont)

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX

CONDENSATION TESTS MINIMUM INSTRUMENTATION

REQUIREMENTS FOR A VALID TEST

Channel Description

510 Downcomer D/P, 0-5.03 m (0-198 in.), downcomer
511 Downcomer D/P, 5.03 m (198 in.) top, downcomer
547 Downcomer extension pressure transmitter, downcomer

DOWNCOMER BEND AND CROSSOVER

460 Insulation T/C, crossover leg
459 Wall T/C, crossover leg
576 Crossover leg bidirectional turbo-probe

ACCUMULATOR NO. 1

489 Accumulator no. I fluid T/C
536 Accumulator no. I pressure transmitter
540 Accumulator no. I D/P, 0.30 m (12 in.), top

ACCUMULATOR NO. 2

321 Accumulator no. fluid T/C
537 Accumulator no. pressure transmitter
538 Accumulator no. D/P

COLD LEG AND UHI INJECTION SYSTEM

198 Cold leg injection line fluid T/C unbroken loop cold leg
565 Injection line turbine meter cold leg
548 Cold leg injection pressure transmitter

NONCONDENSIBLE GAS INJECTION LINE

552 Gas injection line unbroken loop hot leg flowmeter
551 Gas injection pressure transmitter
488 Injection line fluid thermocouple, inert gas
553 Gas injection line broken loop hot leg flowmeter

BACKFLOW INJECTION LINE

564 Injection line bidirectional
199 Accumulator no. I fluid T/C
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After the instrumentation has been functionally checked and the test parameters and

performance have been compared with the test matrix, the final data validation is

performed during data reduction and analysis. In the process of data reduction and

analysis, system mass and energy balance will be computed. These calculations

determine if the data are within specified accuracy and whether the instrumentation is

adequate for analyzing what has happened in the system.
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SECTION 7

TEST MATRIX

7-I. INTRODUCTION

Paragraphs 7-2 through 7-25 of this section describe shakedown tests required to ensure

that the FLECHT SEASET facility was operating properly and performed tests specified

in the test matrix. The test matrix, which is explained in paragraphs 7-26 through

7-46, was designed to meet the task objectives and fulfill the data requirements

discussed in sections 2 and 3. A final as-run test matrix will be presented in the data

analysis and evaluating report.

7-2. SHAKEDOWN TEST MATRIX

Prior to conducting the natural circulation and reflux condensation tests outlined in

paragraphs 7-26 through 7-46, a series of shakedown tests were run on the test

facility. These shakedown tests were conducted not only on separate facility

components, but also on the completely assembled test facility.

The purpose of shakedown tests is to ensure that the instrumentation, control, and data

acquisition systems were working properly so that useful and valid data could be

obtained during the natural circulation experiments. Some of the shakedown tests were

also intended to verify and adjust control procedures. A brief summary of each

shakedown test follows. A more detailed discussion is presented in appendix F.

The following paragraphs outline the shakedown tests conducted on various facility

components prior to performing the test matrix.

7-3. Thermocouple Wiring Connection Checks

The purpose of this test is to check the continuity of each thermocouple wiring

connection from the patch board to the computer.
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7-4. Heater Rod Power Connection Check

This test is intended to check the continuity of each heater rod power connection at the

fuel panel.

7-5. Instrumented Heater Rod Radial Location and Corresponding Thermocouple

Checks

This test, performed only on rods whose thermocouples were connected to the

computer, is intended to check the following items:

For each instrumented heater rod, all corresponding thermocouples are checked

for appropriate computer channel hookup and proper recording of data.

In completing the above check, radial power connections between the fuse panel

and the appropriate heater rod are confirmed.

-- The output polarity of each thermocouple at the computer is also checked.

7-6. Heater Rod, Thimble, and Steam Probe Thermocouple Axial Location Checks

This test, performed using only instrumented heater rods, is intended to check the

following items:

For each bundle thermocouple. elevation, all corresponding heater rod, thimble,

and steam probe thermocouples are checked for appropriate computer channel

axial hookup and proper recording of data.

In completing the above check, each heater rod, thimble, and steam probe

thermocouple elevation is confirmed.
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7-7. Steam Generator Thermocouple Axial Location Checks

In this test, the steam generator secondary side is filled to a known level and the

response of the secondary fluid and tube wall thermocouples is recorded. The

thermocouples' response as the water level increases indicates the installed axial

position of the thermocouple. This test was conducted on both steam generators.

7-8. Rod Bundle Housing Differential Pressure Cell Axial Location Checks;

Steam Generator Plenum, Downcomer, Upper Plenum, and Accumulator

Volume and Level Transmitter Checks and Component Volume Checks

This test is intended to check the following items:

Rod bundle housing and loop differential pressure cells are checked for

appropriate computer channel hookup and proper operation.

-- Rod bundle housing control volumes are established in 0.30 m (12 in.) increments.

-- The upper and lower plenum volumes and the downcomer volume are checked.

-- Accumulator and steam generator plenum volumes are determined.

7-9. Pressure Transmitter and Differential Pressure Cell Zero Shifts

During this test, all differential pressure cell zero readings and zero shifts are checked.

7-10. Loop Primary Side Filling Procedure and System Volume

Checks

This shakedown test verifies that a noncondensible gas can be purged from the test

loop with steam. This method was used to get the loop water solid for the single-phase

natural circulation tests.
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7-1 1. Liquid Flowmeter Calibration Checks

This test is intended to check the following items:

-- An in-place check of the flowmeter calibrations for agreement with the full flow

range calibrations performed prior to the shakedown tests

-- The flowmeters for appropriate computer channel hookup

7-12. Hot Leg and Cold Leg Liquid Film Flowrate Meter Check

The purpose of this test is to check the special hot and cold leg piping used in the

reflux condensation tests, which contains a flowmeter to measure any condensed steam

flowing back to the rod bundle upper plenum.

7-13. Test Loop Hydraulic Loss Coefficient Measurements

This test is run by isolating parts of the test loop and supplying a known mass flow of

steam to the isolated part of the loop. Installed test loop instrumentation is monitored

for flow and pressure drop. From these data, the loop hydraulic loss coefficients are

calculated.

7-14. Loop Heatup and Heat Loss Check

In this test, the loop heatup procedure is verified and the heat loss through the pipe and

component walls to the environment is measured.

7-15. Isothermal Calibration of Steam Generator Bundle Thermocouples

The purpose of this test is to define the calibration characteristics of the steam

generator bundle thermocouples after they are installed in the tube bundle. Two types

of tests were run to determine the thermocouple response characteristics. The first

type of test was an isothermal (zero heat flux) test. The second type consisted of
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differential thermocouple corrections (see paragraph 6-32). In these tests, the

difference between local secondary fluid, tube wall, and steam probe temperatures

was measured. Generally, in the isothermal tests the measured temperature

differences are not zero because of calibration differences between the individual

thermocouples. This calibration characteristic was measured at various temperatures

to establish trends as a function of temperature.

.7-16. Saturation of Primary Side Water with Noncondensibles and Sampling System

Checks

This test determines how much helium (noncondensible gas) is required to saturate the

system primary side water, and how long it takes. The operation of the sampling

system and helium analyzer instrumentation is also checked. The test provides a check

between the sampling probe bench calibration and the facility sampling system.

7-17. Noncondensibles Injection Checks

This test checks the helium injection system operation, and the interaction between the

primary side and accumulator no. I (pressurizer). This test should be a continuation of

the previous test (paragraph 7-16).

7-18. System Pressure Relief Checks

The purpose of this test is to check the ability of the spring-loaded pressure relief

valves to depressurize the system in case of overpressurization. These valves are

connected to one of the drain lines of the crossover leg.

7-19. Accumulator No. I Gas Overpressure Feed-and-Bleed System Checks

This test checks the feed-and-bleed capabilities of the accumulator's gas

overpressurizing systems to maintain a constant pressure during level changes in these

tanks due to primary side mass depletion or mass injection transients.
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7-20. Cold Leg Injection Checks

The purpose of this test is to check the water injection system capability of injecting

water at a rate of 7.82 x 10-4 m 3 /sec (1.67 lb/sec or 12.4 gal/min) for 48 seconds

while maintaining constant pressure in the primary side.

7-21. UHI Injection Checks

This test checks the capability of the injection water system to simulate upper head

injection (UHI) during different modes of natural circulation.

7-22. Steam Generator Secondary Side Cooling System Flowmeter

Calibration Checks

The purpose of this test is to check in place the calibrations of the flowmeter and

related instrumentation.

7-23. Steam Generator Secondary Side Boiling Mode at Constant Level,

Boiloff (Drying), and Recovery Checks

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of the steam secondary side cooling

system in the boiling mode at constant level, boil the secondary side dry, and recover by

establishing forced circulation through the secondary side.

7-24. Single-Phase, Two-Phase, and Reflux Condesnation Shakedown Test

The purpose of this test is to make sure that all facility instrumentation and controls

work properly, to determine the time constant of the system or how long it takes for

the system to reach steady state after a stepped change has been made, and at what

rates data should be taken during a test. This test is similar to test no. 8 of the test

matrix and the same procedure should be followed. Test conditions are given in table

F-10 in appendix F.
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7-25. Forced Convection Secondary Side Film Coefficient Calibration Tests

The purpose of this test is to develop a set of correlations for the steam generator

secondary side film coefficients. This will be accomplished by controlling the primary

and secondary side flow and temperature boundary conditions.

7-26. NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION TEST MATRIX

A test matrix was designed to study the system's thermal-hydraulic performance for

each of the natural circulating cooling modes, single-phase, two-phase, and reflux

condensation. The test matrix consists of the 20 tests shown in table 7-1.

Parametric studies will be made to investigate the effect of the following:

-- Variation in bundle power

-- Heat sink (steam generator secondary sides)

-- Cold leg injection and upper head injection (UHI)

-- Noncondensible gas injection

-- Transient from single-phase flow to two-phase flow to reflux condensation cooling

mode

A description of each test of the proposed natural circulation and reflux condensation

test matrix is given below. Since it is the first time that this type of test was run in

this facility, these test procedures served simply as guidelines, and were open to

change or modification depending on the test facility response and shakedown test

results. The as-run test matrix will be presented in the data analysis and evaluation

report.
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7-27. Test No. I - Single-Phase Natural Circulation Reference Test

Object ives'

I. To determine single-phase natural circulation primary side flows, and the time

needed to establish natural circulation steady-state conditions at various bundle

powers at constant pressure with variable system mass inventory (pressurizer

valved into the system)

2. To determine forced convection flows in the steam generator secondary sides

needed to establish and maintain primary side natural circulation at various bundle

powers

Initial Conditions:

1. The primary side should be filled with water at 0.69 MPa (100 psia) and at 126 C

(2580 F) [39 0 C (70 0 F) subcooling].

2. The steam generator secondary side should be full of water at ambient

temperature and at 0.14 MPa (20 psia).

3. The pressurizer should be connected to the crossover leg and should be pressurized

with a gas overpressure of 0.85 MPa (123 psia). This pressure compensates for the

difference in hydrostatic head between the top of the steam generators and the

pressurizer level, and maintains a 0.69 MPa (100 psia) pressure at the highest point

in the system. The water level in the pressurizer should be at about 0.61 m (2 ft)

and the temperature should be 127 0 C (258°F).

4. The bundle power controls should be set at 22.2 kw (0.2 percent power) total power.

Procedure:

1. Apply power to the bundle at 22.2 kw.
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2. At the same time, start circulation in the steam generator secondary side at

nominal flow of 1.04xl0-4 m3 /sec (1.65 gal/min) in the unbroken loop and 3.5x10-5

m 3/sec (0.55 gal/min) in the broken loop steam generators. These flows were

calculated by assuming a AT rise of 39 0 C (70 0 F) in the cooling water. Adjust flows

to maintain approximately 39 0 C (70 0 F) subcooling at the bundle inlet.

3. Allow the primary side to reach steady state, which is defined as constant primary

side flows, constant pressure, and constant bundle inlet temperature.

4. Monitor and record all instrumentation channels during the transient stage at a

rate of I scan per 0.5 seconds, and during steady-state conditions at a rate of I

scan per 5 seconds. Measurements of particular interest are primary side flows,

system pressure, primary side depletion mass rates, steam generator secondary

side flows, temperature distribution throughout the system, and overall system

pressure drop.

5. After the system has been operating at steady state for 30 minutes, increase

bundle power in small steps up to 66.9 kw (0.6-percent power) over a 30-minute

period, and simultaneously adjust the steam generator secondary side cooling water

flows to maintain the nominal 39 0 C (70°F) subcooling at the bundle inlet; repeat

steps 3 and 4.

6. Repeat step 5 for bundle powers of 111.2 kw (I-percent power) and 222.4 kw

(2-percent power).

7-28. Test No. 2 - Single-Phase Natural Circulation as a Function of Bundle Power

Objective:

To determine the effects of reducing bundle power while maintaining a constant heat

sink during the single-phase natural circulation mode
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Initial Conditions:

I. This test could be a continuation of test no. I after the system has been operating

at steady state for 15 minutes with constant bundle power at 222.4 kw, constant

primary side natural circulation flows, and constant steam generator secondary

side cooling water flows.

2. The power controls should be set so that the bundle power can be ramped

automatically from 222.4 kw down to 22.2 kw over a period of 60 minutes.

Procedure:

1. Maintain the steam generator secondary side flows constant throughout the power

ramp.

2. Observe system behavior during this transient, and in particular, the effect of

forming a "cold water plug" in the steam generator primary sides because of

excess cooling capacity as the bundle power decreases. This phenomenon could

stop, or at least slow down, primary side natural circulation, resulting in a pressure

increase in the upper plenum.

3. The test should be terminated if the primary side pressure rises above 1.03 MPa

(150 psia), by scramming bundle power and venting system through the letdown

valves.

4. Measurements of interest are primary side flows, system pressure and pressure

drops, primary side mass inventory changes, pressurizer level or mass inventory

changes, temperature distribution through the system, and transient times.
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7-29. Test No. 3 - Single-Phase Natural Circulation, Increased Heat Sink Capacity

Effect

Objective:

To determine the effect of increasing the heat sink (steam generator secondary side

cooling) by 50 percent on the flows required to maintain primary side single-phase

natural circulation with a constant bundle power of 222.4 kw (2-percent power)

Initial Conditions:

1. The primary side filled with water at 126 C (258°F) and 0.69 MPa (100 psia)

2. The steam generator secondary sides filled with water at ambient temperature and

at a pressure of 0.14 MPa (20 psia)

3. The pressurizer connected to the primary side with a gas overpressure of 0.82 MPa

(119.2 psia), and a water level equivalent to half the pressurizer volume

Procedure:

I. Apply about 50 percent of the required power (222.4 kw) to the bundle, and at the

same time start circulation on the steam generator secondary sides. Adjust these

flows in order to achieve primary side natural circulation and maintain a 39 C

(70 0 F) subcooling at the bundle inlet.

2. Increase power to the bundle in steps until the required 222.4 kw (2-percent power)

is reached.

3. Determine the steam generator secondary side flows needed to maintain a 39 C

(70 0 F) subcooling at the bundle inlet. These flows should be the same as those

determined in test no. I for a bundle power of 222.4 kw.
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4. After the system has reached steady state, start proportionally increasing the

steam generator secondary side flows in steps until the total flow is 50 percent

higher than the total flow determined in step 3, or until the primary side natural

circulation is stopped. This increase of cooling flows should take place over a

period of 30 minutes at 5-minute intervals. At each step, the flows should be

increased by 1.0 1x10 4 m 3 /sec (1.69 gal/min) and 3.6x10"5 m 3 /sec (0.57 gal/min) to

the unbroken and broken loop steam generators, respectively. By increasing the

steam generator secondary side flows, the primary side temperature will be

decreased, resulting in a primary side water volume reduction. Consequently, the

pressurizer level should be carefully monitored during this test. Higher heat sink

capacity could also cause a cold water plug in the hot legs, stopping natural

circulation and resulting in a rapid increase in system pressure.

5. Measurements of interest are primary side flows, system pressure, steam generator

secondary side flows, primary side mass inventory changes, pressurizer level or

mass inventory changes, temperature distribution throughout the system, and

transient times.

7-30. Test No. 4 - Single-Phase Natural Circulation Reduced Heat Sink Capacity

Effects

Objective:

To determine the effects of reducing the heat sink capacity (steam generator secondary

side cooling) by 50 percent on the flows required to maintain primary side single-phase

natural circulation with a constant bundle power of 222.4 kw (2-percent power).

Initial Conditions:

I. This test could be a continuation of test no. 3 after the steam generator secondary

side flows have been reduced to normal values needed to maintain primary side

single-phase natural circulation with a 39 0 C (70 0 F) subcooling at the inlet of the

bundle.
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2. The pressurizer remains valved into the primary side, but its level should be

reduced to about one-quarter full to allow primary water volume expansion

because of temperature increases caused by reducing the system heat sink (steam

generators) capacity. The pressurizer gas overpressure should be maintained at

0.82 MPa (119.2 psia).

Procedure:

1. Once steady-state single-phase natural circulation operation has been attained

with a bundle power of 222.4 kw, start reducing the steam generator cooling water

flows in steps down to 50 percent of the starting flow or until the rod bundle exit

temperature reaches saturation temperature. The reduction in cooling water flows

should take place over a period of 30 minutes at 5-minute intervals. At each step,

the flow should be decreased by l.0lxl0-4 m 3/sec (1.69 gal/min) and 3.6x10-5

m 3/sec (0.57 gal/min) to the unbroken and broken loop steam generators,

respectively. At this time, two-phase flow may be observed through the upper

plenum windows or the hot leg transparent pipe sections.

2. As the steam generators' heat sink capacity is decreased, the primary side

temperature will go up, causing liquid volume expansion. This excess volume

should be accommodated in the pressurizer volume resulting in a level rise.

3. Measurements of interest are the same as those in test no. 3.

7-31. Test No. 5 - Single-Phase Natural Circulation, Cold Leg Injection Effects

Objective:

To determine the effects of cold leg injection on single-phase natural circulation with

constant bundle power of 222.4 kw (2-percent power)
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Initial Conditions:

I. This test will be run with a constant mass inventory in the primary side, which

means that accumulator no. 2 will be employed to provide the cold leg injection

water. Therefore, accumulator no. 2 should be connected to the unbroken cold leg.

2. The system should be operating in a single-phase natural circulation mode similar

to the conditions in test no. 3.

3. The steam generator secondary sides should be filled with water at ambient

temperature and a pressure of 0.14 MPa (20 psia).

4. Accumulator no. 2 should be connected to the cold leg injection line. This

accumulator should be filled with water at 870C (1880F) [78°C (1400F) subcooling]

with a gas overpressure high enough to effectively inject water in the cold leg.

The water will be injected at a rate of 0.76 kg/sec 1.67 lb/sec) for about 48

seconds. This volume of water is equivalent to the volume of the unbroken cold

leg piping.

5. Bundle power controls should be set initially to about 122.3 kw (55 percent of

required power).

Procedure:

1. Apply power to the bundle (122.3 kw) and simultaneously start steam generator

secondary side flow.

2. Adjust steam generator secondary flows to maintain 126 C (258wF) at the bundle

inlet, and establish steady-state natural circulation.

3. Start increasing bundle power in steps, simultaneously adjusting the steam

generator secondary side cooling flows until the system has been operating for 30

minutes with primary side natural circulation, a bundle power of 222.4 kw

(2-percent power) and a bundle inlet temperature of 126C (258°F).
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4. Start cold leg injection at a rate of 0.76 kg/sec (1.67 lb/sec). The cold leg

injection should last 48 seconds.

5. At the end of the cold leg injection, valve out accumulator no. I from the system.

6. Determine system behavior and transient times needed to reach steady state

again. Continuously monitor and record primary side flows, temperatures, and

pressure, and steam generator secondary side cooling flows and temperatures. If

the cold leg injection stalls primary side natural circulation, the bundle rod

temperatures may go up rapidly, causing an increase of primary side pressure.

Therefore, bundle power should be scrammed on heater rod high temperature,

2600C (500 0 F), or when the system pressure reaches 1.03 MPa (150 psia).

7. Measurements of interest are cold leg injection flow, primary side flows and

pressure, bundle temperatures, steam generator secondary side cooling flows and

temperatures, transient times, and system temperature distribution.

7-32. Test No. 6 - Single-Phase Natural Circulation, Effect of Noncondensible Gas

Injection Into Both Hot Legs

Objective:

To determine the effect of noncondensible gases on single-phase natural circulation

when gases are injected into both hot legs. The gas should be injected in steps at the

top of both upper plenum hot leg outlet nozzles. The noncondensible gas will be

helium. The amount of helium to be injected on each step is equivalent to the volume

of 1.52 m (5 ft) of both steam generator tube bundles (44 tubes). This volume is

4.lxO0 3 m 3 (0.145 ft 3 ) at 0.69 MPa (100 psia), of which, 3.9xl0-3 m3 (0.109 ft 3) is for

the unbroken loop hot leg, and l.OxlO-3 m 3 (0.036 ft 3 ) is for the broken loop hot leg.

However, prior to this injection, the water in the primary side should be saturated with

helium. About 2.5x10-3 m3 (0.09 ft 3 ) of helium is needed, based on a primary side

volume of 0.8864 m3 (234.2 gallons) of water at 126°C (2580F).
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Initial Conditions:

I. The primary side filled with water at 126 0 C (258 0 F) and 0.69 MPa (100 psia)

2. The steam generator secondary sides filled with water at ambient temperature and

a pressure of 0.14 MPa (20 psia)

3. The pressurizer (accumulator no. 1) filled with water saturated with helium at

126 0 C (258 0 F) to a level of 3.05 m (10 ft) and a helium gas overpressure of 0.82

MPa (119.2 psia)

4. The circulating pump valved into the primary side

5. The bundle power controls set to 122.3 kw

Procedure:

I. Start forced circulation in the primary side.

2. Start injecting helium to the primary side through the upper plenum hot leg nozzle

gas injection lines at a rate of 4.2x10-6 m 3/sec (0.009 ft 3/min) to the unbroken

loop hot leg and 1.2x10-5 m 3/sec (0.025 ft 3/min) to the broken loop hot leg for 3

minutes or until the total of 8.5x10-3 m3 (0.3 ft 3) has been injected. Keep

circulating for another 10 minutes and take water samples to determine helium

concentration of 0.0125 cm 3 (O°C, I atm)/g H2 0 at I atm. Add more helium if

necessary.

3. After primary water is saturated with helium, stop and isolate the circulating pump.

4. Apply power to the bundle and start circulation in the steam generator secondary

sides to maintain 700C (158 F) adt the bundle inlet.

5. Continue increasing bundle power in steps up to 111.2 kw until single-phase natural

circulation steady state has been attained.
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6. Valve out the pressurizer.

7. Start helium injection in steps equivalent to the volume (0.004115 m3 (0.1453 ft 3)

of 1.52 m (5 ft) of both steam generators' tube bundles. Of this volume, 0.00309

m3 (0.109 ft 3) should be injected into the unbroken hot leg at a rate of 3087

cm 3/min for 5 minutes, and 0.0010 m3 (0.036 ft 3) should be injected into the

broken leg at a rate of 1020 cm 3/min for 5 minutes. Allow the primary side to

reach steady state after each helium injection. Monitor and record all

instrumentation channels, during injection in particular, and during the time to

reach steady-state operation.

8. Continue helium injection in steps as specified above until 85 percent of the steam

generators are filled with helium, or natural circulation is stopped, or the system

pressure reaches 1.03 MPa (150 psia).

9. After each helium injection and after the system has reached steady state, draw

samples from the steam generators to determine helium concentration in the

primary side water and distribution in the system, and in particular, the axial gas

concentration in the steam generator tube bundles. Valve in the pressurizer when

samples are being drawn from the system. After sampling has been completed,

valve out the pressurizer.

10. Measurements of interest are noncondensible gas injection rates, concentrations,

and distribution in the system; primary side flows, pressure, and temperatures;

transient times to reach equilibrium or steady-state operation; steam generator

secondary side flows, temperatures, and pressures.

7-33. Test No. 7 - Single-Phase Natural Circulation, Noncondensible Gas Injection

Effect (Broken Loop Only)

Object ive:

To determine the effect of noncondensible gas injection on single-phase natural

circulation when injection takes place only into the broken loop with the possibility of

incapacitating one of the heat sinks
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Initial Conditions and Procedures:

Initial conditions and procedures are the same as those in test no. 6, except that the

noncondensible gas is injected only into the upper plenum broken loop hot leg outlet

nozzle. The total volume of gas injected per step should be 1.Oxl0I3 m3 (0.036 ft 3 ) at a

rate of 1020 cm 3/min for 5 minutes.

7-34. Test No. 8 - Single-Phase, Two-Phase, and Reflux Transient Test at Constant

Pressure

Objective:

To determine primary side and steam generator secondary side (heat sink) behavior

during transient modes of operation from single-phase to two-phase natural circulation

to reflux condensation, maintaining the system pressure constant with system variable

mass inventory.

Initial Conditions:

1. The primary side should be filled with water at 126 0 C (258 0 F) and 0.69 MPa (100

psia). This water should not have any dissolved helium.

2. The steam generator secondary sides should be filled with water at ambient

temperature but pressurized to 0.69 MPa (100 psia). This means that the gas

overpressure in the expansion tank (containment tank) should be 0.917 MPa (133

psia) with a initial water level of 1.83 m (6 ft).

3. The pressurizer (accumulator no. 1) should have a level of 0.61 m (2 ft) with water

at 1260C (258F-) and a gas overpressure of 0.8501 MPa (123.4 psia), and should be

connected to the primary side.

4. The power controls should be set initially to provide 111.2 kw to the bundle.
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Procedure:

I. Turn on power to the bundle, and at the same time start circulation in the steam

generator secondary sides. Adjust cooling flows in order to achieve primary side

natural circulation and maintain 39 0 C (70 0 F) subcooling at the bundle inlet.

2. Increase power to the bundle in steps until the required 222.4 kw (2-percent power)

is reached.

3. Simultaneously adjust steam generator secondary side cooling flows to maintain

39 0 C (700F) subcooling at the bundle inlet.

4. After the system has been at steady state for 15 minutes, start decreasing the

steam generator secondary side cooling flows in steps. This will reduce the

amount of subcooling at the rod bundle inlet. If reducing the secondary side flows

is not enough because of the large heat transfer area of the steam generators,

start reducing the cooling water to the secondary side heat exchanger. This will

start raising the temperature of the secondary side water, and also raise the

primary side temperature.

5. As the bundle inlet subcooling decreases (temperature increases), boiling will occur

in the bundle and two-phase flow natural circulation should be established.

Carefully monitor loop conditions to determine the time at which this mode of

natural circulation is achieved. In particular, monitor and measure the primary

side mass depletion due to liquid thermal expansion as the temperature increases

and due to phase changes when steam generation is started. This mass will go into

the pressurizer, causing an increase in level. Mass depletion rates could also be

determined by measuring reverse flows in the injection lines with the bidirectional

turbine meter. In addition, observe flow regime changes through the upper plenum

windows and/or steam generator inlet plenum windows. The bundle, upper plenum,

and steam generator inlet plenum differential pressure measurements could also

indicate when voids start forming in the primary side.
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6. After operation in two-phase natural circulation mode for about 30 minutes, start

decreasing the cooling water flow to the steam generator secondary side heat

exchanger, and if necessary, decrease the steam generator secondary side flows,

until the temperature difference between the primary and secondary sides is about

60 C (10 0 F). As the temperature in the primary side increases, approaching

saturation, boiling could occur at the top of the steam generator tubes when the

lowest system pressure exists. This steam and the steam being generated in the

bundle, if any, will eventually displace the water out of the steam generator tubes,

steam generator plenums, hot leg, cold leg horizontal runs, upper plenum, and

downcomer extension volumes above the hot and cold legs, respectively. The

displaced liquid will be going into the pressurizer, raising its level by about 2.3 m

(7.4 ft). Voiding of the components mentioned above will cause a reduction in

primary side hydrostatic head equivalent to about 0.114 MPa (16.6 psia), which

requires a reduction of the pressurizer gas overpressure from the initial pressure

of 0.161 MPa (23.4 psia) down to 0.047 MPa (6.8 psia), when taking into account

the hydrostatic head induced by the pressurizer raised level. This reduction in

pressure is necessary if a 0.69 MPa (100 psia) static pressure is to be maintained at

the top of the upper plenum. Since the reduction in hydrostatic head occurs in a

transition period, it might be necessary to adjust the pressurizer gas overpressure

as the primary side water level decreases during this transient period.

7. Once the reflux condensation mode has been established, adjust system conditions

to maintain a water level at 0.61 m (2 ft) below the upper plenum hot leg exit

nozzles, and operate the system at steady state for 30 minutes.

8. During this period, measure condensed liquid film flows in the hot and cold legs

with the liquid film rotameter system installed in each leg.

9. Measurements of interest are primary side flows, system pressure, system pressure

drops; steam generator secondary side flows and temperatures; mass inventory

changes in the primary side and pressurizer; temperature changes and distribution

throughout the system; transient conditions and times needed to go from one mode

of natural circulation to another; time when steam generators start voiding;

differential temperatures between secondary side fluid, tube wall, and primary side

in the steam generators; liquid film flow, thickness, and velocity during reflux

condensation mode; and steam velocities in the hot legs during reflux condensation.
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7-35. Test No. 9 - Single-Phase, Two-Phase and Reflux Transient Test with Variable

Steam Generator Heat Transfer Area and Recovery

Object ive:

To determine the effect of the steam generators' heat transfer area on natural

circulation single-phase, two-phase, and reflux condensation modes with boiling in the

secondary side until it is completely dried, and then reestablishing secondary side

coolant flows (increasing heat transfer area) until primary side single-phase natural

circulation is reestablished. The test will be conducted with a variable mass inventory

and variable system pressure.

Initial Conditions:

I. The initial conditions are the same as those in test no. 8. The primary side water

temperature should be 1260C (2580F at 0.69 MPa (100 psia), the steam generator

secondary side should be at atmospheric pressure, and the pressurizer (accumulator

no. 1) should have a gas overpressure of 0.7129 MPa (103.4 psia).

2. The steam generator secondary side cooling system expansion tank should be filled

with water at 93 0 C (2000 F) with a gas overpressure high enough to inject water in

the steam generator secondary sides after they have gone dry. A volume of 0.792

m3 (28.0 ft 3) is needed. This volume is equal to the combined secondary side

volumes of both steam generators. This tank should be valved out initially from

the cooling system.

Procedure:

1. Establish single-phase natural circulation as in test no. 8.

2. After steady-state operation for 15 minutes, stop circulation of the steam

generator secondary side flows and adjust the water level quch that the tubes are

just covered with liquid [10.67 m (35 ftMI. The excess water could be drained from

the secondary side or vented to the atmosphere as steam.
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3. At the initiation of the transient, let the steam generator secondary sides start

boiling (evaporative boiling) and either vent the generated steam to the

atmosphere or drain the condensibles after the steam has been condensed by the

secondary side heat exchanger. It is estimated that the steam generator secondary

sides will boil dry in 2.2 hours, including the time needed to heat the water to

saturation temperature.

4. Transition to two-phase natural circulation might start about 8 to 10 minutes into

the transient. This is the time required to heat the secondary side to saturation,

assuming good mixing. At this time, primary side water will near saturation

temperature at the bundle inlet and boiling should occur in the bundle. Monitor

primary side mass depletion into the pressurizer and adjust pressurizer gas

overpressure as the level rises, as indicated in test no. 8.

5. Allow the steam generator levels to decrease and carefully monitor changes in the

primary side behavior as the secondary side heat transfer area is decreasing.

6. Determine conditions when the primary side goes into the reflux condensation

cooling mode.

7. Determine the effect of losing all the heat transfer area when the steam generator

secondary sides boil dry. At this time, the primary side pressure could increase

and uncovery of the bundle could occur in about 18 minutes.

8. Start injecting water at 93 0 C (2000F) into the steam generator secondary sides

from the expansion tank as soon as the steam generators boil dry, and determine

time needed to reestablish cooling capability. However, if the primary side

pressure reaches 1.03 MPa (150 psia) or if the heater rod temperature goes above

2600C (500 0 F) before steam generator secondary side cooling has been

reestablished, scram the bundle power and vent the system through the letdown

valves.

9. Continue injecting water in the steam generator secondary sides until full or until

circulation can be started. During this period, determine system response and
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changes in primary side cooling modes, mass inventories, pressurizer level, primary

side flows, system pressure, and pressure drops and temperatures.

10. Continue increasing the steam generator secondary side cooling capacity to

evaluate the potential for reduced natural circulation head and loop seal cold

water plugging.

II. Measurements of interest are same as those in test no. 8, plus steam generator

secondary side water levels to maintain the different modes of natural circulation.

7-36. Test No. 10 - Single Phase, Two-Phase, and Reflux Condensation Transient

With UHI Simulation

Object ive:

To determine the effect of UHI injection on natural circulation single-phase,

two-phase, and reflux condensation modes, during boiling in the steam generator

secondary sides. The test will be conducted with a variable mass inventory and variable

system pressure.

Initial Conditions:

I. The primary side should be filled with water at 1260C (2580F) and 0.69 MPa (100

psia).

2. Accumulator no. 2 should be used as a UHI injection water supply tank, and should

be about three-quarters full with water at 60 0 C (140)F), and with a gas

overpressure high enough to inject water into the upper plenum. The injection line

should be connected to the upper plenum pipe penetrations located just above the

upper core plate.

3. The steam generator secondary sides should be three-quarters full with water at

room temperature. During the test, the secondary side will be operating as an

evaporative heat exchanger with a relatively constant water level. The steam

being generated would be condensed by the secondary side heat exchanger and
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returned to the secondary side to maintain a constant level. In this case the,

secondary side circulation pump would not be in operation.

4. Accumulator no. I should be used as a pressurizer and should have a level of 0.61 m

(2 ft) with water at 126 0 C (258 0 F) and a gas overpressure of 0.848 MPa (123 psia).

Procedure:

I. Establish single-phase natural circulation as in test no. 8 with 222.4 kw of bundle

power.

2. After operation at steady state for 15 minutes, start the UHI injection at a rate of

0.43 kg/sec (0.94 lb/sec) for 347 seconds.

3. At the end of UHI injection, isolate accumulator no. I from the system primary

side and carefully monitor the effect of the UHI water injection on the

single-phase natural circulation mode. It is postulated that UHI injection might

stop or at least slow down the natural circulation flow until the subcooled UHI

water mixes with the system water and natural circulation is reestablished. During

this period, this system pressure may start increasing. If it reaches 1.03 MPa (150

psia), scram power and depressurize the system by activating the letdown valves.

4. When the system pressure is down to 0.69 MPa (100 psia), valve in accumulator no.

I and start apply'ng power to the bundle again.

5. Reestablish single-phase natural circulation and continue adjusting the steam

generator secondary side conditions until two-phase flow natural circulation is

established with a bundle power of 222.4 kw. The steam generator secondary sioes

can be adjusted by lowering the water, level, which in effect reduces the heat sink

effective heat transfer area and results in an increase of primary side water

temperature until boiling occurs in the steam generator tubes, hot legs, upper

plenum, and bundle.
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6. After operating for 15 minutes in a two-phase natural circulation mode, valve out

accumulator no. 2 (pressurizer) and start UHI injection at a rate of 0.43 kg/sec

(0.94 lb/sec) for 347 seconds.

7. Observe the effects of UHI injection by monitoring system pressures, temperature

and flow changes, mass inventory changes, and transient times. As in the

single-phase natural circulation case, UHI injection might stop the two-phase

natural circulation or at least slow it down.

B. Continue monitoring the system until some mode of natural circulation is

reestablished or the system pressure reaches 1.03 MPa (150 psia). At this point,

scram bundle power and reduce primary side pressure through the letdown valves.

9. When the system pressure is down to 0.69 MPa (100 psia), valve in accumulator no.

I (pressurizer), and turn on power to the bundle until the 222.4 kw power level is

reached.

10. Adjust level in the steam generator secondary sides until reflux condensation mode

is established in the primary side, as described in test no. 8, step 6.

11. After steady-state operation in the reflux mode for 15 minutes, valve out

accumulator no. I (pressurizer) and start UHI injection at a rate of 0.43 kg/sec

(0.94 Ib/sec) for 347 seconds.

12. Observe the effects of UHI injection by monitoring system pressures, temperature

and flow changes, mass inventory changes, and transient times. As in the case of

two-phase natural circulation, UHI injection might stop the reflux condensation

mode or at least change it into the two-phase natural circulation mode.

13. In any case, continue monitoring the system until more natural circulation is

reestablished or the system pressure increases to 1.03 MPa (150 psia). At this

point, scram bundle power and reduce primary side pressure through the letdown

valves.
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14. Measurements of interest are same as those in test no. 8 plus effects of UHI

injection on the natural circulation modes.

7-37. Test No. I I - Two-Phase Natural Circulation, Cold Leg Injection Effects

Objective:

To determine the effects of cold leg injection on two-phase natural circulation during

boiling in the steam generator secondary sides. The test will be conducted with a

variable mass inventory and variable system pressure.

Initial Conditions:

Initial conditions are the same as those in test no. 5 except for the secondary side of

the steam generators, which should be operated as evaporative coolers (boiling mode)

and should be initially about three-quarters full with water as in test no. 10.

Procedure:

1. Establish two-phase flow natural circulation in the primary side by adjusting the

boiling level in the steam generator secondary sides as in test no. 10.

2. After the system has been operating at steady-state two-phase flow conditions for

15 minutes, isolate accumulator no. I (pressurizer) from the primary side and start

cold leg injection at a rate of 0.76 kg/sec (1.67 lb/sec) for 48 seconds.

3. Determine the system behavior by monitoring system pressures, pressure drops,

temperatures, flow changes, mass inventories, and steam generator secondary side

levels, temperatures, and pressures.

4. The cold leg injection might stop the two-phase natural circulation by either

collapsing the voids in the primary side or forming a cold water plug in the steam

generator outlet and cold legs. In either case, continue operating the system until

a natural circulation mode is reestablished or the pressure in the system increases
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to 1.03 MPa (150 psia). At this point, scram bundle power and let down primary

side system pressure through letdown valves.

5. Measurements of interest are the same as those in tests no. 5 and no. 10.

7-38. Test No. 12 - Reflux Mode, Cold Leg Injection Effect to Recovery of

Single-Phase Natural Circulation Mode

Object ive:

To determine the effect of cold leg injection during reflux condensation mode until

single-phase natural circulation mode is reestablished

Initial Conditions:

Initial conditions are the same as those in test no. 5. However, if in test no. 8 it is

determined that it takes a long period of time to establish the reflux condensation

mode when starting with a liquid-full system, this test could be started with the system

partially full of water at about 1260C (258 0 F) at 0.69 MPa (100 psia). The water level

in the bundle and the downcomer should be at 0.61 m (2 ft) below the hot leg nozzles,

and the pump loop seal piping should be filled to the top of the uphill vertical legs. The

rest of the primary side volume should be filled with saturated steam at 0.69 MPa (100

psia). The steam generator secondary sides should be filled with water at 1140C

(238 0 F) and pressurized to 0.69 MPa (100 psia) or higher if needed to provide the proper

net positive suction head (NPSH) to the circulating pumps.

Procedure:

1. If the system is initially full of water, follow the procedures in test no. 8 until the

reflux mode is established.

2. If the test is initiated with the primary side partially filled with water, start

applying power to the bundle at a low value, and increase power and adjust the

steam generator secondary side flows until the 222.4 kw power level is reached and
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the system is operating in the reflux condensation mode. In this case, accumulator

no. I does not need to be valved into the system and used as a pressurizer.

3. After the system has been operating at a steady state for 15 minutes, start cold

water injection at a rate of 0.76 kg/sec (1.67 lb/sec) until single-phase natural

circulation is established or the primary side pressure reaches 1.03 MPa (150

psia). At this point, power to the bundle should be scrammed, the secondary side

flow could be increased and its temperature lowered, or the primary side pressure

could be let down through the letdown valves.

4. Measurements of interest are the same as those in tests no. 5 and no. 10, including

transient times to reach single-phase natural circulation, measurements of primary

flows, and in particular, observation and measurement of possible flow reversals

caused by the cold leg injection.

7-39. Test No. 13 - Two-Phase Natural Circulation, Noncondensible Gas Injection

Effects

Object ive:

To determine the effects of noncondensible gas injection into the primary side when it

is operating in two-phase flow circulating mode

Initial Conditions:

Initial conditions are the same as those for test no. 6.

Procedure:

The procedure is the same as that in test no. 6 except that noncondensible gas injection

should not start until the system has been operating in the two-phase flow mode for 15

minutes and the pressurizer has been isolated from the primary side.

Measurements of interest are the same as those in test no. 6.
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7-40. Test No. 14 - Single-Phase Natural Circulation with Minimum Secondary Side

Heat Sink

Objective:

To determine the minimum boiling level in the steam generator secondary sides to

maintain primary side natural circulation with a bundle power of 222.4 kw

Initial Conditions:

Initial conditions are the same as those in test no. 9.

Procedure:

The procedure is the same as that in test no. 9 except that the steam generator

secondary side boiling level should be lowered to the minimum height required to

maintain primary side single-phase natural circulation at steady state for at least 15

minutes. The test could be terminated by scramming bundle power and increasing

boiling level in the steam generator secondary side.

Measurements of interest are the same as those in test no. 6.

7-41. Test No. 15 - Reflux Mode, Noncondensible Gas Injection Effects

Objective:

To determine the effects of noncondensible gas injection during the primary side reflux

condensation mode

Initial Conditions:

Initial conditions are the same as those in tests no. 6 and no. 13.
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Procedure:

The procedure is the same as that in test no. 6 except that noncondensible gas injection

starts when the primary side has been operating in the reflux mode for 15 minutes and

the pressurizer has been isolated from the system. The test is terminated when the

primary side system pressure reaches 1.03 MPa (150 psia). At this point, the bundle

power should be scrammed, the steam generator secondary side cooling flows should be

increased, and the primary side pressure should be decreased by venting through the

letdown valves.

Measurement of interest are the same as those in tests no. 6 and no. 13.

7-42. Test No. 16 - Two-Phase Flow Natural Circulation, Heat Sink Increase Effect

Objective:

To determine the effect of increasing the heat sink capability by 50 percent on the

two-phase flow natural circulation mode. This test will be conducted with a primary

side constant mass inventory and variable pressure.

Initial Conditions:

Initial conditions are the same as those in test no. 3.

Procedure:

The procedure is the same as that for test no. 3 except that increasing of the steam

generator secondary side flows should not start until the primary side has been

operating in steady-state two-phase flow mode for at least 15 minutes with a bundle

power of 222.4 kw, and the pressurizer has been isolated from the system. By

increasing the heat sink capacity, the primary side voids could be collapsed and the

fluid temperature could be decreased to a situation where a cold water plug could be

formed and stop the two-phase flow natural circulation; this could induce an increase in

primary side pressure. The test should be terminated when the primary side system
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pressure reaches 1.03 MPa (150 psia). At this point, the bundle power should be

scrammed, and the system pressure should be decreased by activating the letdown

valves.

Measurements of interest are the same as those in test no. 3.

7-43. Test No. 17 - Two-Phase Flow Natural Circulation, Heat Sink Reduction Effect

Objective:

To determine the effect of reducing the heat sink capability (heat transfer area) on

two-phase natural circulation with boiling in the secondary side of both steam

generators and allowing the broken loop steam generator secondary side to boil dry and

recover. This condition could cause an imbalance in the system heat removal

capabilities with the possibility of flow reversals in the broken loop.

Initial Conditions:

Initial conditions are the same as those in test no. 9.

Procedure:

1. Establish two-phase natural circulation as in test no. 9, with boiling in both steam

generator secondary sides maintaining a constant boiling level.

2. After the system has been operating at steady state for 15 minutes, isolate the

broken loop steam generator secondary side and allow it to boil dry, and at the

same time maintain a constant boiling level in the unbroken loop steam generator

secondary side.

3. As the transient progresses, carefully monitor primary side flows, temperatures,

and pressures. The reduction of heat transfer area could cause a temperature rise

in the primary side accompanied by a pressure increase, a reduction in flow in the

broken loop, and eventually, a flow stoppage and/or flow reversal. Another

possibility is that the unbroken loop flow could increase in an attempt
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to compensate for the loss of flow in the broken loop. In this case, the unbroken

loop steam generator could remove all the heat load and could sustain the

two-phase flow natural circulation mode.

4. After the broken loop steam generator secondary side has boiled dry, start

injecting water at 93 0 C (200°F) from the expansion tank until a constant boiling

level is attained to reestablish steady-state two-phase natural circulation in the

primary side of this steam generator. During this transient, carefully monitor

primary side flow pattern changes and unbroken loop steam generator behavior.

5. The test could be terminated if

a. The system pressure increases to 1.03 MPa (150 psia), in which case the bundle

power should be scrammed, and the system pressure should be reduced by

venting through the letdown valves

b. After 30 minutes the broken loop steam generator has boileo dry and the large

steam generator can maintain steady-state two-phase natural circulation with a

system pressure below 1.03 MPa (150 psia).

7-44. Test No. 18 - Reflux Condensation Mode, Heat Sink Increase Effect

Objective:

To determine the effects of increasing the heat sink capability by 50 percent on the

reflux condensation mode. This test will be conducted with a primary side constant

mass inventory and variable pressure.

Initial Conditions:

Initial conditions are the same as those in tests no. 8 and no. 16.
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Procedure:

I. Establish the reflux condensation mode as in test no. 8, with boiling in both steam

generator secondary sides maintaining a constant level.

2. Follow the same procedure as in test no. 16.

7-45. Test No. 19 - Reflux Condensation Mode, Heat Sink Reduction Effect

Objective:

To determine the effects of reducing the heat sink capability (heat transfer area) on

the reflux condensation mode, with boiling in the secondary side of both steam

generators and allowing the broken loop steam generator secondary side to boil dry and

then to recover.

Initial Conditions:

Initial conditions are the same as those in tests no. 9 and no. 17.

Procedure:

1. Establish the reflux condensation cooling mode as in test no. 9, with boiling in both

steam generator secondary sides maintaining a constant level.

2. Follow the same procedures as in test no. 17.

7-46. Test No. 20

Conditions for this test will be determined based on the results of all previous tests.
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SECTION 8

DATA REDUCTION, ANALYSIS, AND EVALUATION PLANS

8-1. NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION DATA REDUCTION

The bundle, components, and system instrumentation are designed to provide sufficient

data for the following purposes:

- - To perform mass and energy balances around each component, the entire system,

and the steam generator secondary side cooling system

- - To identify cooling modes occurring during natural circulation

-- To determine the natural circulation flow rates as a function of bundle power

-- To determine bundle mass storage rates, axial void fractions, and exit conditions

for the natural circulation two-phase cooling modes

-- To provide mass storage rates in the upper plenum, steam generator plenums, and

other loop components, for the two-phase flow tests

- - To determine whether nonequilibrium conditions exist in the upper plenum, steam

generator, and loop components

-- To quantify the steam generator secondary side behavior as a heat sink during

natural circulation cooling modes

- - To investigate the stability of the different natural circulation cooling modes and

the transition between cooling modes

-- To identify the two-phase flow regimes occurring during the experiments in the

upper plenum, hot legs, and steam generator inlet and exit plenums
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- - To determine countercurrent stratified flows in the hot legs during the reflux

condensation cooling mode

-- To determine primary side system behavior during the loss and/or recovery of the

heat sink during natural circulation cooling modes

-- To determine system transient behavior during simulated cold leg and upper head

injection

-- To determine the effect of noncondensible gases in the steam generators during

various natural circulation cooling modes

The data acquisition, control, and processing system as configured for natural

circulation and reflux condensation testing is described in paragraph 6-19. Paragraph

6-41 explains the data validation criteria and procedures. Brief descriptions, including

identification of main function and outputs, of the computer codes to be used in

reducing and analyzing natural circulation and reflux test data are given in table 8-1.

The computer codes named in table B-I are essentially new codes; little of the data

reduction and analysis software previously developed for any of the FLECHT-type

programs was applicable to the current program for three reasons:

The new data acquisition, control, and processing system generates a data tape file

structure that is significantly different from that of the previous system. This

necessitated a rewrite of the CATALOG routine.

The operation of the systems effect test (SET) facility in a natural circulation and

reflux condensation cooling mode necessitated writing a mass and energy balance

code that would account for such factors as water-solid primary loops, long-term

energy loss to the ambient by primary piping, steam generator secondary side

boiling dry, and ECC injection into both the cold leg and the test vessel upper

plenum (UHI).

The use of differentially connected fluid-to-wall thermocouples, coupled with a

revision of the computation procedures associated with the reduction of steam

generator data, resulted in new steam generator data reduction and analysis coding.
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TABLE 8-1

DATA ANALYSIS AND REDUCTION CODES

!p

Primary Units
Code Function Output Metric English Engineering

CATALOG Reads data tape Computer file in form
generated at the for use as input to
experiment site and other data reduction
creates a data file codes; tabular list-
for use on the PSCC ing of test data and
scientific computer time in engineering

units

Time sec sec
Temperature °C OF
Pressure MPa psia
Differential pressure MPa psig
Flow m 3 /sec gal/min
Power kw kw

NCPLOT Plots each data Same tabular output Same as Same as
channel as a function as CATALOG, plus CATALOG CATALOG
of test run time curves

NCXPLOT Plots data Plotted curves Same as Same as
from various CATALOG CATALOG
tests on the
same axis (cross-
plotting of data)

NCMEBAL Calculates overall One-phase and MPa psig
mass and energy two-phase pressure
balances



TABLE 8-1 (cont)

DATA ANALYSIS AND REDUCTION CODES

T

Primary Units
Code Function Output Metric English Engineering

NCMEBAL Void fraction
(cont)

Steam quality

Two-phase density kg/m 3  lbm/ft3

Mass storage in
loop components kg Ibm

Mass balance

Saturation line in m ft
bundle

Flow rates
-- Cold legs kg/sec lbm/sec
-- Crossover pipes kg/sec lbm/sec
-- ECC injection kg/sec lbm/sec

Energy balance
-- Bundle energy input kw Btu/hr
-- Primary loop losses kw Btu/hr

to ambient
-- Secondary loop losses kw Btu/hr

to ambient
-- Secondary loop kw Btu/hr

storage effects
-- Heat gain by kw Btu/hr

secondary side fluid



TABLE 8-I (cont)

DATA ANALYSIS AND REDUCTION CODES

Primary Units
Code Function Output Metric English Engineering

3SGTEMP Reads CATALOG and Time sec sec
performs interpolation Temperature °C OF
of steam'generator Position m ft
temperature data Flow kg/sec Ibm/sec

SGFLUX Employs SGTEMP output Time sec sec
to calculate local Reynolds numbers w/m2-oC Btu/sec-ft 2 -OF
heat fluxes in steam Prandtl numbers w/m 2  Btu/sec-ft 2

generators Film coefficients
Heat fluxes

IF



To facilitate understanding the purposes of the data reduction and analysis codes and

how these codes support the test objectives, the desired basic test data are listed in

table 3-1, and the desired reduced data are given in table 8-2. The logical sequencing

of the data reduction and evaluation computer codes is shown in figure 8-1.

The purposes of the mass and energy balance code for the natural circulation test

facility (NCMEBAL) are as follows:

-- To calculate local (component) and system (loop) mass balances

-- To calculate local (component) and system (loop) energy balances

The code will use loop geometry data and initial condition data to estimate initial liquid

mass inventory of each of the primary loop components; the initial component mass

inventory estimates will be summed to give an initial loop mass inventory estimate.

The mass inventory of the primary loop will be calculated for each time during the test

that data are collected; this inventory will be compared to the initial mass inventory.

Metered ECC injection flow, when applicable, will be compared to primary loop

increase in mass inventory.

A primary-to-secondary side energy removal rate will be calculated using primary loop

test data. Included in the calculation will be component-by-component heat storage

rates and losses to ambient. A secondary side energy gain, including steam generator

energy storage effects, will be calculated and compared to the aforementioned

primary-to-secondary side energy removal rate as an overall facility energy balance.

During two-phase natural circulation and reflux condensation operation, estimates of

the following quantities made using collected test data:

-- The saturation line within the bundle

-- Local steam quality at various locations in the test vessel upper plenum, hot legs,

and steam generator inlet plena
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TABLE 8-2

INFORMATION DERIVED FROM BASIC

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION TEST DATA

Derived Thermal-Hydraulic
Quantity Method Used - Code Location

Primary loop mass balance Summation of mass stored Each component using
in loop components - appropriate
NCMEBAL instrumentation

Primary loop energy balance Energy input to bundle Each component using
compared to energy losses appropriate
of loop - NCMEBAL instrumentation

Secondary side energy gain Calculation of either mass Temperature rise across
flow or boiloff rates - NCMEBAL steam generators, flow

measured at steam
generator inlets

Primary to secondary side Comparison of heat lost Broken and unbroken
energy balances to steam generator by primary loop steam generators

loop to heat gained by steam
generator liquid - NCMEBAL

Quality at steam generator Calculation of local quality Bundle exit, across
tubesheets at bundle exit, accounting hot leg piping and

for pressure drops around loop steam generator
to steam generator tubesheet - plenum
NCMEBAL

Bundle saturation line Energy balance on bundle - Along the bundle
NCMEBAL heated length

CO



TABLE 8-2 (cont)

INFORMATION DERIVED FROM BASIC

FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION TEST DATA

Derived Thermal-Hydraulic
Quantity Method Used - Code Location

Flow regimes Photographs and appropriate Test vessel upper
data plenum, steam

generator nodal
plenum

Steam generator film SGFLUX Designated steam
coefficients and heat generator nodal
fluxes positions



20616-37

IPERFORM TEST AND
COLLECT DATA USING

SE L 32/77

I-

WRITE DATA FROM
DISK TO TAPE I

Y

I TRANSMIT
TO MNC

RUN COMPUTER CODES
FLOOK AND PLOT ON
SEL 32/77 FOR QUICK
EVALUATION OF TEST
AT EXPERIMENT SITE

PERFORMED AT THE
FOREST HILLS SITE

1I
PERFORMED AT MNC

CATALOG DATA FILE GENERATED BY SEL 32/77 AT TEST SITE
ON POWER SYSTEMS COMPUTER CENTER (PSCC) SCIENTIFIC
MAINFRAME (EITHER CDC-7600 OR CRAY-1), EXECUTE DATA

REDUCTION AND DATA EVALUATION CODES

Figure 8-1. Logical Sequencing of Computer Codes
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-- Rate of condensation of vapor in the primary loop hot legs due to heat storage

effects and heat losses to the ambient

The above named variables, as well as flowrates, system mass balance, system energy

balance, and other selected parameters were displayed in both graphical and tabular

output forms.

8-2. DATA ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

The test data will be evaluated to determine the effects of various system parameters

on the natural circulation and reflux heat transfer performance of the SET facility.

The parameters considered include bundle power, primary side pressure, loss of

secondary side heat sink, injection of noncondensible gases, and cold leg and upper

plenum (UHI) ECC injection. These tests will serve a twofold purpose: to provide a

better understanding of the systems behavior associated with the natural circulation

and reflux condensation phenomena, and to provide a data base for an improved steam

generator performance model.

During natural circulation testing, the primary loops operated in one of the following

cooling modes: one-phase natural circulation, two-phase natural circulation, or reflux

condensation. During a given test, the operating conditions within the primary loop

could vary over two or all three of the aforementioned operating cooling modes.

During the two-phase and reflux condensation cooling modes, flow regimes were

recorded using high-speed motion picture cameras and enhanced photographic

techniques. These data were recorded at the test section upper plenum and at the inlet

plena to the steam generator simulators.

8-3. PREDICTIVE MODEL FOR FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION TESTS

The objectives of the natural circulation predictive model are to predict the transient

flow (single-phase and two-phase) properties in various loop components of the natural

circulation test facilities and the overall heat transfer behavior in the steam generator

U-tubes. The model is expected to be applicable to all intended operating cooling

modes of the natural circulation tests including single-phase tests, two-phase tests,

reflux condensation tests, and tests with water or helium gas injection.
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For all intended operating cooling modes of the natural circulation tests, the bundle

core was covered by subcooled or boiling water (that is, no heater rod dryout was

anticipated). Hence the core heat release can be well approximated by the heater rod

power. Also, once the loop component surface temperature and insulation surface

temperature were measured, the component heat loss could readily be calculated by a

simple conduction model. Since similar calculations have been performed in the mass

and energy balance program described in paragraph 8-1, to avoid redundancy of effort

the core heat release and component heat loss were input from the results of the mass

and energy balance program.

One-dimensional, two-phase, three-field (liquid water, steam, and helium gas)

conservation equations (mass, energy, and momentum conservations) will be

developed. The conservation equations are supplemented with drift-flux relations, flow

regime maps, heat transfer correlations in the steam generator U-tubes, and equations

of state. A literature survey will be conducted to determine the most appropriate

models for these supplementary equations and correlations.

The conservation equations are approximated by implicit finite difference equations.

The finite difference equations developed are in general nonlinear hence an iterative

technique will be employed to solve these equations and to calculate the flow split

between the broken and intact loops and the flow split in the steam generator

U-tubes. A computer code FSNCP (FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation Predictions)

will be developed to perform these calculations.

Finally, the predictions will be compared with the natural circulation data and

data-based quantities in order to verify the model and to identify areas where model

improvements are required.
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SECTION 9

TASK SCHEDULE

Table 9-1 is a list of the major milestones for this task. It is expected that the final

combined data and data analysis and evaluation report will be published by March 15,

1983.
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TABLE 9-1

FLECHT SEASET SYSTEM EFFECTS TASK

MAJOR MILESTONES

Months

After Contract

Milestone Start Date Calendar

Number Milestone (7/1/77) Date

El

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

E7

Initiate test planning and

facility modification design

study

Issue draft task plan for

review

Complete facility design

and major procurement

Complete facility modifica-

tion and initiate shakedown

testing

Complete shakedown testing

Complete testing

Complete combined draft

data and data analysis

and evaluation report

14

22.5

43

49.5

56.5

59.5

66.5

9/1/78

5/15/79

2/1/81

8/24/81

3/15/82

6/1 5/82

3/15/83

J _________________________________________ I ____________________ .1.
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APPENDIX A

WORK SCOPE

The following work scope details the objective and subtasks of FLECHT SEASET

Task 3.2.7, Systems Effects Task.

OBJECTIVE

Obtain and evaluate data on the effects of bundle, component, and system parameters

upon reflood, natural circulation, and reflux condensation thermal-hydraulic behavior in

systems effects tests.

SCOPE

1. Perform a design modification study of the FLECHT-SET facility that includes

consideration of:

a. The AEC Task Force report on FLECHT-SET Phase B (ref: report transmitted

from H. Sullivan to S. Hanauer, V. Stello, R. Smith, and L. S. Tong,

"FLECHT-SET Report," April 18, 1974)

b. The results of a study to further understand two-phase separation, entrainment,

and liquid fallback mechanisms in PWR upper plenums. This study will include

performing a literature search and analytical scaling studies to examine

two-phase separation, entrainment, and fallback mechanisms.' Scoping

experiments will be recommended and, if necessary, performed to support this

study. A scaling rationale for the FLECHT SEASET upper plenum will be

developed by considering the following:

1) The results of the literature search and the scaling studies

2) The FLECHT SEASET system scaling constraints
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c. Redundant instrumentation, such as gamma densitometers, liquid level

detectors, and Storz lenses

d. Provision for testing the effects of noncondensibles on natural circulation and

ref lux condensation system behavior

e. Single-phase, two-phase, ard reflux boiling (condensation) natural circulation

systems effects tests with upgraded steam generator instrumentation and

feedwater flow capability

2. Modify the existing FLECHT-SET facility to include the changes mutually agreed to

by the PMG after review of the Task Plan.

3. Procure and install instrumentation to determine the bundle inlet flow rates, bundle

axial void fraction and fluid mass storage, bundle energy balance, upper plenum

mass storage, nonequilibrium conditions at bundle and steam generator exits (using

steam probes), steam generator heat release rates, steam generator tube wall

temperatures, steam generator secondary side temperatures and flows, system

energy and mass balance, and system fluid distribution.

4. Design, procure, and instrument a bundle that includes heater rods and a housing.

5. Perform system calibration, instrumentation calibration, facility checkout, and

facility shakedown tests.

6. Perform natural circulation and reflux condensation tests to investigate the effects

of bundle, component, and system parameters on the system thermal-hydraulic

behavior.

7. Review and validate the data.

8. Reduce the data to obtain derived quantities such as bundle inlet flow rates, inlet

fluid enthalpy, system pressures and pressure drops, steam generator behavior as a

heat sink, amount of two-phase separation in the various system components, and

the system mass and energy balances.
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9. Process and store transducer data on computer tape.

10. Prepare a combined data and data evaluation and analysis report for the natural

circulation and reflux condensation systems effects tests, including uncertainty

estimations for both data and derived thermal-hydraulic quantities.

11. Identify the two-phase flow regimes occurring during two-phase natural circulation

using photographic methods and other appropriate data. Where possible, identify

the heat transfer regimes and mechanisms that occur within the steam generator

and system and compare to existing heat transfer correlations. If necessary and

possible, propose improved heat transfer correlations in the steam generator.

Compare the natural circulation test flows with simple lumped parameter models

of the system.

12. Evaluate the following:

a. Stability of the system with different modes of natural circulation and reflux

condensation

b. Effects of different bundle, component, and system parameters on natural

circulation and reflux condensation heat transfer

c. Similarity between FLECHT-SET, Semiscale and, if available, the Kraftwerk

Union 340-rod experimental data

d. The flow regimes that exist in various system components using movies,

photographs, and appropriate data

13. Develop a predictive model using a drift flux formulation to predict the natural

circulation experiments.
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APPENDIX B

FLOW RESISTANCE CALCULATIONS

Flow resistance coefficient calculations were made in the FLECHT SEASET systems

effects reflood and natural circulation test facility as part of the original scope in this

task. The purpose of these calculations was to size the total loop resistance of the test

facility to those values representative of a Westinghouse four-loop PWR (SNUPPS plant

with Model F steam generators). Table B-I summarizes these results. The flow

resistance coefficient calculations were based on the hot leg dynamic head. The cold

leg coefficients were corrected by the ratio of the hot leg to the cold leg densities

during reflood.

As discussed in section 4, the scaling of the FLECHT SEASET systems effects test

components and loop piping were based on the ratio of the PWR core flow area to the

flow area of the 161-heater-rod bundle, resulting in a scaling factor of 307. The system

elevations and loop piping lengths were preserved as closely as possible. Figures B-I and

B-2 show the plan view and the elevation view, respectively, of the reflood test facility,

including loop piping lengths and elevations referenced to the bottom of the rod bundle

heated length.
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TABLE B- I

SUMMARY OF FLECHT SEASET SYSTEMS EFFECTS REFLOOD

TEST RESISTANCE CALCULATIONS

Component Flow Resistance Coefficient K(a)

Unbroken loop (upper plenum to downcomer) PWR FLECHT SEASET Facility

Hot leg 0.31 2.48

Steam generator 7. 8 8 (b) 8 . 3 9 (b)

Pump loop seal 2 1. 68 (b) 13. 0 0(bc)

Cold leg 1. 18 (b) 7.17(b)

Broken loop (upper plenum to containment)

Hot leg 0.31 3.81

Steam generator 7. 8 8 (b) 3 . 8 1(b)

Pump loop seal 2 1. 6 8 (b) 11.89(b'c)

Cold leg 0 . 22 (b) 6 . 0 2(b)

TOTAL 30.09 30.08

Crossover leg 11.68 11.27(d)

a. All resistance coefficients are referenced to the hot leg dynamic head.

b. Corrected for density difference between cold leg (superheated steam) and hot leo

(steam-water mixture)

c. Includes flow resistance orifice plate values to make total loop resistance equal to

that of a PWR

d. Includes bottom of downcomer, lower plenum, bidirectional turbine meter, and

flexible hose
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APPENDIX C

REVIEW OF TEST PARAMETER RANGES

Correspondence with Combustion Engineering, Babcock and Wilcox, Exxon, and EG&G

regarding test parameter ranges for reflood experiments is reproduced on the following

pages.

This information is included in this task plan to fulfill a commitment made in the

original scope of the system effects task, although it is not pertinent to the natural

circulation tests.
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Combustion Engineering. Ir Tel 203 688-1911
1000 Prospect Hill Road Telex 9-9297
Windsor. Connecticut 06095

C.,COMBUSTION
ENGINEERING

November 30, 1977

Mr. H. W. Massie
FLECHT-SEASET Project Engineer
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

Dear Mr. Massie:

In response to your letter of October 12, 1977 1 have enclosed comments
on the proposed FLECHT-SEASET program. Note that the best estimate
conditions listed in the attached tables are values based on calculations
using best estimate input parameters and LOCA Evaluation Model codes.

I have also enclosed information contained in CESSAR on the System 80
steam generator. I hope this information will assist you in planning
the FLECHT-SEASET tests.

Sincerely,

/James H. Holderness
ECCS Analysis

JHH:jdg
Encl.





TABLE 6

17 X 17 w.VOCK.) TESTS

Noti niil EM Cond it I s Pt'eFO:rred RaMge of Condition

1. PARAMETER

Flooding Rate

Pressure

3.2-0.7 in/sec
variable in steps over 6'j seconds

24-32 psia

Same as unblocked

Peak Power at BOC

ECC Water Subcoollng

Rod Initial Temperature
at BOC

% Blockage (A Blocked
AUnblocked'

0.7 kw/ft

1000 F

11

1200 0 F

20-90%

0-90%% Bypass *

2. SPECIAL TESTS

3. COMHIENTS ON INSTRUMENTATION

4. ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

90%

Same as unblocked

Steam prove measurement in blocked subchannel
subchannel location

3-zone blockage capability, e.g. 90% blockage
50% blockage

0% blockage

and comparable unblocked

(four subchannels)
(50% of bundle)
(remainder of bundle)

* Definition: Percent Bypass - PerCent of Subchannels which are unblocked; e.g., 0) = uniform coplanarblockage.



TABLE 7

17 X 17 JNBL.OCKIE) TESTS

Nominal
EM Condition

Nominal
BE Condition

Preferred Range
of Conditions

1. Parameter

- Flooding Rate

- Pressure

- Peak Power at BOC

3.2-)0.7 in/sec
variable in steps over 65 sec

24-32 psia

0.7 kw/ft

6-01.1 in/sec
continuously variable
over 65 sec

30-50 psia

0.5-6 in/sec, constant &
variable in steps
continuously over sec

20-60 psia

0.6 kw/ft 0.3-1.0 kw/ft

- ECC Water Subcooling ý 1O0°F 1O0-0 0 F
variable over 200 sec

1000° F

0-1500 F
constant & variable

300-1600°F- Rod Initial Temp.
at BOC

1200°F

2. Special Tests i) reflood rate variable in steps and continuously over "465 second period

ii) time-varying enthalpy from maximum subcooling to saturation over %200 second period

3. Comments on
Instrumentation

redundancy in steam probe measurement at each elevation

4. Any Additional
Comments



TABLE 6

STEAM GENERATOR ;17JPARATE ErFECTS TESTS

Nominal EM
Conditions Conidi L-low;

Preferred Range
of Conditions

1. PARAMETER

- Inlet Primary Stoam
Fl ow

- Inlet Primary Quality

4-5 #/ft 2 _sec 1-5 #/ft 2 -sec

1.0 0.3 0.1-1.0

- Primary System
Pressure

- S.G. Secondary
Pressure

24-32 psia

1060 psia

30-50 psia

920-1000

20-60 psia

20-1200

- S.G. Secondary Level

- S.G. Secondary
Water Temperature

tubes covered

550

tubes covered

535-545

tubes covered &
partially covered

230-570

2. SPECIAL TESTS

3. C01iMENTS ON
INSTRUMENTATION

4. ANY ADDITIONAL
COMMENTS



N-.
NO. E RV ICE rE" D

P iMARY !N4LET I
-l PIAAI-" ) O•. 'T'0 T LET  *

1,OWNCoPER FEECWATER ]
4 FEAN. CL TLE7 2
5 EOTTOtP ELOW COVA/ .1
6 LIOUCD LEVEL 8
7 pFmI/AF Y M.A rV/Y 2
8 5- ECO N D.ARY.Af/,."Ay,' 2
9 HA r4DH PLE 2

10 ULr-FF ECONOMIUZER I
ýEE LWANT ER

11 LOWER ECONHCMIZER
FEECWATER

DRY WEIGHT
FLOODED WEIGHT
NORMAL OPERATING WT.
SHIPPING WEIGHT

1,423,900
2,220,000
1,725,000
1,570,000

LBS
LBS
LBS
LBS

(FULL LOAD)
~i~v 5, 1~75



TABLE 5.5-2

STEAM GENERATOR, PARAMETERS (1)

HI .... er of Ulnits

Heat Transfer Rate, each, Btu/hr

Primary Side

Coolant !n et Te,.: arature, F

Coolant C.tet Temperature, F

Coolant FIc.-,' Rate, each.. ./r

Coolant '.';-=e at ' 3,_ , -:i, ft 3

Tube Sie.- .

Tube Thi .. -Ts , In. - -

Secondary SiCe

Steam Prursse, 5:-

Steam Fiec; ?t. eat -c. .oisture) each, Ib/hr

Feed.;at.r TE...-- :" .e -t rull Dowier 'F

Moistur- C•arryo',er, v.;a-_Kt percent maximum

Primary Inlet ':ozzle, ... .

Primary Outlet Nozzle, No/ID, in.

Steam Nozzle, No/ID, in.

Feedwater Nozzles, No/Size/Sch.

2

6.512 x 109

621.2

564.5

82 x 106

2158

.042

1070

8.59 x 1O6

450

0.25

1/42

2/30

2/28

2/14/80

1

Auxiliary Feedwater Nozzle, No/Size/Sch.

Overall He t Transfer Coefficient (cstimated),
Btu/hr-H2-°F

1/6/80

1728

(1) Pcrformance parameters are based or, full power operation. See Table 5.3-2 also.

Anendment No. 8
Octoher 7, 1974





Babcock &Wilcox Power Generao- Group

P.O. Box 1260. Lyn:hburg. V,. 245G5
Telephone: (804) 384.51 1

November 11, 1977

H. W. Massie, Jr.
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Box 355
Pittsburgh, PA. 15230

Dear Mr. Massie:

I regret our delay in responding to your letter of October 12
requesting proposed test conditions for the unblocked, blocked, and
steam generator separate effects FLECHT tests.

We have reviewed the nominal or reference conditions and ranges
of conditions given in Tables 1-5 of the attachments to your recquest.
We are in general agrecmcnt with the proposed conditions ancd have no
further co~dents in that regard.

As also requested, we have reviewed Tables 6-8 of the attachrzents
and have provided nominal EM values and suggested ranges of conditions
for the listed parameters.

I hope that this information can be of value to you in designing
the test program. If you require clarification or have need of further
information,,please feel free to contact me directly.

Sincerely,

J. J. Cudlin, Manager
LOCA Methods Unit
Technical Staff

3JC/bm
Attachments





TABLE 6

17 X 17 BLOCKED TESTS

Nominal E.M Cornelt'e,(- Preferred Range of Condition

1. PARAMETER

Flooding Rate in/s

Pressure psia

Peak Power at BOC Kw/ft

ECC Water Subcoollng F

Rod Initial Temperature
at BOC F

% Blockage A- -l-cked

% Bypass

2. SPECIAL TESTS

3. COMMENTS ON INSTRUMENTATION

1.5

40

0.8

100

8 to 6

25 to 50

0.5 to 1.0

50 to 150
try one at I

1200

60%

600 - 1600

10% - 70%

Not Available

4. ANY ADDITIONAL COM?.ENTS



TABLE 8

STEAMI GENERATOR SEPARATE EFFECTS TESTS

Nominal EM
Conditions

Nominal BE
Conditions

Preferred Range
of Ccneitions

1. PARAMETER

- Inlet Primary Steam
FloI. o bm/sec

- Inlet Primary Quality

- Primary System
Pressure Pia

- S.C. Secondary
Pre:sure ft

- S.G. Secondary Level
It

- S.G. Secondary
Water Temperature

150

50

40

470

150

50

40

470

50 - 200

30 - 100

25 - 50

250 - 1000

20 20 16 - 26

460 460 400 - 540

2. SPECIAL TESTS

3. COY, ,MUItTS ON
I NSTRT'JHINTAT ION

4. ANY )V',DITIONAL
CO X* :TS - I-S



TAKLE 7

17 X 17 UNIDLUCKED TESTS

Nominal
BE Condition

flominal
EM Condition

Preferred Range
of Conditions

1. Parame-ter

- Flooding Rate in/s

- Pressure psia

- Peak Power at BOC Kw/ft

- [CC Water Subcooltng F

- Rod Initial Temp.
at BOC F

1.5

40

0.8

ion

1.5

40

0.8

100

0.8 to 6.0

25 to 50

0.5 to 1.0

50 to 150

1200 1200 600 to 1600

2. Spicial Tests

3. Co7-w,:nts cn
.11rvs,-rrntatton

4. AnL ;Idittonal





E)SON NUCLEAR COMPANY, Inc.

2101 Horn Rapids Road
P. 0. Box 130, Richland, Washington 99352
Phone: '509) 943-8100 Telex: 32-6353

WVK-77-6 November 15, 1977

Mr. E. H. Davidscn
Division of Reactor Safety Research
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Davidson:

Exxon Nuclear has the following comments regarding the proposed FLECHT-
SEASET tests (Westinghouse letter SPM-77-665 of October 12, 1977):

1. The reference test conditions for blocked and unblocked tests
presented in Tables 1 and 3 are acceptable.

2. The range of test conditions for the blocked and unblocked tests
are acceptable except for two parameters, the peak power and
the coolant subcooling. The maximum peak power appears to be
too high. We suggest a maximum of 0.8 Kw/ft. Also the coolant
subcooling should range between 50 and 180 0 F.

3. The range of conditions for the steam generator separate effect
tests are acceptable except for the secondary side pressure and
temperature which should have lower limits of perhaps 200 psia
and 382 0F.

4. A useful separate effects test would be to model the upper
plenum region of the fuel rod and to measure the response of
wall temperature and fill gas temperature with time. The upper
fuel rod plenum cundition is a very sensiLivc parameter in
determining rupture conditions of the fuel rod during a LOCA.

5. Measurements of droplet density and size near the upper tie
plate (11 to 12 ft elevation) would be helpful in predictions
of fallback into the core as well as heat transfer to the upper
fuel rod plenum.



Mr. E. H. Davidson -2- November 15, 1977

6. For the flow blockage tests, ENC would like to see the experiments
made with 20-70% of the flow channel blocked.

Sincerely,

Dr. William V. Kayser
Nuclear Safety Engineering

WVK:mh
cc: Mr. H. W. Massie, Jr.



EGC13' Idah~o, Inc.
Idaho Falls. Ioanc 830,

October 14, 1977

fir. R. F. Tiller, Director
Reactor Operations and Programs Division
Idaho Operations Office - DOE
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401

"BEST ESTIMATE" DESIGN DATA FOR FLECHT-SEIASET TEST FACILITIES -
Stig-293-77

Ref: G. W. Johnsen, et. al., f' Corparison of "Best-Estimate" and
"Evaluation Model" LOCA Calculations: The BE/EM Study, EG&G
Idaho Inc., PC-R-76-009, Decenmber 1976

Dear rr. Tiller:

At the August 30, 31, 1977 FLECHT-SEASET Program flanagement Group
meeting, EG&G Idaho, Inc. was asked to provide "Best Estimate" type
data to aid in the design of the several test facilities of that
program. Specifically, the following information was requested for
a four-loop PWR:

1. Total core power at the beginning of reflood.

2. Core inlet, equivalent forced-feed, flooding rate (inches per
second) as a function of time throughout the reflood period.

3. Upper plenum pressure as a function of time during reflood.

4. Representative fuel rod axial temperature profile at reflood
initiation.

5. The subcooled temperature of the liquid at the core inlet as a
function of time during reflood.

The following information is our response to the subject request.
It is our understanding that Westinghouse (Test Contractor) is
asking for max-min type data with which to size the test facilities
rather than specific tests to be performed. Depending upon the
specific parameter under discussion, "Best Estimate" type pre-
dictions would dictate the limit of one end of the test range (Maxi-
mum or minimum) and licensing criteria the other extreme (minimum
or maximum). Westinghouse will establish the licensing limits based
on data from the several PWR vendors (i.e. V!, CE, B&W, etc).

As your are aware, there are currently no universally accepted cri-
teria as to what constitutes a "Best Estimate" analyfis of a PWR.
Further, because current codes are in a developmental stage, it is
sometimes necessary to perform analyses in ways that cannot be proven
to be prototypical at this time. Thus we must state that while the
following information is based on our evaluation of calculations from
current BE codes and constitutes our best judgement as to the desired



R. E. Tiller
Stig-293-77
Page 2

data, those data are not without sonle uncertainty. It is our recommen-
dation that Westinghouse provide healthy contingencies over and above the
"Best Estimate" data reported herein. Vhere possible, we have indicated
what constitutes, in our judgement, reasonable contingencies.

I. Total Core Power at the Beginning of Reflood

The blowdown, "Best Estimate" analysis of the reference shows that
reflood starts at approximately 39 seconds after rupture. The assump-
tions used in that analysis are identified in the reference. Briefly
these were:

1. Rated power (3238 Wv) at rupture (Zion I).

2. ANS standard decay heat profile.

3. The fuel condition was defined in terms of "most probable state",
which translates to a middle-of-cycle, equilibrium condition
(Initial peak power = 10.91 KW/ft).

4. SCP4, occurs.

5. Nominal containuent pressure.

Based on the above, the total core power at reflood initiation would be:

3238 MW PFANS= (3238 x 0.04) = 129.5 MI

In our judgement, future improvement of the analytical process and tools
could affect the calculated time of reflood by up to +5 seconds. Based
on these criteria, the test facility should be capabli of simulating a
total core power(BE) at reflood initiation of:

(3238 MW) (0.039) < Total Core Power < (3238 MW1) (0.041)

126.3 MW < Total Core Power Z 132.7 MW

II. Core Inlet, Equivalent Forced-Feed Flooding Rate

Several "Best Estimate" studies of a prototypical plant have been
reviewed in order to develop the desired data. The majority of these
studies came from the reflood follow-on effort of the reference. This
effort has not been formally 4ocumented to date. All of the studies
reviewed used gravity reflood models thus the core inlet flow was oscilla-
tory in nature. Concerning the period and amplitude of these oscillations
we recognize that there is a measure of uncertainty about the protypicality
of the calculated values. However, it is our judgement that equivalent
forced-feed flooding rates reduced from the calculated data base can be used
as guides in the subject test facility design.



R. E. Tiller
Stig-293-77
Page 3

As a result of our review, we conclude that a stepped flooding rate
of 6 inches per second for the first 5 seconds and 4 inches per second
thereafter, most nearly represents tie composite calculated results,
However, because of the stated uncertainty in the analytical tools,
we feel that the test facilities should have the capability for both
stepped and constant flooding rates up to 8 inches per seconds. We do
not wish to discourage Westinghouse from designing for flooding rates
higher than 8 inches per second, but feel such a decision rests on the
degree of increased cost associated with this additional capability.

III. Upper Plenum Pressure

The following information was developed from the same calculated data
base as was the flooding rate discussed in Section II and is, there-
fore, subject to the same uncertainty identified in that section. In
the subject studies the upper plenum pressure was also oscillatory;
however, because the local (short duration) oscillations are a result
of gravity-feed phenomena, not simulated in the FLECHT-SEASET separate
effects tests, a smoothed profile is a more appropriate design base for
those test facilities. The profile developed from the source studies is
shown in Figure 1. Please be aware that we are not saying that Figure
I is "The Reflood Profile", but rather we conclude that:

1. The test facilities should have the capability of programming
a desired upper plenum pressure profile.

2. The current "best estimate" pressure level at reflood initiation
is 40 psia for a Zion type four loop plant.

3. The test facility should have the capability to vary the upper
plenum pressure over a 15 psi (minimum) range during reflood.
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P. E. Tiller
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IV. Fuel Rod Axial Temperature Profile at Reflood Initiation

ihe average core terprerature profile developed from the "Best Estinmate"

blowdo-in/refill study of the reference is shown in Table I,

TABLE I

Elevation Fuel Red Surface Elevation Fuel Rod Surface
(ft) Temperature (OF) (ft) Temperature (OF)

0 550 7 971
1 685 7.8 980(Peak)
2 840 8 978
3 893 9 961
4 917 10 910
5 937 11 780
6 956 12 530

The data in the table indicate that at reflood initiation, the tempera-
ture is slightly skewed toward the top. This condition appears to be
result of hydraulic phenomena rather than the rod power profile (approxi-
mately symmetrical about the 6 foot elevation) and may or may not be
prototypical. Again %.,e do riot wish to imply that Table I defines "The
Profile". Rather we conclude that the test facility design should
provide for:

1. Peak heater rod temperatures as low as 900°F.

2. Heater rod temperatures at the top and bottom of the rod as low as
500 OF.

It is our understanding that the shape of the axial temperature pro-
file in the test facility heater rods is a direct function of the
heater element wrap design. Thus to vary the temperature profile,
significantly, a different heater rod design is required for each
desired profile. In terms of heater equipment cost, it may be pro-
hibitively expensive to provide the capability for more than one
initial temperature profile. If this is indeed the case, we recommend
that the cosine profile used in the FLECHT-SET test program be continued
in this program. However, we would also suggest that serious con-
sideration be given to using the skewed profile of FLECHT-SET in
addition to the cosine profile.

V. Core Inlet, Liquid Subcoolin9 Profile Purin Reflood

It is our understanding that Westinghouse is asking for inforriation
regarding the bulk liquid temperature response in the lower plenum during
reflood. Of all the data requested, this information has proven to be



R. E. Tiller
Stig-293-77
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the most difficult to predict. The subject response depends on such
items as the point c-f [CC injection (upper plenum, cold leg, etc.),
the ECC subcoolinci at point of injection, system pressure response,
assumed steahle/water mixing at point cf injection, etc. If one assumes
minimum steam/water mixin, at the point of injection, and minimum short-
term heat transfer in the injection path (downcomer, etc.), then our
calculations indicate that the lower plenum bulk liquid subcooling can
increase from zero at r'flnod start to that at the point of ECC injection
within 50 to 70 seconds after reflood initiation. If on the other hand
one assumes that. considerable steam is generated and available at the
point of injection, that this steam is well mixed with the injected ECC
upstream of the lowEr plenLum, and that considerable residual heat is
extracted from the injection path (wall heat),then it is possible to
foresee zero subcooling in the lower plenum throughout most of the
reflood. Until such time as our analytical tcols and the experimental
data on which they are based are improved, we can only recormmend that
the capability for considerable subcooling be provided in the test
facility design. We feel that 140 'F of subcooling is historically
significant and is, therefore, appropriate in the absence of other cri-
teria. We further recormmend that the test facility be capable of providiry
a smoothed subcooled profile ranging from zero at reflood initiation to
full subcooling some 50 to 70 seconds after reflood initiation. It is
our judgement that such a-capability should allow for the proper subcooling
profile at such time in the future as that profile can be determined with
an acceptable degree of certainty.

Very truly yours,

R.'R. Stiger, Manaer

Reactor Behavior Division

GEW:sw

cc: E. H. Davidson, NRC-RES (Proj. Manager) - 3
R. W. Kiehn EG&G Idaho, Inc.



APPENDIX D

UPPER PLENUM DESIGN ASPECTS

D-1. IMPORTANT PHENOMENA

Fluid flows in an upper plenum are considered in this appendix, to point out important

phenomena to be simulated.

Designing an upper plenum model requires knowledge of the behavior of vapor and water

droplets in the upper plenum. Knowledge of the flow of entrained water is especially

important, to study the possible phase separation in an upper plenum. Droplet

trajectories in a real upper plenum (Trojan) were calculated at INEL,(1) as shown in

figure D-1. This figure shows that there are roughly two flow regimes: axial fluid flow

and cross flow.

It will be helpful to consider every possible route which a water molecule in an entrained

droplet may take in the upper plenum. Possible paths of water in the plenum are

summarized in figure D-2. No condensation of vapor in the upper plenum is assumed.

Liquid water is removed from the upper plenum by evaporation, flowing through the hot

leg, or fallback, if possible. These water sinks are shown as shaded boxes in figure D-2.

Evaporation in the upper plenum was analyzed at INEL,(1) and it was found that the

evaporation was negligible after a few seconds in reflooding (figure D-3). Staying on

the walls or the upper core plate is of no importance in studying the various transitions

of water. The remaining paths in figure D-2 are considered to be important in analyzing

the phase separation in the upper plenum. Therefore they are discussed in the following

paragraphs.

Each box of importance in figure D-2 is numbered for the convenience of discussion.

Most water molecules in entrained droplets introduced in to the upper plenum will impinge

1. Benedetti, R. L., et al., "Potential Influence on Three-Dimensional Effects on PWR
LOCA Behavior," TREE-NUREG- 1031, February 1977.

D-1
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Figure D-1. Calculated Particle Trajectories in a Quadrant of Trojan Upper Plenum

D-2
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Figure D-2. Life of Water Molecule in Entrained Water Droplet at Upper Plenum

D-3
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on the solid walls of the upper plenum internals, wall, and ceiling [paths 1-2-6 or

(l-2-5)n-6]. Some of the water will go to the hot leg or upper core plate directly. Those

impinged water particles may take either of two routes: return to the space as a part of

a shattered smaller droplet (7) or deposit on the wall (8). The particles returned to the

space are in the state of box I and may take any subsequent paths (7-1-2, 3, or 4).

Water deposited on a solid surface may be reentrained into the space by either steam

flow or gravity (9). Remaining water will eventually flow down the wall to end up on the

upper core plate (10). Water on the upper core plate may be reentrained by coning or

bubble burst (11). If a froth layer is formed on the upper core plate, then water on the

plate may flow directly into the hot leg by either the growth or oscillation of the froth

layer (12). The water may also flow back in to the core, depending on the vapor flow

condition at the upper core plate (13).

Several physical phenomena must be understood to analyze the transitions discussed

above. Paths 1-2-6-7 or 8 are mainly concerned with droplet impingement on the walls.

Routes 8-9 and 8-10 during a cross steam flow are related to the fluid flow around the

cylinder and possibly to the flow separation effect. Path 10-1i is related to the

entrainment phenomenon at the top of a froth layer or coning., Route 10-12 is related to

the froth layer formation and flow oscillation. Routes 8-9 and 8-10 during an axial flow

are related to the two-phase flooding phenomenon. Route 10-13 is also related to

flooding.

The above considerations show that the most important phenomena in the upper plenum

are flooding, phase separation by rods (with various approaching angles of flow), and

froth formation at the upper core plate. All three phenomena will affect the droplet

size distribution in the upper plenum. Flooding is an important phenomenon in both

phase separation in the upper plenum and water fallback to the core. Phase separation

by rods is coupled with flooding and includes complicated procedures of deentrainment

and reentrainment. Repeated deentraining and reentraining give a cascade

phenomenon. The froth buildup may affect fallback, water flow in the hot leg, and the

rate of reentrainment and deentrainment, but the froth is governed by the fluid flow

through the upper core plate and water deentrainment in the upper plenum. Flow

through the upper core plate is a control factor governed by the core flow, and water

deentrainment is mostly controlled by flooding and phase separation at walls. Therefore,

D-5



it is considered that flooding, phase separation at rods, and froth buildup environment

are the phenomena which must be simulated in the upper plenum.

Flooding is related to the axial flow; the phase separation at rods is related mainly to

the cross flow. The cross flow in the upper plenum can approach the walls with varying

angles, as shown in figure D-l. A preliminary result by Barnard, et al.,, showed no

significant approaching angle effect. Therefore, only the cross flow which impinges on

rods with a right angle will be considered.

D-2. Flooding

Wallis(2) showed that the correlation for flooding in vertical tubes may be expressed as

.1/2 *1 /2
jg mjf =C (D-)

where

j 1/2 (P -g 1 2
Jg= JgPg g D

S=jfpfl/2gD (Pf p g']

j = mass flux (gas flux: upward; liquid flux: downward)

D = tube diameter

m and C = constants which depend on a nondimensional parameter Nf

N [gD' pf(p f -P )] 1/2

V f

I. Barnard, D. H., et al., "A Preliminary Investigation of Two-Phase Flow Behavior
Related to the Upper Plenum of a PWR," paper presented at the Sixth Water
Reactor Safety Research Information Meeting, Gaithersburg, MD, November 6-9,
1978.

2. Wallis, G. B.,. One-Dimensional Two-Phase Flow, McGrew-Hill, New York, 1969.

D-6



A dryout condition (no liquid downflow) is presented by Wallis as

jg= C (D-2)

where C ranges from 0.7 to 0.9. These correlations were developed from experiments

using tubes with small diameters (3/4 to 1-1/4 in.). These correlations show that

flooding depends on the pipe diameter.

Pushkina and Sorokin(1) ran a series of experiments to study the dryout phenomenon.

They used two water feeding methods: a porous wall at the midsection of a long tube

and a water tank at the top of a tube. The results showed that a dryout could be

predicted by the Kutateladze criterion:

K = J9 3.2 (D-3)4 gc,( f _ PQj4g(pf )

for tubes with a diameter between 13 and 309 mm. They also performed the test by

changing the water level from 50 to 500 mm in the top tank of the second feeding

method. The results showed no practical difference in the magnitude of the critical air

velocity. Recently Dukler, et al.,(2) presented a physical basis for the Kutateladze

criterion considering a force balance of the largest stable droplet. The minimum gas

velocity required to suspend a drop is determined by the following force balance:

1/2 C(it PgVg = (12d (pf- g (D-4)

I. Pushkina, 0. L., and Sorokin, Y. L., "Breakdown of Liquid Film Motion in Vertical
Tubes," Heat Transfer - Soviet Research 1, No. 5, pp 56-64, (1969).

2. Dukler, A. E., et al., "Two-Phase Interactions in Countercurrent Flow Studies of the
Flooding Mechanism," Summary Report No. 2 for the USNRC, University of
Houston, December 1977.
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where d is the droplet diameter and Cd is the drag coefficient around the drop. The drop

size is determined by the balance of forces that try to shatter the drop and surface

tension forces that hold the drop together. Hinze(l) showed that the average drop size is

d= Weec (D-5)'

gg

where We is the critical Weber number. From equations (D-4) and (0-5), the gasc

velocity to support the stable drop is given as

V T =T 4We)e! 4  ) (PfPg) J/ 4  (D-6)3C d P_ 1/2(-)

Equation (D-6) is essentially the same as equation (D-3) with the constant (4Wec/3Cd) 1/4

= K. This Kutateladze criterion does not depend on the pipe diameter. This

independence of geometry was well reasoned by Pushkina and Sorokin as follows:

Observations indicate that the critical velocity of the reversal of the film's motion is

determined by the conditions of the interaction between the gas flow and the discrete

protuberances of the liquid which occur on the tube wall during the development of the

flooding phenomenon. These protuberances have the form of crests whose dimensions do

not depend on the tube diameter. This observation is consistent with the Dukler model

if one visualizes the crest of the waves on the film as being supported (if not shattered

into the gas core) by the gas stream in a manner similar to the support of the liquid

droplets. In fact Richter(2) applied force balance on waves and obtained the following

relation:

I. Hinze, 3. 0., "Fundamentals of the Hydrodynamic Mechanism of Splitting in
Dispersion Processes," Am. Inst. Ch. Eng. 3. 1, pp 289-295, (1955).

2. Richter, H. 3., "Air/Water Annuli Flooding Experiments," paper presented at the
Sixth Water Reactor Safety Research Information Meeting, Gaithersburg, MD,
November 6-9, 1978.
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K = 3.5 (D-7)

He also showed independence of flooding conditions on channel geometries. Jacoby and

Mohr () ran a series of air-water tests using Westinghouse upper plenum internals ano

upper core structure, and found the flooding was well correlated by two Kutateladze

numbers, K and Kf, which are defined as

Kg= jgI1/2 [o(0f - Pg)] -1/4 (D-8)

Kf = jfpfl/2 go(pf- 0g)I -1/4 (D-9)

This is another support for the independence of flooding on channel geometry.

Though the Wallis correlation includes the tube diameter term, it appears in the term of

the power of 1/4. Therefore the net effect will be small. Moreover, Wallis considered a

narrow range of diameters. Therefore, it is believed that the diameter term played a

minor role in the development of the Wallis correlation; the same data may be well

correlated by Kutateladze numbers.

Therefore, it is concluded that when flow area is large enough, flooding conditions are

not dependent on the channel geometry but depend on the fluid properties and

superficial velocities. From this conclusion, it is suggested that the upper plenum shoulo

be designed to give superficial velocities of steam and the same fluid properties.

D-3. Phase Separation During Cross Flow

Moore, et al.,(2) derived a relation for the phase separation efficiency of a cross flow in

a tube or wire bank as follows:

1. Jacoby, 3. K., and Mohr, C. M., "Final Report on 3-D Experiment Project,
Air-Water Upper Plenum Experiments," TID-29030, November 1978.

2. Moore, M. 3., et al., Two-Phase Steam Flow in Turbines and Separators, Hemisphere
Publishing, Washington, DC (1976).
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in = 1-(0 - n am (D-10)

where

- D (I + Stk 1/ (D-l 1)

T G

m = number of tube row

a = constant ranging between 0.5 and 1.0

Stkf 
d 2u .

d = drop diameter

u = fluid velocity

D, G, and P are defined in figure D-4. Equation (D-10) compares fairly well with the

experimental results of Burkholz.(l) The above correlations show important control

parameters in deentrainment in a rod array, but they are based on the following

assumptions:

-- Relative motion between a drop and gas is governed by Stokes law.

-- Drop diameter is large compared to the mean free path and small compared to the

tube diameter.

Figure D-5 shows a quadrant of an upper plenum with locations of internals. An upper

plenum of a four-loop PWR has guide tubes and upper support columns as its internals.

The guide tube is approximately square with 18.6 cm (7.34 in) long sides. The support

column is a cylinder with a diameter of 8.9 cm (3.5 in.). Equation (D-10) is not

applicable to the mixed rod diameters and irregular rod array. But the real situation can

be idealized in several ways to get a reasonable and conservative separation efficiency.

One way to idealize the situation is to ignore the support columns and some guide tubes

in order to get a regularly arrayed single-size rod bank (figure D-6).

I. Cited in Moore, 3. 3., and Sieverding, C. H., Two-Phase Steam Flow in Turbines and
Separations: Theory, Instrumentation, Engineering, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1976.
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Removing several rods reduces separation efficiency, according to equation (D-i0).

Therefore, this model is conservative. A sample calculation of the separation efficiency

using the following values can show the relative importance of the several parameters:

= 0.0338 lb/ft-hr u = 30 ft/sec = 108,000 ft/hr

Pf 57.53 lb/ft 3  d = 500 p = 1.64 x 1073 ft

D = 10.4 in. G = 13.5 in.

P = 2 ft

The above fluid properties are those of saturated steam and water at 0.41 MPa (60

psia). Fluid velocity is based on the INEL calculations when the steam velocity at upper

core plate is uniformly 15 m/sec (50 ft/sec). From equation (D- 11),

=9 p \ 2 -1/2

[ T+ ( f d U j
0.77 for each row

This shows that the second term in the bracket is almost insignificant and changes as a

function of d, as follows:

d Second Term in Bracket

500 • 0.00013

10011 0.08

Thus, for this operational condition, the most important parameters in the phase

separation are the rod diameter and its gap. Of course, the number of rows is also

important. It must be reemphasized that an upper plenum designed according to the

idealized situation will result in a conservative phase separation.

D-4. UPPER PLENUM DESIGN

Upper plenum design aspects are considered in view of the phenomena discussed in

paragraphs D-1 through D-3.
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D-4. Geometries of Upper Plenum Shell

The upper plenum is suggested to be a cylindrical shape whose diameter shoula be

decided based on the flooding conditions and internal geometries.

The distance from the upper core plate to the hot leg is very important in sweeping out

the froth on the upper core plate to the hot leg. Therefore, it is proposed to maintain

this distance as a real one (LI) in figure D-7.

Hot leg openings for the broken and unbroken loops can be taken to be circular ones

whose areas are scaled to flowrate. Since the openings designed in this way are small

holes on a long wall of a small-diameter cylinder, flow stream lines are expected to

change direction abruptly near the hot leg nozzles. This excessive flow direction

change may enhance phase separation because of the inertia of droplets. But this

atypical phase separation is considered to be negligible, as discussed below.

An INEL air-water upper plenum experiment(1) showed that most of the liquid phase is

dispersed in the churn-turbulent froth whose top level oscillates, and the liquid phase

dispersed as droplets is negligible after the formation of the froth layer. If this limited

observation is accepted and emphasis is placed on the period sometime after the

initiation of reflood, then the two-phase flow above froth formation can be considered

single-phase flow.

Flow pattern calculations show that there is a long dead flow zone above the hot legs for

this design of nozzle openings. This no-flow zone may improve phase separation because

of vapor condensation and drop deposition on the walls of the housing and internals.

Therefore, it is desirable to remove this essentially stagnant zone. Calculations also

show that the space above 1.20 m (39.4 in.) from the core plate is almost a no-flow

zone. To allow room for the oscillation of the froth layer, the ceiling can be taken at

1.33 m (52.5 in.) above the core plate. The design of this option is shown in figure D-8.

1. Jacoby, J. K., and Mohr, C. M., "Final Report on 3-D Experiment Project
Air-Water Upper Plenum Experiments," TID-29030, November 1978.
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Figure D-8. Upper Plenum With Nozzles
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Fluid from the upper plenum must be split into two loops (broken and unbroken). It is

proposed to make nozzle openings on one side of the plenum cylinder to provide the

maximum possible cross flow distance. In this way, a thermal siphon effect can be

simulated by arranging rod power as shown in figure D-9a. This arrangement compares

well with the real situation as (figures D-9a and D-9b).

D-5. Model Internals

D-6. General Arrangement - The idealized internal array in the upper plenum is

shown in figure D-6.

Internals are installed in the upper plenum to obtain phase separations comparable to

the prototype upper plenum. As discussed in paragraphs D-I through D-3, this

separation is governed mainly by rod diameter, gap size, and the number of rod rows.

From this consideration and the recommendations discussed, it is proposed to simulate

the rod array of figure D-6 by the rod arrangement shown in figure D-10. These model

rods have a smaller diameter than the real internals. Each rod is proposed to be

located at the top of the hole of the upper core plate. Detailed design and dimensions

are discussed in subsequent paragraphs.

The deentrainment efficiency of the rod array of figure D-6 is calculated as

10.4

T - 13.54 0.77 for each row

n= I-0( - nT)4 = 0.997 maximum efficiency

In the above estimation, the effective number of rows was taken as 4. It is seen that

the efficiency of deentrainment is almost 100 percent for fluids at hotter channels,

even though much conservatism was introduced by eliminating many rods. This fact

indicates no need for a sensitivity study of model internal arrangement and design.

D-7. Shape - Reactor upper plenum internals are basically in two shapes: circular

cylinder (support column) and square column (guide tube). But it is proposed to

simulate the internals by cylindrical rods based on the following reasons:
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Porteus' entrainment experiment(l) showed almost identical entrainment velocity

curves for a round rod of 3.8 cm (1.5 in.) diameter and a rod 3.0 cm (1.2 in.) square.

A preliminary upper plenum internal test at LASL(2) showed not much difference

between circular and square columns.

Fluid approaches rods with various horizontal approach angles, as shown in figure

D-ll. This variation of approach angle is expected to average out the

entrainment and deentrainment phenomena between circular rods and square

columns.

D-8. Size - There is a report from LASL(3) which notes that deentrainment of liquio

at a rod is relatively independent of diameter, surface finish, and array

configuration. Therefore, it is proposed that internals of a single size be used in this

model. The diameter of the rods can be determined by the scaling of flow area to

give about 2.5 cm (I in.). Using a 22.2 cm (8.75 in.) ID upper plenum, the rod

diameter was calculated to be 2.954 cm (1.163 in.).

D-9. Rod Arrangement - The rods discussed above can be arranged in the model upper

plenum to satisfy the following two conditions:

-- The gap between solid walls must be greater than about 1.9 cm (0.75 in.) to

eliminate the wall effect on the flooding phenomenon.

-- The gap, rod diameter, and number of rows in the array should be comparable to

the prototype to give a comparable phase separation.

I. Porteus, A., et al., "Pressurized Water Reactor Upper Head Injection Air-Water

1/30-Scale Entrainment Studies," NRC-0193-4, September 1977.

2. Kirchner, W., personal communication, March 1979.

3. Dallman, J. C., et al., "Deentrainment Phenomena From Droplet Cross Flow in
Vertical Rod Bundles," paper presented at the Sixth Water Reactor Safety
Research Meeting, Gaithersburg, MD, November 6-9th, 1978.
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The calculated results of necessary dimensions are shown in figure D-1 2.

D-10. Heat Release From Upper Plenum Wall and Internals

Since evaporation in the upper plenum was found to be negligible, it is proposed that the

wall and internals have small heat content. One way to achieve this goal is to make the

upper plenum wall thin and to use hollow cylinders as internals.

D-l 1. Design of Upper Core Plate

A portion of a real upper core plate which can cover the test rod bundle area may have

either one complete opening or two half openings. The main interests in the upper core

plate are the froth layer development above the plate and possible liquid counterflow to

allow a fallback. If there is no froth layer on the plate, all entrained droplets will

eventually flow to the hot leg; hence, there is no need for a complicateo study of upper

plenum behavior. Froth development requires a solid floor to build upon. Also, a floor

must support internal structures in such a way that the deentrained droplets flow to the

floor directly. A single-hole or double-hole scheme simply cannot meet the above

requirements unless only one or two real-size internals are used (figure D-13a, b).

Real-size internals used in such a small bundle are expected to distort flow field too

much. Fallback through the upper core plate opening is governed by a flooding

phenomenon. It has been shown in the previous discussion that flooding does not depend

on the flow channel geometry if its equivalent diameter is large enough.

Therefore, it is suggested that the upper core plate be simulated by making 10 holes

whose total flow area is scaled to the real flow area in the upper core plate (figure

D-13c). This design satisfies the above requirements and also introduces the fluid into

the upper plenum in a relatively distributed way.
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APPENDIX E

FACILITY DRAWINGS

The following drawings (in addition to those already cited in the body of this report)

illustrate the systems effects test facility:

Figure No. Title Westinghouse Drawing No.

E-1 FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation 1550E65 and

E-2

E-3

E-4

E-5

E-6

E-7

E-8

Loop Piping Details

FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation

Upper Plenum Column Details

FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation

Upper Plenum Top Flange Details

FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation

Bundle Thimble Details

FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation

Bundle Filler Details

FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation

Bundle Grid Assembly

FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation

Bundle Grid Details

FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation

Steam Supply Layout

1550E66

1546E28

1546E29

1546E32

1546E35

Sheets I and 2

8763D58

8763D57

Sheets I through 7

L0974590

E-1



E-9

E-10

E-1 I

FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation

Low Mass Housing Lower Seal Plate

FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation

Four-Heater-Rod Terminal Assembly

FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation

Single-Heater-Rod Terminal Assembly

FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation

Bundle Heater Rod Terminal Cross-

Sectional View at 3.78 m (12.42 ft)

Elevation

FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation

Bundle Bare and Heated Thermocouple

Steam Probe Details

1463F33

9550D67

9550D68

9550D66

E-12

E-13

976957L03

1550E51

Sheets I and 2

E-2































































































APPENDIX F

INSTRUMENTATION PLAN

This appendix contains the details of the heater rod bundle instrumentation. Figure F-I

shows the heater rod bundle cross section indicating location of instrumentation rod,

thimbles instrumented with wall thermocouples, aspirating steam probes, bare

thermocouple steam probes, and heated thermocouple steam probes. Figures F-2

through F-I 6 show the location of bundle instrumentation radially and by elevations, and

instruments which are monitored by the CDAS (channel numbers).
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Figure F-I. FLECHT SEASET Natural Circulation and Reflux Test Rod Bundle
Instrumentation
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Figure F-3. Bundle Instrumentation, 0.61 m (24 in.) Elevation
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Figure F-10. Bundle Instrumentation, 2.13 m (84 in.) Elevation
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Figure F-13. Bundle Instrumentation, 2.82 m (1II in.) Elevation
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APPENDIX G

NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION TEST RUN
SPECIFICATION AND VALIDATION SHEET

Reproduced on the following pages is the run specification and validation sheet which

specifies conditions and requirements for a valid test. This sheet also provides space for

comments on run conditions, causes for terminating and invalidating a run, and

instrumentation failures.
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FLECHT SEASET NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX

CONDENSATION TEST RUN SPECIFICATION AND VALIDATION SHEET

Specified Value Actual Value

I. Primary Side

1. Lower Plenum Fluid

Temperature

2. U. P. Pressure

3. Condition

OF + 50F

psia + 0.75 psia

Liquid Full

psia

Partially Full

IL Pressurizer (Accumulator No. )

1.

2.

3.

Gas Overpressure

Fluid Temperature

Fluid Level

psia + 0.75 psia
OF + 5 F

ft +1%

psia
oF

ft

III. Bundle Power

1.

2.

3.

Initial A Zone Power

Initial B Zone Power

Initial C Zone Power

_____ kw + I %

kw + 1%

kw + 1%

Redundant Power

kw

kw

kw

IV. Loop Piping and Component Wall Temperatures

1. Lower Plenum

2. Housing

3. Upper Plenum

4. Unbroken Hoop Hot Leg

5. Broken Loop Hot Leg

6. Unbroken Loop St. Gen.

Inlet Plenum

7. Unbroken Loop St. Gen.

Outlet Plenum

0 F_ + 10 O

0 F_ + 10 0

0 F_ + 10O0

OF_ + 100O

0__F + 10 0

0 F_ + 10 0

OF

OF

0 F
OF

0 F
OF

OF+ Il0'
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8. Unbroken Loop Pump

Loop Seal

9. Broken Loop Pump

Loop Seal

10. Unbroken Loop Cold Leg

1I. Broken Loop Cold Leg

12. Downcomer Extension

13. Downcomer

14. Crossover Leg

0F+ 10 0 F

0+F 10 0

oF

0oF

0 F
0 F
0 F
0 F
0 F

+ 100F

+ 100F

+ 100F

+ 100F

OF

0 F
OF

0 F
OF

V. Steam Generator Secondary Side Cooling System

I. Unbroken Loop St. Gen.

a. Pressure

b. Fluid Temperature

c. Flow Conditions:

o Circulating

o Boiling : Level

psia + 0.75 psia
0OF + 5°0F

psia
0oF

gpm + I%
OF+ I%

gpm

ft + I%

VI. Cold Leg_ / UHI Injection

1.

2.

3.

Fluid Subcooling

Pressure

psF + 5 p°F
psia + 0.75 psia

0oF

psia

Flow

Rate

. . lb/sec

Specified Duration

sec

Rate

lb/sec

Actual Duration

sec

VII. Noncondensible Gas (He) Injection

1.

2.

3.

Gas Temperature

Gas Pressure

Injection Rate

0F + 5%

psia + 0.75 psia psia
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Specified
Duration

Actual
DurationRate

Unbroken Loop Hot Leg:
Rate

Step I

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

Step 10

3
cm /min + 1.2%
cm3/min + 1.2%
_cm 3/min + 1.2%

cm3 /min + 1.2%
3

cm /min + 1.2%

cm 3/min + 1.2%

__cm3 /min +_ 1.2%

3cm /rmi + 1.2%
3

cm /min + 1.2%
3

cm /min + 1.2%

min

min

min

min

min

min

min

min

min

min

3cm /min
3cm r/min
3cm /min
3

cm /min
3

cm 3min
3cm /rain
3

cm 1min
3

cm 1min
3

cm /min
3

cm 1mmn

min

min

min

min

-- min

min

min

min

rmin

min

Broken Loop Hot Leg:

Step I

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

Step 10

3
cm /min + 1.2%

3
cm r/min + 1.2%

3
cm 3/min + 1.2%

cm 3/min + 1.2%

- cm 3/min + 1.2%

-cm 3/min + 1.2%cm 3/min + 1.2%

cm3/min + 1.2%

cm 3/min + 1.2%cm3/min + 1.2%

min

min

min

min

min

min

min

min

min

min

3cm 3min
3

cm r/min
3

cm 3/min
3

cm /min

cm 3/min

cm 3/min
3cm /min

._cm3]min

__cm3(min

__cm 1min

min

min

min

min

min'

min

miln

min

min

min

VIII. Instrument Failures:
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IX. Comments:

X. Validation/Invalidation Comments
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APPENDIX H

SHAKEDOWN TEST MATRIX DETAILS

H-I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the shakedown tests is to verify that the facility and instrumentation

function properly in order to conduct the natural circulation and reflux condensation

tests. Also, tests were run to determine certain instrument calibration characteristics.

These calibration data permitted a more accurate determination of the measured

quantities during these tests.

H-2. SHAKEDOWN TEST MATRIX

Paragraphs H-3 through H-24 present a detailed description of each shakedown test.

H-3. Test No. I - Thermocouple Wiring Connection Checks

The purpose of this test is to check the continuity of each thermocouple wiring

connection from the patch board to the computer. A known direct current millivolt

signal will be applied to each circuit at the thermocouple patch board and compared to

the respective computer output reading. If a deviation of more than + 0.1 millivolts is

observed, the circuit will be checked, repaired, and retested.

H-4. Test No. 2 - Heater Rod Power Connection Check

This test is intended to check the continuity of each heater rod power connection at the

fuse panel. Using a Wheatstone bridge or an accurate digital ohmmeter, measurements

will be recorded for each circuit resistance with an accuracy of + 0.001 ohms. If an

abnormal reading is taken, the circuit will be checked, repaired, and retested.
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H-5. Test No. 3 - Instrumented Heater Rod Radial Location and Corresponding

Thermocouple Checks

This test, to be performed only on rods whose thermocouples are connected to the

computer, is intended to check the following items:

For each instrumented heater rod, all corresponding thermocouples will be

checked for appropriate computer channel hookup and proper recording of data.

In completing the above check, radial power connections between the fuse panel

and the appropriate heater rod will be confirmed.

- - The output polarity of each thermocouple at the computer will also be checked.

To conduct this test, all instrumented heater rods will be connected one at a time to a

small, manually controlled power supply. The rod bundle will be filled with cold water

at atmospheric pressure, accumulator no. I should be connected to the system, and the

computer will be in operation for data acquisition. The overtemperature limit alarm

will be set at 149 C (300 0 F). No gas overpressure should be applied to accumulator no.

I and its vent valve will be fully opened.

In turn, minimal power will be applied to each heater rod and all corresponding

thermocouple outputs will be recorded through the computer. After the power is

disconnected, all computer channels will be scanned to check that the appropriate

thermocouple computer channels have responded and that data were recorded properly.

H-6. Test No. 4 - Heater Rod, Thimble, and Steam Probe Thermocouple Axial

Location Checks

This test, which will be performed using only instrumented heater rods, is intended to

check the following items:

-- For each bundle thermocouple elevation all corresponding heater rod, thimble, and

steam probe thermocouples are checked for appropriate computer channel axial

hookup and proper recording of data.
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-- In completing the above check each heater rod, thimble, and steam probe

thermocouple elevation is confirmed.

To conduct this test, all heater rods will be connected to the power supply. Output from

all heater rod, thimble, and steam probe thermocouples, as well as all test vessel

differential pressure cells, will be recorded by the computer. The computer will also

control bundle power automatically. An overtemperature limit set at 260 0C (500°F) will

be checked before the atmospheric pressure test is conducted. The lower plenum ano

crossover leg will be filled to the bottom of the heated length with water at room

temperature or colder, and accumulator no. I should be connected to the system with its

vent valve fully opened. A level sight gage will be installed across the test section to

aid manual contr6l of the flooding rate.

With the facility prepared as specified above, power is applied to the rod bundle until it

is automatically tripped on an overtemperature condition. As the bundle is progressively

flooded, all bundle thermocouple responses will be recorded to verify axial position.

H-7. Test No. 5 - Steam Generatoi Thermocouple Axial Location Checks

In this test, the steam generator secondary side will be filled to a known level and the

response of the secondary fluid and tube wall thermocouples will be recorded. The

thermocouples' response as the water level increases will indicate the installed axial

position of the thermcouple. This test will be conducted on both steam generators.

H-B. Test No. 6 - Rod Bundle Housing Differential Pressure Cell Axial Location

Checks; Steam Generator Plenum, Downcomer, Upper Plenum, and Accumulator

Volume and Level Transmitter Checks; and Component Volume Checks

This test is intended to check the following items:

-- Rod bundle housing and loop differential pressure cells will be checked for

appropriate computer channel hookup and proper operation.

-- Rod bundle housing control volumes will be established in 0.30 m (12 in.) increments.
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-- The upper and lower plenum volumes and the downcomer volume will be checked.

-- Accumulators and steam generator plenum volumes will be determined.

For operation of this test, all loop and rod bundle housing differential pressure cells,

along with the upper plenum, steam generator plenums, accumulators, and downcomer

level transducers will be connected to the computer. A sight gage will be connected

across the rod bundle housing and the other components and a weigh tank will be

installed to measure the drained water. All differential pressure cells should be vented

and the required transmission lines filled with water. At this point the rod bundle,

steam generator outlet plenum, accumulator, and containment tanks will be filled with

cold water.

The steam generator plenums will be filled to the top differential pressure tap. The roc

bundle housing and upper plenum will be filled to the hot leg nozzles and the downcomer

will be filled to the first overflow nozzle. The crossover leg volume will be includeo

with the downcomer. The accumulators and tanks will be filled to the top differential

pressure tap. Water will be drained and weighed from these components in various

increments, and the differential pressure cell outputs will be recorded until the

component is empty.

H-9. Test No. 7 - Pressure Transmitter and Differential Pressure Cell Zero Shifts

All differential pressure cell zero readings and zero shifts will be checked during the test.

For operation of this test, all housing, upper plenum, loop, steam generator, downcomer,

and pump loop seal differential pressure cells will be connected to the computer. A

nitrogen supply will be connected to accumulator no. I and the pressure control system

will be operable.

When the test loop is empty and has reached atmospheric pressure, zero readings of all

differential pressure cells will be checked. After the system is pressurized with nitrogen

to 0.69 MPa (100 psia), all differential pressure cell zero shifts will be recorded.
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H-10. Test No. 8 - Loop Primary Side Filling Procedure and System Volume Checks

This shakedown test will verify that a noncondensible gas (air) can be purged from the

test loop with steam. This method will be used to get the loop water solid for the

single-phase natural circulation tests.

The following procedure is suggested:

I. Loop primary side should be at atmopheric pressure. Accumulator no. I should be

filled with demineralized water and isolated from the loop primary side. The steam

generator secondary side should be empty.

2. Evacuate noncondensible gases (air, helium, or nitrogen) from the loop primary side

using a vacuum pump connected to any loop drain line. Try to reach at least a

vacuum of 20 inches of mercury.

3. Slowly start injecting low-pressure steam [about 0. 14 MPa (20 psia)] through the test

section lower plenum. Vent steam through' all loop vents and drains. Continue

injecting steam and venting steam until the loop piping, housing, and steam

generators heat up to nearly 93 0 C (200 0F) as indicated by wall thermocouples

throughout the facility. Close all vent and drains except the downcomer extension

vent. Close the downcomer isolation valve and continue venting steam through the

downcomer vent for at least 5 minutes.

4. Close the downcomer extension vent and stop steam purging, and open the

downcomer isolation valve.

5. Start filling the loop with water from the accumulator. The accumulator should be

pressurized to 0.41 MPa (60 psia). If necessary, vent water through upper plenum,

downcomer extension, and steam generator plenums to maintain a pressure lower

than the accumulator gas overpressure. When water starts coming out of the steam

generator plenum, close the downcomer isolation valve and continue venting through

the downcomer extension vent until all steam or gases are vented and/or a solid

stream of water is obtained.
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6. Fill the steam generator secondary sides with cold water to condense any residual

steam in the U-tubes.

7. Pressurize the loop to 0.41 MPa (60 psia) (accumulator gas overpressure) and start

circulating water through the loop using the circulation pump. Maintain primary

loop temperature below 380 (1000F) using the steam generator secondary side

cooling system. Vent through loop high point vents to purge any residual

noncondensible gases. Stop loop circulation and steam generator secondary side

cooling, and isolate accumulator no. I from the loop. Observe loop pressure for

several minutes to ensure that loop conditions are stable and loop primary pressure

remains about constant.

8. Monitor loop pressure and record amount of water that must be drained from the

loop to reduce the loop pressure to 0.17 MPa (25 psia). The volume of the residual

noncondensible gas in the loop at 0.41 MPa (60 psia) can be calculated from the

following formula assuming isentropic expansion of ideal gases:

VG = 0.293 VD

where

V = volume of noncondensible at 0.41 MPa (60 psia) loop pressure

VD = volume of water drained from the system when reducing pressure

from 0.41 MPa (60 psia) to 0. 17 MPa (25 psia)

9. Drain and weigh the water from the system in various increments to check the

system volumes.

H-I 1. Test No. 9 - Liquid Flowmeter Calibration Checks

This test is intended to check the following items:

-- An in-place check of the flowmeter calibrations for agreement with the full flow

range calibrations performed prior to the shakedown tests
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-- The flowmeters for appropriate computer channel hookup

To perform the turbine meter and bidirectional turbo-probe calibration check, the

accumulator will be filled with cold water and pressurized with a nitrogen backpressure

of 2.76 + 0.14 MPa (400 + 20 psig). The housing lower plenum drain will be open and the

accumulator water will flow through the turbine meter to the crossover leg, through the

turbo-probe and out the lower plenum drain.

The drain water will be collected over a timed interval and weighed. The recoroed

flowmeter data will be compared to the flow determined from the weigh tank data.

These flowmeter calibration tests will be run for the flow rates given in table H-I. The

table specifies 10 steady state flowrates and one variable stepped flowrate test.

At first, the flow through the flowmeters will be run to the drain. After steady flow

conditions have been established, the flow will be diverted to the weigh tank. The

accumulator differential pressure cell, accumulator fluid thermocouple, and all

flowmeter outputs will be monitored during the test. At the end of the test, the flow

will be switched to the drain again and flow measurements will be terminated.

To check the response of the bidirectional turbo-probe in the reverse flow direction, the

turbo-probe will be turned 180 degrees in the crossover leg and selected steady-state

tests will be run as described above. The desired flow rates are presented in table H-2.

For the shakedown test of the natural circulation flow loop, both cold legs will be piped

to the downcomer and the circulation pump installed in the crossover leg will be used to

provide loop flow. Loop flow rates will be measured with the turbine meters installed in

each pump loop seal loop.

The expected loop pressure drop during this test is of the order of 0.69 Pa (0.10 psid);

narrow range D/P transducers capable of measuring D/Ps in this range will be required.

If additional flow resistance is needed to simulate the loop hydraulic characteristics of

the reference PWR plant with idle main coolant pumps, a flow resistance orifice might

have to be installed in the loop.
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TABLE H- I

FLOW RATES FOR FLOWMETER AND BIDIRECTIONAL

TURBO-PROBE CALIBRATION CHECKS

Flow Rate Test Time

rm 3/sec (gal/min)] (min)

6.3 x 10-5 (1) 5

1.9 x 10- 4  (3) 5

3.2 x 10-4 (5) 5

5.0 x 10-4 (8) 5

7.6 x 10-4 (12) 3

1.0 x 10-3 (16) 3

1.3 x 10-3 (20) 2

2.5 x 10-3 (40) 2

3.8 x 10-3 (60) 2

5.0 x 10-3 (80) 2

TABLE H-2

FLOW RATES FOR BIDIRECTIONAL TURBO-PROBE

REVERSE FLOW CALIBRATION CHECKS

Flow Rate Test Time

[m 3/sec(gal/min)] (min)

2.5 x 10-4 (4) 10

6.3 x 10- 4  (10) 4

2.5 x 10-3 (40) 2

5.0 x 10- 3 (80) 2
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Prior to running the test, the loop must be purged to eliminate any air in the U-tubes and

then filled solid with water, as described in paragraph H-10.

With the test loop filled solid and the steam generator secondary side drained, the

shakedown test will be run by slowly initiating flow with the circulation pump. The

pump flow can be regulated by adjusting one of the pump isolation valves. The flowrate

will be controlled to achieve the total bundle flow rates in table H-3. Bundle flow is

calculated from the sum of the cold leg turbine meter flowrates. Record all test loop

differential pressures and the differential pressure from the probes in the primary sides

of the steam generator tubes. Record loop pressure and temperature also.

H-12. Test No. 10 - Hot and Cold Leg Liquid Film Flowrate Meter Check

The special hot and cold leg piping used in the reflux condensation tests will contain a

flowmeter to measure any condensed steam flowing back to the rod bundle upper

plenum. During the reflux condensation tests, steam from the test section can condense

in the steam generator tube bundle. Condensed steam in the inlet upflow and outlet

downflow sections of the steam generator may flow back down into the hot and cold legs

toward the test section. This phenomenon is called reflux condensation. To measure the

reflux condensation liquid film flowrate, a small weir will be installed in each of the hot

and cold legs to trap and divert the liquid film to a rotameter which will record the

liquid mass flow rate.

These rotameters will be checked by injecting water into each steam generator inlet and

outlet plenums and recording the flowrate detected by the hot and cold leg rotameters.

The 'flowrate of the injected water will be monitored to confirm the rotameter

accuracy. The rotameters will be checked over the flow range given in table H-4.

At the conclusion of the test, the water accumulated in the "dead" volume of the steam

generator inlet plenum below the modified hot leg inlet nozzle will be measured. After

disconnecting the temporary water supply lines from each inlet plenum, the inlet

plenum will be drained and the volume of water that drains from the plenums recorded.

This volume represents the amount of steam that must condense before the hot and cold

leg rotameters will respond to the reflux condensation in the steam generator tubes.
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TABLE H-3

FLOWRATES FOR PUMP LOOP SEAL
TURBINE METER CALIBRATION CHECKS

Total Flow Rate, Both Loops
[m 3 /sec(gal/min)]

6.3 x 10-4 (10)

1.3 x 10-3 (20)

1.9 x 10-3 (30)

2.5 x l0-3 (40)

TABLE H-4

HOT LEG LIQUID FILM ROTAMETER CHECK RANGES

Unbroken Hot Leg Liquid Broken Hot Leg Liquid
Film Rotameter liilm Rotameter

[m 3 /sec(gal/min)] [m 3sec(gal/min)]

6.3 x 10-6 (0.10) 3.1 x 10-6 (0.05)

1.3 x 10-5 (0.20) 6.3 x 10-6 (0.10)

3.2 x 10-5 (0.50) 1.6 x 10-5 (0.25)

6.3 x 10-5 (1.0) 3.2 x 10"5 (0.50)

9.5 x 10-5 (1.5) 4.7 x 10-5 (0.75)

6.3 x 10-4 (1.0)
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-H-13. Test No. II - Test Loop Hydraulic Loss Coefficient Measurements

This test will be run by isolating parts of the test loop and supplying a known mass flow

of steam to the isolated part of the loop. Installed test loop instrumentation will be

monitored for flow and presure drop. From these data, the loop hydraulic loss

coefficients will be calculated.

The unbroken loop piping will be isolated by closing the downcomer isolation valve and

installing a blank orifice in the broken loop pump resistance orifice flanges. This will

create a single flow path from the bundle lower plenum, through the unbroken loop to

the downcomer. With the boiler supplying steam to the test section lower plenum, the

loop hydraulic loss coefficients can be calculated from the loop pressure drop data. This

test will be run at the test conditions specified in table H-5.

The broken loop will be isolated by using blind flanges in the unbroken loop pump

resistance flanges. The flow rates specified in table H-5 will be established and the loop

pressure drops recorded.

In each of the above tests, all loop differential pressures, pressures, and temperatures

will be recorded.

H-14. Test No. 12 - Loop Heatup and Heat Loss Check

In this test the loop heatup procedure is verified and the heat loss through the pipe and

component walls to the environment is measured.

The rod bundle and primary loop piping and steam generators will be heated to 164°C

(328 0 F). The loop will then be isolated and the piping, insulation, ambient, and housing

wall thermocouples will be monitored. The loop heat loss rate will be calculated from

the rate of change of the wall temperatures with time.

The primary loop piping will be heated with steam from the boiler. The steam is injected

into the lower plenum and vented from the downcomer extension vent. After the

downcomer and crossover leg piping has been warmed up, the downcomer isolation valve
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TABLE H-5

TEST PARAMETERS FOR TEST LOOP HYDRAULIC LOSS

COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS

Loop Arrangement Loop Pressure Steam Mass Flowrate
[kg/sec (lb/sec)]

Blind flanges in broken 0.28 MPa 0.27 (0.60)

loop cold leg orifice (40 psia) at

upper plenum

Blind flanges in broken 0.28 MPa 0.14 (0.30)

loop cold leg orifice (40 psia) at

upper plenum

Blind flanges in broken 0.28 MPa 0.45 (0.10)

loop cold leg orifice (40 psia) at

upper plenum

Blind flanges in unbroken 0.28 MPa 0.91 (0.20)

loop cold leg orifice (40 psia) at

upper plenum

Blind flanges in unbroken 0.28 MPa 0.45 (0.10)

loop cold leg orifice (40 psia) at

upper plenum
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will be closed to force the steam through the rod bundle housing, steam generators, and

primary loop piping.

The steam generator secondary sides will be heated by filling with just enough liquid to

cover the lower bank of strip heaters. The lower bank of heaters will then be energized

to warm up the secondary side of the steam generators to 149 0C (300'F).

After the primary loop, rod bundle, and steam generator secondary sides have been

heated to 149°C + 10°C (3000F + 180 F), the steam generator strip heaters will be

deenergized and the secondary sides isolated. The primary loop and rod bundle should be

drained of any condensed steam and then isolated.

To measure the loop heat loss, record all rod bundle housing, pipe wall, ambient, and

steam generator shell thermocouples. These data should be recorded for a period of at

least 1 hour, at intervals of 6 minutes or less. From these data, the rate of change of

the pipe wall, rod bundle housing, and steam generator shell temperatures with time will

be determined. The loop heat loss can then be calculated from the loop mass and heat

capacity.

H-I 5. Test No. 13 - Isothermal Calibration of Steam Generator Bundle Thermocouples

The purpose of this test is to individually and differentially calibrate the primary side

fluid, tube wall, and secondary side fluid thermocouples of both the broken and unbroken

loop steam generators. This will be accomplished by performing isothermal (zero heat

flux) calibration tests over the entire test temperature range of 25°C to 149°C (77'F to

3000 F). Specific test details are outlined in table H-6.

The individual primary side fluid thermocouple calibration tests will be performed by

establishing a uniform primary side fluid temperature with the steam generator

secondary side evacuated. The primary loop will be filled with water and heated to the

desired calibration temperature using the test section heater rods. The circulation

pump will be used to establish a uniform loop temperature. The steam generator inlet

and outlet lower plenum thermocouples are to be used to monitor primary loop

temperatures. The voltage outputs of all bundle thermocouples are to be recorded.
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TABLE H-6

TEST PARAMETERS FOR ISOTHERMAL CALIBRATION OF

STEAM GENERATOR BUNDLE THERMOCOUPLES

Thermocouple Loop/Steam Generator Calibration
Calibration Configuration Temperatures

[oC(OF)]

Individual primary fluid Primary loop liquid filled, 38 (100)

differential primary fluid, steam generator secondary 66 (150)

and tube wall side evacuated 93 (200)

121 (250)

149 (300)

Individual secondary Primary loop evacuated, 25 ( 77)

fluid, individual tube steam generator secondary 38 (100)

wall, differential side liquid filled 66 (150)

secondary fluid, and 93 (200)

tube wall 121 (250)

149 (300)
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The individual secondary side fluid and tube wall thermocouple calibration tests will be

performed by establishing a uniform secondary side fluid temperature with the primary

loops evacuated. The secondary side will be filled with water and heated to the desired

calibration temperature using the shell strip heaters. The secondary side flowmeter

thermocouples are to be used to monitor fluid temperatures. The secondary side

circulation pumps will be used to establish uniform temperatures. The voltage outputs

of all bundle thermocouples are to be recorded.

In addition to the individual thermocouple calibration tests outlined above, differential

thermocouple connections are outlined in detail in paragraph 6-32. In these isothermal

tests, the difference between primary fluid and tube wall thermocouples and the

difference between the wall and secondary fluid thermocouples will be measured. In

general, the measured voltage differences will not be zero because of the inherent

calibration differences between the individual thermocouples. The output voltage bias

will be measured over the entire test temperature range to establish trends as a function

of temperature. Test procedures are the same as those discussed for individual

thermocouple calibrations..

H-16. Test No. 14 - Steam Generator Tube Bundle Wall Thermocouple Controlled Heat

Flux Calibration Tests

Instrumentation bench tests conducted during the course of the steam generator

Separate Effects Test program showed that the wall-mounted tube wall thermocouples

were affected by the magnitude of the local heat flux. The purpose of this test is to

determine the calibration characteristics of the tube wall thermocouples as a funtion of

local heat flux. This is accomplished by controlling the rod bundle power, primary and

secondary flows, and inlet temperatures. Seven specific tests are outlined in table H-7.

Once the system has reached stable conditions for each test, all bundle thermocouple

outputs are to be recorded.

H-17. Test No. 15 - Saturation of Primary Side Water With Noncondensibles and

Sampling System Checks

This test will determine how much helium (noncondensible gas) is required to saturate
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the system primary side water, and how long it takes. The operation of the sampling

system and helium analyzer instrumentation will also be checked. The test will provide

a check between the sampling probe bench calibration and the facility sampling system.

The test should be conducted as follows:

I. Fill the system primary side with demineralized water as described in test no. 8,

paragraph H- 10.

2. Start forced circulation using the primary circulating pump and set flow of 2.00 x

10- 3 m 3 /sec (31.7 gal/min) total flow as measured by the crossover leg bidirectional

turbo-probe. If a three-to-one flow split through the unbroken and broken loops is

assumed, the flow should be 1.50 x 10- 3m 3/sec (23.8 gal/min) and 0.5 x 10-3 m 3/sec

(7.9 gal/min) through these loops, respectively.

3. Accumulator no. I should be connected to the crossover leg, filled about half full of

water at 121 0 F (250 0 F), with a helium gas overpressure of 0.80 MPa (115.5 psia).

4. Set gas (helium) injection flowmeters flow to 2124 cm 3/min for the unbroken hot

leg and 708 cm 3/min for the broken hot leg. Inject the helium through each loop for

about 3 minutes. Continue circulation for about 10 more minutes and take samples

to determine if the helium concentration is 0.0125 cm 3 (0°C, I atm)/g H 20 at

I atm. The gas should be analyzed using the GOW-MAC analyzer System by

Westinghouse Forest Hills Chemistry Laboratory. If the specified helium

concentration is not reached, add or adjust helium injection rates and time until the

water is saturated with helium. Record helium rates and total amount, and time

needed to saturate the primary side water with helium.

H-1 8. Test No. 16 - Noncondensibles Injection Checks

This test will check the helium injection system operation, and the interaction between

the primary side and accumulator no. I (pressurizer). This test should be a continuation

of the previous test no. 14 described in paragraph H-16.
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The following procedure is recommended:

I. Set helium flows at 3087 cm 3/min for the unbroken loop and 1020 cm 3/min for the

broken loop.

2. With the primary side water saturated with helium and accumulator no. I with

helium gas overpressure as in test no. 14, start helium injection through each hot

leg nozzle for 5 minutes. Monitor changes in loop pressure, temperature,

accumulator liquid level and pressure, and flows indicated by the bidirectional

flowmeter in the injection line.

3. Repeat the helium injection test with accumulator no. I isolated from the primary

side, and monitor the change in pressure in the system.

4. After the system is at steady state for about 15 minutes, start taking helium

samples from the steam generators, starting with the highest elevation, and

determine helium concentrations and/or where the helium is concentrating in the

steam generator tubes. It might be necessary to reconnect the accumulator to the

primary system to compensate for the liquid being taken out during sampling. The

accumulator pressure should be adjusted to the primary pressure reached after the

helium injection.

H-19. Test No. 17 - System Pressure Relief Check

The purpose of this test is to check the ability of the spring-loaded pressure relief valves

to depressurize the system in case of overpressurization. These valves are connected to

one of the drain lines of the crossover leg.

The following procedure is suggested:

I. Set pressure relief valves at a pressure between 0.68 and 1.03 MPa (100 to 150 psia).

2. The primary side should be liquid full and accumulator no. I gas overpressure set

initially at about 0. 14 MPa (20 psi) below the relief pressure setting.
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3. Slowly increase accumulator gas overpressure until the pressure relief valves open.

Monitor pressure increase, overshoot if any, pressure at which the pressure relief

valves are activated, and the time needed for these valves to relieve and reduce the

primary side pressure.

H-20. Test No. 18 - Accumulator No. I Gas Overpressure Feed-and-Bleed System

Checks

This test will check the feed-and-bleed capabilities of the accumulator's gas

overpressurizing systems to maintain a constant pressure during level changes in these

tanks due to primary side mass depletion or mass injection transients.

The following procedure is suggested:

1. Fill accumulator about half full with water.

2. Pressurize accumulator to 0.68 MPa (100 psia) using the gas overpressure system,

and set feed-and-bleed controls to maintain this pressure.

3. Lower the accumulator level about 0.30 m (I ft) by draining water at rate of about

1.6 x 10- 4 m 3 /sec (2.5 gal/sec) and determine if the gas feeding system can maintain

a constant gas overpressure of 0.68 MPa (100 psia).

4. Raise the level of the accumulator by 0.30 m (I ft) by injecting water at a rate of

1.6 x 10-4 m /sec (2.5 gal/min) and determine if the bleeding system can maintain

the gas overpressure constant at 0.68 MPa (100 psia).

H-21. Test No. 19 - Cold Leg Injection Checks

The purpose of this test is to check the water injection system capability of injecting

water at a rate of 7.82 x 10" 4 m3 /sec (1.67 lb/sec or 12.4 gal/min) for 48 seconds while

maintaining constant pressure in the primary side.

This test could be performed as follows:
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1. Fill the primary side with water.

2. Have accumulator no. I connected to the primary side with a gas overpressure of

0.6B MPa (100 psia) and about 50 percent full.

3. Accumulator no. 2 is to be used as the water injection tank and should be conncted

to the cold leg injection, be about half full, and have a gas overpressure high enough

to maintain a constant injection rate.

4. All instrumentation related to the cold water injection should be operating and

monitored by the computer.

5. Set injection flow to drain and adjust flow to 7.82 x 10-4 m 3/sec (1.67 lb/sec)

6. Switch flow to unbroken cold leg and record flows, temperatures, pressures,

differential pressures, accumulator no. I and no. 2 levels, and corresponding gas

overpressures.

H-22. Test No. 20 - UHI Injection Checks

This test will check the capability of the injection water system to simulate upper head

injectiorn (UHI) during different modes of natural circulation.

The test procedure is similar to the cold leg injection test except that water is injected

at the bottom of the test section upper plenum and the rate of injection is 4.4 x l0-4

m 3/sec (0.94 lb/sec or 6.9 gal/min) for 347 seconds (5.78 minutes).

H-23. Test No. 21 - Steam Generators Secondary Side Cooling System Flowmeter

Calibration Checks

The purpose of this test is to check in place the flowmeter caliDrations and relateo

instrumentation. The calibration checks of each flowmeter should be performed as

follows:
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I. The secondary side expansion tank (containment tank) should be filled with water at

room temperature and the accumulator should have a gas overpressure high enough

to ensure constant flow and pressure during calibration runs.

2. Weighing of the water flow through the flowmeter for a period of time should be

used to check the flow coefficient used in the design of the orifice plate.

3. The range of check flows are listed in table H-8.

4. During each calibration check, record water temperature, differential pressure,

weight of water, static pressure, and change in level of the expansion tank

(containment tank) if possible.

H-24 Test No. 22 - Steam Generator Secondary Side Boiling Mode at Constant Level,

Boiloff (Drying) and Recovery Checks

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of the steam secondary side cooling

system in the boiling mode at constant level, boil the secondary side dry, and recover by

establishing forced circulation through the secondary side.

The following procedure is suggested:

I. Start with both steam generator secondary sides about half full of water at room

temperature and atmospheric pressure.

2. Activate the steam generator secondary side heat exchanger, and bypass the

circulative pumps, since they will not be used in this test. The condensate should

return to the steam generator secondary side.

3. Start with the primary side full of water and pressurized to about 0.41 MPa (60

psia).

4. Start forced circulation in the primary side using the circulating pump and closing

the downcomer isolation valve. Adjust the flow to 2.0 x 10- m /sec (32 gal/min).
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TABLE H-B

FLOWRATES FOR STEAM GENERATOR

SECONDARY SIDE FLOWMETER CALIBRATION CHECKS

Flow Rate Test Time
[m 3 /sec(gal/min)] (min)

UNBROKEN LOOP STEAM GENERATOR

7.6 x 10=3 (120) 3

6.3 x I10= 3  (100) 3

5.0 x IT03 (80) 3

3.8 x 10-3 (60) 3

2.5 x 10-3 (40) 3

1.3 x IT 3 (20) 3

6.3 x 10-4 (10) 3

BROKEN LOOP STEAM GENERATOR

2.5 x 10-3 (40) 3

1.9 x 10-3 (30) 3

1.3 x 10-3 (20) 3

6.3 x 10-4 (10) 5

3.2 x 10-4 (5) 5
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5. The secondary side expansion tank should be filled with water at 93 0 C (200°F) and

have a gas overpressure high enough to ensure injection of water in the seconcary

side of both steam generators during the recovery phase of the test. At the

beginning of the test, the expansion tank should be isolated from the secondary

side cooling system.

6. Start applying power to the bundle at a low level (about 50 kw) and increase it in

steps until it reaches 100 kw.

7. Adjust primary side flow to maintain a 27 0 C (50 0 F) temperature rise across the

bundle, and maintain single phase.

8. As the steam generator secondary sides start boiling, the generated steam should

be condensed in the heat exchanger and return to the secondary side by gravity.

Observe the secondary side level and determine if it can be maintained constant

for about 15 minutes.

9. Start passing the condensate to drain, thus eliminating seconoary side makeup, ana

observe the primary side behavior during this boiling period.

10. Continue the secondary side boiloff, monitoring the water level, until the

secondary side has boiled dry or the primary side temperature starts rising. At

this point, start injecting water to the secondary side from the expansion tank until

it is full and forced circulation can be established. Terminate the test if the

pressure in the primary side rises above 0.69 MPa (100 psia) by turning off bundle

power and acclerating water injection to the steam generator secondary side, and

activating the primary side relief valves.

H-26 Test No. 23 - Single-Phase, Two-Phase, and Reflux Condensation Shakedown Test

The purpose of this test is to make sure that all facility instrumentation and controls

work properly, to determine the time constant of the system or how long it takes for the

system to reach steady state after a stepped change has been made, and at what rates

data should be taken during a test. This test is similar to test no. 8 of the test matrix

and the same procedure should be followed. Test conditions are given in table H-9.
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TABLE H-9

NATURAL CIRCULATION AND REFLUX CONDENSATION

SHAKEDOWN RUN TEST CONDITIONS

PRIMARY SIDE

Pressure 0.69 MPa (100 psia)

Fluid temperature 126 0 C (258'F)

Bundle power 222.4 kw

STEAM GENERATOR SECONDARY SIDE

Pressure 0.69 MPa (100 psia)

Fluid temperature Ambient-. 59 0 C (319'F)

Temperature rise 39 0C-.60 C (70°--.10°F)

Circulating 0.142-•0.0101 m 3/sec (225-.160 gal/min)

Liquid level Full
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Initial conditions and procedures are given below:

Initial Conditions:

1. The primary side should be filled With water at 126 0 C (258°F) and 0.69 MPa (100

psia). This water should not have any dissolved helium.

2. The steam generator secondary sides should be filled with water at ambient

temperature but pressurized to 0.69 MPa (100 psia), which means that the gas

overpressure in the expansion tank should be 0.85 MPa (123 psia) with an initial

water level of 1.83 m (6 ft).

3. The pressurizer (accumulator no. 1) should have a level of 0.61 m (2 ft) with water

at 126 0 C (2580F) and a gas overpressure of 0.85 MPa (124 psia) and should be

connected to primary side.

4. The power controls should be set initially to provide 55 kw to the bundle.

Procedure:

1. Turn on power to the bundle, and at the same time start circulation in the steam

generator secondary sides. Adjust cooling flows in order to achieve primary side

natural circulation and maintain 39 0C (70 0F) subcooling at the bundle inlet.

2. Increase power to the bundle in steps until the required 222.4 kw is reached.

3. Simultaneously adjust steam generator secondary side cooling flows to maintain

39 C (lb% F) subcooling at the bundle inlet.

4. After the system has been at steady state for 15 minutes, start decreasing the

steam generator secondary side cooling flows in steps this will reduce the amount

of subcooling at the rod bundle inlet. If reducing the secondary flows is not enough

because of the large heat transfer area of the steam generators, start reducing the

cooling water to the secondary side heat exchanger. This will start raising the
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temperature of the secondary side water, as well as raising the primary side

temperature.

5. As the bundle inlet subcooling decreases (temperature increases), boiling will occur

in the bundle and two-phase flow natural circulation should be established.

Carefully monitor loop conditions to determine the time when this mode of natural

circulation is achieved. In particular, monitor and measure the primary side mass

depletion due to liquid thermal expansion as the temperature increases and due to

phase changes when steam generation is started. This mass will go into the

pressurizer causing an increase in level. Mass depletion rates could also be

determined by measuring reverse flows in the injection line with the bidirectional

turbine meter. In addition, observe flow regime changes through the upper plenum

windows and steam generator inlet plenum windows. The bundle, upper plenum, and

steam generator inlet plenum differential pressure measurements could also

indicate when voids start forming in the primary side.

6. After operating in the two-phase natural circulation mode for about 30 minutes,

start decreasing the cooling water flow to the steam generator secondary side heat

exchanger, and if necessary, decrease the steam generator secondary side flows,

until the temperature difference between the primary and secondary side is about

60 C (10°F). As the temperature in the primary side increases, approaching

saturation, boiling could occur at the top of the steam generator tubes when the

lowest system pressure exists. This steam and the steam being generated in the

bundle, if any, will eventually displace the water out of the steam generator tubes,

steam generator plenums, hot legs, cold leg horizontal runs, upper plenum, and

downcomer extension volumes above the hot and cold legs, respectively. The

displaced liquid will be going into the pressurizer and raising its level by about 2.3 m

(7.4 ft). Voiding of the components mentioned above will cause a reduction in

primary side hydrostatic head equivalent to about 0.12 MPa (17 psia), which requires

a reduction of the pressurizer gas overpressure from the initial pressure of 0.85 MPa

(124 psia) down to 0.74 MPa (107 psia) when the hydrostatic head induced by the

pressurizer raised level is taken into account. This reduction in pressure is

necessary if a 0.69 MPa (100 psia) static pressure is to be maintained at the top of

the upper plenum. Since the reduction in hydrostatic head occurs in a transition
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period, it might be necessary to adjust the pressurizer gas overpressure as the

primary side water level decreases during this transient period.

7. Once the reflux condensation mode has been established, adjust system conditions

to maintain a water level at 0.61 m (2 ft) below the upper plenum hot leg exit

nozzles, and operate the system at steady state for 30 minutes.

8. During this period, measure condensed liquid film flows in the hot and cold legs with

the liquid film rotameter system installed in each leg.

Measurements of interest are primary side flows, system pressure, system pressure

drops; steam generator secondary side flows and temperatures; mass inventory changes in

the primary side and pressurizer, temperature changes and distribution throughout the

system; transient conditions and times needed to go from one mode of natural circulation

to another; time when steam generators start voiding; differential temperatures between

secondary side fluid, tube wall, and primary side in the steam generators; liquid film

flow, thickness, and velocity during reflux condensation mode; and steam velocities in

the hot legs during reflux condensation.

H-27. Test No. 24 - Forced Convection Secondary Side Film Coefficient Calibration

Test

The purpose of this test is to develop a set of correlations for the steam generator

secondary side film coefficients. This will be accomplished by controlling the primary

and secondary side flow and temperature boundary conditions. Table H-10 specifies the

boundary conditions for nine tests. Once boundary conditions have been stablized, all

steam generator secondary fluid, tube wall, and primary fluid thermocouple outputs are

to be measured.
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TABLE H- 10

FORCED CONVECTION SECONDARY SIDE

FILM COEFFICIENT CALIBRATION TEST BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

SECONDARY SIDE

Pressure Flowrate Inlet Temperature

[(MPa psia)] [Mi3 /sec (gal/min)] [oC (oF)]

0.69 (100) 0.0013 (20) 93 (200)

0.69 (100) 0.0019 (30) 110 (230)

0.69 (100) 0.0025 (40) 116 (240)

0.69 (100) 0.0032 (50) 121 (250)

0.69 (100) 0.0038 (60) 124 (255)

0.69 (100) 0.0050 (80) 127 (260)

0.99 (100) 0.0063 (100) 129 (265)

0.69 (100) 0.0088 (140) 135 (275)

0.69 (100) 0.010 (160) 143 (290)

PRIMARY SIDE

Pressure = 0.90 MPa (130 psia)

Bundle power = 222.4 kw

Flowrate = 0.0038 m 3 /sec (60 gal/min)

Bundle inlet temperature = 146 0 C (2950F)
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